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makehakefakenakeneke thethache wailswallavalls sufficient thickness for a
howsehouse of thischis sise

the roof of the house iais to have coecoooneons h inchitch141.4
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wockwork
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easaast sndandend andendimd a
beliballbeil of veryvary large si&e23

the cornerstones for the kirtland teepletenpleU wezewarawerewezawerg laid on

july 23 1833 24 after threethroetheoe additional years of toil and

sacrifice the towletempletempietenietemie was completed and dedicated on march 27

183618360 25 the building faced to the east measured eighty tfeatfeet
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coooanded to build a temptampie and was told that uppleaoplausple timetimcimecimsell was

granted for the completion of this edifice and that thisthiachlo

generationeenmen shallhellhailhalishailshaliG notration passpasa away until a house hallshallhailhalidhali be built
unto the lordlard 22 on december 27 1833 explicit instructionstructions
were announced in regard to the construction and design of

this house of the lord
the house of the lord for the presidencyproslProsi isdency eightyeighty

seven feazfeetfeatreaz long and sixty owoneons ftfootfoetfeet widmvidewide

the pulpits azeare to be finished with paneipanelpansi work in
the best workmanlike banner and chethe building to be
constructed of stonestowsconestol and brick of the best quality

lecletlatlac the foundation9madation of the house be of stone let itbe raised sufficiently high to allowalum of bankinsbankingbank4mmo
on top of the foundationCm abovelmdevLon uhatheeha hsnkmanr
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from east to westvastwescwadt its width mswaaweawes fifty nine t the wallswallawails
were fifty ftfeetrestresz in height and from nhatheeha base of the structure
to the top of the tower it masurodneaauredmeaneamba onesuredaured hundred and tenton

ftfeetseet 26 the completedcoopleted costcoat of the edifice waswaa eatiaatedeatestesc toed

be between 700000070000.00 andend 100000.0010000000 27

shortly after the cowletioncoopletioncompletioncoWlecowieconle oftioncionclon the kirtland towle
outside oppositionniticesitice and internal frictionfrictio forced the saints to
abandon their city and choughthough
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another templetampletampie to the lord smith stated that on april 26

1838 the lord had commandedcommended him to build a temple in far west

and to coiooence laying the foundation stones on july 4
291839 the months that followed were times of persecution

and the hostile townsmentow repeatedlynAmen asserted that the corner-

stones would never be laid nevertheless on july 4 as

comnandedcommanded the templatempletempia cornerstones woreweremoreware laid and on april 26

1839 work was begun on the foundation shortly after the

workvork was started the mormonnormanmorman people were once again forced to
abandon their city 30

settling next in nauvoo illinois the mormonhormon people

again undertook to build a templetowletempietenietemie joseph smith declared that
on january 19 1841 the lord had appeared andabd said comecoms ye

with all your gold and your silver andadd your precious stones

and all your antiquities and with iron with copper

and with brass andaidmid with zinc and with all your precious

things of the earth and build a house to my name for the

most high to dwell in 31

the most beautiful site within the city was selected
and set aside as the templetowletempiezemplezeniezemie site on april 6 1841 a large

crowd of dedicated people led by a brass band and sixteen

doctrine and covenants 1157181157

talmage
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p 125
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colorful companies of the nauvoo legion formed inln procession

and marched to the templetempie foundation where smith laid the

southeast cornerstone 32 the other cornerstones warewere laid by

members of the priesthood in a mannermenner prescribed by president

smith 33 work progressed steadily but the temple had only

risen to the square of the first story when joseph smith was

assassinated in the carthage illinois jail with his death

on june 27 1844 and the prospect of expulsion of the saints
from nauvoo increased impetus wasvasveswes placed to finish the temple

andaidmid in less than a year on may 24 1845 the capstone was

laid and the shout of hosanna hosanna hosanna to god andend

the lamblemb amenaaen amenAM and8 amenanonamann was led by brigham young 34

the tempietemplelempie wasvas formally dedicated on april 30 1846 35

the nauvoo templetampletampie wasvaswes built from a light gray lime-

stone material it was one hundred and twenty eight feet long

and eighty eight feet wide sixty five feet high at the sides
and to the top of the spire one hundred and sixty five feet
the spire waswab surmounted by the figure of a flying messenger

sounding a crumpettrumpet there wecewereverevece thirty pillasterspil orlasters buttresses

B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church
of jesusjosusjasus christ of latlerletterlatterlatuer deypaydezda saintssiiiits 6 volsvois saldsaltgatisaidsalbsaib lake city
deseret newsNs press

33t&

1930 II11 67
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supporting the exterior walls which ran from the foundation

to the cornice and at the ground level of each buttress there
was a crescent moon hewn in relief near the top of each

buttress there were thirty stones which allegorically depicted

the face of the sun above these stones just below the

cornice were thirty star stones the total cost of the build-
ing was 1000000.00100000000 paid for by penny funds tithing labor

tithing and free will donations 36

being once more driven from their homes and templetempie

the mormomormonnormo people movednaved westward toward the valley of the
great salt lake enemies of the church desiring to destroy

every vestige of mormonismhormonismmomicuismHormornor setmonism the temple on fire on novem-

ber 19 1848 only the walls were left standing when on

may 27 1850 a tornado swept across the country and leveled

the last mark of the second temple built by a dedicated people

for their god 37

lundwall ppap 51251
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utahsutahoitaho
LXIILKII hono 19 a pamphlet published by the LDS

church salt lakeleke city utah p 6 A mormon tradition
recalls that on this occasion wilford woodruff drove a woodenwoodm
stakastakeat into thetho small hole made by residentpresidentesident youngs cane on
february 14 1853 shortly after the groundbround was surveyed it
was noticed that the exact center of the plot laid out by
the survey for the tempietemple was wherewhare wilford woodruff had
placed the stakestaks nearly six years before see lundwall
p 137

te by wilford woodruff journal historyiotemhotem july 28
1847 ppap 232 the3 church of jesus christ of latterutter day
saints historians office salt lake city utah

13

clacia brisri

ami&mi

2noteknote

CHAPTER 11II

BEGINNING OF THE SALT LAKElaim TEMPLE

A slow beginning on july 28 1847 four days after
the arrival of the mormon people in the great salt lake

valley brigham young prophet of their faith and leader of

their exodus accompanied by heber C kimball willard
richards orson pratt wilford woodruff and several others
walked from their north camp to a section of land located

between two creeks in the heart of the valley brigham young

waved his hand and said here is the forty acres for the
temple the city can be laid out perfectly square north and

south east andend westmostwottwett it was moved and seconded that the
templecamplecampie lot was to be set aside and to contain forty acres

another account claims that brigham young struck the
groundbround with the point of his cawcanecam andaud sasaidsald here we will
build the templetampletampietenietemie of our god see tempietemple square in salt lake
city
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A few days later when the city was being planned and

laid out it was decided that forty acres was too large and

a council was held to determine whether or not to reduce the

area to twenty acres after considerable discussion it was

decided that tentoncencon acres would be sufficient 3

in the ensuing few years no actual construction was

undertaken on the edifice with no reserves and thousands of

their companions a thousand miles to the east the mormonmormothormonmarmot

people busied themselves in preparing the way forts were

constructed crops planted houses erected and all of the

countless other tasks needed to develop a newnow country had to
be done before work could start on another templetempie to meet

their needs andwidmid to utilize the large labor force available
the public works was organized on januaryJanI 26sacysary 1850 smallsmail

craft shops were built mmmen were employed and under the

direction of the church a purposeful focus was made to build

the kingdom of god in the salt lake valley thus it was not

until the april conference of the church in 1851 four years

after the arrival that a motion to build the temple was made

and carried by acclamation daniel H wells was appointed as

a committee of one to supervise the building of the templetempie

3edward3vdw&rdbedward W tullidge history of29 salt lake city salt
lake city utah 1886 ppap 4784t8

4manuscriptstenuscript history of brigham young january 26
1850 p 2 LDS historianshistorian office
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quequo

cac0 eth when he knoweth his mastersMastermestershasterhester will I1 know
a temple is needed and so do you and when wewu know a
thing why do weve neednawaamamm a revelation to compel us to do
that thinghing if phthe 0lord and all the people wantmt a
revelation I1 can give one concerning this temple in
a few deysdays I1 shall be able to give a plan on paper and
then if haavenheaven or any good man on earthoarthearch will suggest
any improvements we will receive them and adopt them

brother joseph often remarked that a revelationrw waselation
noruouto more necessaryriecessa to build a tempietempletletie than a dwelling
house if a man knew he needed a kitchen a bedroom a
dining room a parlor etc he needed no revelation

p 1
secret news weeweekly salt lake city april 19 1851

trumentruman 0 angell was the sustained architect of the
church from 1850 untiluntiunci his death in 1887 the tempietemple was his
taskmaster and to it he gave his life he more thanthen any
other is responsible for its architectural design see
appendix I1 for biographical sketch

bazzdazz

15

and also the public works 5

during the following year the people werevere continually

exhorted to pledge their means and efforts toward the project
and on february 14 1853 a large body of saints assembled on

temple block for the groundbreakingground ceremonybreaking the site wasvas

surveyed by jesse W fox under the supervision of the church

architect truman 0 angell 6 president young thenthl spoke for
about thirty minutes recounting the many vicissitudes through

which the church had passed and describing how providence had

driven them to the shelters of the salt lake valley

with regard to the tempietempletenie plan he said
some might query whether a revelation had beenbembel givenbiven

to build a house ox the lord but he isin a wicked and
slothful servant who doethboeth nothing but what his lord
mandethcoomandethcoucoo
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to inform him of the fact and I1 and my brethernbrethea around
me know what is wanting in a templecampiecampis having received all
the ordinancesordinoudin belongingaes therein just as well as we do
what is wanting in a convenient dwelling househoube 7

after an interlude of music and song heberhaber C kimball

offered a prayer consecrating the groundbround the presidencypresidencpresidence then

led the procession to the southeastsouth corneccomercornereast of the templetempie

site where they loosened a piece of earth about one foot
square during the groundbreakingground ceremonybreaking a one dollar
silver piece fell on the square foot of earth and no one knewknow

from whence it came but president kixnballxiy&all prophesied that it
was a good token and means would not be wanted to build the
tempietemplelempie president young then lifted his spade and cast the

first shovelful of earth aside for the building of the

templetempie 8

the president addressed the multitude and declared

the ground broken for the templetempie blessed the people in the
name of the lord and dismissed the assembly some went home

but many stayed throughout the afternoon and began preparing

for the laying of the foundation

plans and supervisionsupervisions Tthe church has never had an

official policy in regard to the architectural design of

deseret news weekly salt lake city february 14
1853
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its buildings9 the president of the church as the prophet

seer and revelator though continually availing himself of the

services of the professional architect is the final source

of approbation

it will be remembered that joseph smith gave explicit
instructions in matters related to the kirtland tempietemple 10

the nauvoo templetempie produced the following incident
which exemplifies the relationship between joseph smith and

the architect
in the afternoon eiderelder william weeks whom I1 employed

as architect of the tempietempleTW camecamcamacalle in for instruction I1
instructed him in relation to the circular windows
designed to light the edifice in the dead workvork of the arch
between stories he said that roundcound windows in the broad
side of the building vere a violation of all the known
rules of architecture and contended that they should be
semicircularsemi that the building was too low locforlorfoz coundround
windows I1 told him I1 would haveham the circles if he had
to make the templetempietawie tenton feet higher than originally
calculated chatthatchet one light at the center of each circular
window would be sufficient to light the whole room that
when the whole building was thus illuminated the effect
would be remarkably grand I1 wish you to carry out my
designs I1 have seensewn in vision the splendid appearance of
that building illuminated andend will have it builtbulit accord-
ing to the pattern shown me 11

regarding the salt lake temple brigham young during

the groundbround breaking ceremonies in february of 1853 clarified
his role in relationship to the architectural design

interview with edward 0 anderson LDS church
architect may 9 1959

10sudrasupra ch I1
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was in reality before me wait
until it Is done I11 will say however that it will have
six towers insteadinstdinst of one

now do not any of you apostatize because it will have
six towers and josephjosep only built one it is easier for
us to build sixteen than it was for him to build one
the timecimecims will come when there will be one in the center
of temples ve shall build and on the top groves andfighboweenafighgena fishsowbow

ponds but we shall not see them here at present1 3

on the 26th of may 1850 truman 0 angell was

appointed architect of the public works at 3.00300 per day 14

journal discourwiscour

sidentaident

concerning this house I1 wish to say if we arears
prospered we will soon show you the likeness of it at
least upon papecpaperpapac andmid then if any man can mekemake any im-
provement in it he is at liberty to do so but
wait until I1 dictate and construct it to the best of my
ability and according to the knowledge I1 possess with
the wisdom god shall give me and with the assistance of
my brethren when these are exhausted if any improve-
ment can be mademede allaliail goodbood menman upon the earth are at
liberty to introduce thairtheir improvements 12

two months later while dedicating the cornerstones

brigham young indicatedindica thetd general plan of the templatempletempia

I11 scarcely everevor say much about revelations or
visions but suffice it to say five years ago last july
I1 was hedeherehedahrs and saw in spirit the templetempie not ten feetfact
fromf where we have laid the chief cornerstone I1 have
not inquired what kind of a tampletempletampie we should build why
because it was represented before me I1 have never
looked upon that groundbround but the vision of it was there
I1 see it plainly as

wilford woodruff many years later
reported a dream he had had before coming to the rocky fou-
ntains in the dream he saw a fine looking templetempie which was
built of cut granite stones every time president young or
one of the twelve mentioned building the templetempie out of adobe
or brick he would say to himself no you will never do itbecause of his dream journal of discourses XXIXXX 299300299
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B carter comp heaxtheart throbstimbs of the westnest
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he was sustained as the official architect of the church in
the april conference of 1852 15

in fulfillment of his promise brigham young drewdraw upon

a slate in the architects office a sketch and said to
truman 0 angell

there will be three towers on the east representing
the president and his two counselors also three similar
towers on the west representing the presiding bishop and
his two counselors thetho towers on the east the melchisedemelchisedk
priesthood those on the west the aaronic priesthood the
center towers will be higher than those on the sides and
the west towers a little lower than those on the east
end the body of the building will be between these and
pillars will be necessary to support the floors angell
then asked about the height and drewdraw the following
vertical section accordingaccordinst to brigham youngs instruction
the basement sixteen feet high to contain the font the
first story twentyfivetwenty feetfive hishhigh between the pillars but
between the pillars andwo sidewalkssidewasidema fifteen feet high
leavlngleaving room for a tier of coomsroomsbooms above the side aisles
about tenton feet high below the second floor the second
story like the first16

angell connencedcooxnencedConnen workced on the design of the building
and on march 9 1855 asked the young stonecutter william

ward to be his assistant by april 28 1855 the architects

15wendell15wondell15 JWendellWondell ashton theirs isin thethotha kingdom salt lakelamlemlelcity utah bookcraftDook &craftcrast co 1945 p 139 trumancrumancrumen 0gellsangellsangelsAn sisteraisteralster was the second wife of brigham young he
learned the joiners trade and worked on the kirtland templetempie
so pleased with his work was joseph smith that the prophet
told him one day ill give you work enough for twenty men
he served as assistant architect on the nauvoo templetempietemietenie and
whenwhan william weeks the architect left for utah mr angell
finished the edifice upon his arrival in salt laketakelakslmke citycitcic
he was asked to submit plans for a council house the planpian
was submitted and accepted his lifes work was thus deter-
mined see ibid ppap 759175 see91 also appendix 11II

t
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had completed the plans for the foundation and part of the

basement story angell developing the general design and ward

handling the detail work of each course the plansplants had been

submitted to brigham young and had been officially approved 17

by augustaubusc 17 1854 plans were far enough along that
angell submitted a descriptive statement giving the general

plan and specifications of the templetvletempieavle to the deseret stewsjtewsF

the plan was complete except for the specification of the
spires which the architect reported had not benmbeen finally
determined 18

during chethedhe years 1855561855 when56 work wabwas curtailed on

the templecamplecampie angell was sent on an architectural mission to
europe he recorded in his diary

I1 was asked by president brigham young at his table to
visit europe president young consecrated truman 0
angell as a missionary and said you shall have power
and means to go from place to place from country andanaanc
view the various specimens of architecture that you may
desire to see and you will wonder at the works of the
ancients and marvel to see what they have done and you
will bebo quick to comprehend the architectural designs of
men in various ages andamabd you will rejoice all the time
andend take drafts of valuable works of architecture and be
better qualified to continue your work and you will in-
crease in bawledkawledknowledge upon the tempietemple and other buildings
and many will wonder at the knowledge you possess 17

trumentruman 0 angell diary march 9 april 28 1855
LDS historianshistorian office

Degerdegerctdeg&ret mewamewsNOWnewanogneg augustatimlataubusc 17 1854 the specifications
coincide very closely with those given by the architect in
1874 see next sectionsec andton appendicesapices for comparisons

truman 0 angell diary C april 3 1856
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the plan for the tempietemplelempie was well advanced and with a

flury of last minute instructions to william ward and the

various foremen he left for europe arriving in liverpool

england on july 13 1856 in the next six months he visited
and carefully noted the architectural features of such build-

ings asan the houses of parliament the national gallery and

astleysastley amphitheatreamphithoatre he spent august 2527 going through

st pauls cathedral fromerom bottom to top he visited sugar

factories iron works and ship building yards writing in

his diary of the nelson monument he said

it is a doric column standing on a pedestal from the
ground to the top of its capitol 130 feet and around this
cap to the crown of the nelson it is 25 feet size of the
column at neck it is fluted winding stairs ascend dhethe
column the cylinder was about five festfeet eight inches20

the similarity between the newelledwelledjewelledne staircases which stand in
each corner of the templetamplerample and the doric column in the nelson
monument is more than coincidecoincidence sachbacheachh standsat overa one

hundred feet in height both columns are fluted and cylindri-
cal in form each colunncolann serves as the center support for an

ascending spiralspirel staircase
later in the fall he journeyed to france and noted the

unique architecture of paris on january 27 1857 he re
ceived a letter from brigham young asking him to return home

21as he was needed on the temple returning to his drawing

ibidnid august 17 october 16 1856

angell nov 19 1856 january 27 1857
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temtewae1e e plasterplanterpiaster of narisparts to what ex-
tent if any work was done on the model Is not known to the
writer see appendixpendixJo IIIXXI111ili for an interesting account of this
proposal

manuscript history of brigham young february 21
1853 p 32

inselinstl to

22

board he found an inmenseimmense amount of work waiting to be done

ward his talented assistant had quit his position and had

returned to st louis further within a few months the

prospect of invasion by the united states led to the boxing

and caching of all drawings instruments and plans and the

burial of the completed portions of the templetempie foundation and

walls

for angell this was only an interruption the subse-

quent story of templetempie planning and supervision will be con

rideredsidered after the pro utah war construction is reviewed and

certain special aspects of labor and resource development and

organization are analyzed

the foundation work on the templetampletampie was pushed forward

steadily from the mencingcoiomencingcorncoiocoln of the initial labor and on

february 21 1853 wilford woodruff was appointed to superin-

tend the digging of the foundation 23
6

the early workvorkwoukvouk was done by tithing labor each of the

wards being expected to furnish men on designated days for
example on february 24 1853 the fourteenth ward was to

carter p 70 ward later returned to utah and
taught drawing at the university of utah soon after angell
left for europe ward proposed the construction of a scale
model of the templetempie made fromfron

irmoneaneenae

22
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furnish laborers andmidwid on that date the church office clerk
reported that the brethren of the fourteenth ward werewarebere dili-
gently at work digging out the foundation for the temple and

that fourteen teamsteam were engaged in making the excavation

april 6 the twentytwenty third anniversary of the church

weswas the timecimecims appointed to layuyisy the cornerstones As a result
there was not timetims to makemammakamekamemmel a complete excavation so trenches

about twenty feet wide and sixteen feet deep were dug extend-

ing from the southeastsou cornerchotthotchol along the south west north and

east sides

fourteenthanth W

di ng

enaged &&5

w t
t c lete

ext

at 25 thetim two trenches running north and south

measured one hundred and ninety three feet in length while

the trenchescrewtrewcrea runningheibheis east and wastwestvastwesc measured one hundred and

twenty five feet excavated in such a mannarmanner as to provide for
the contour of the towers the additional six andsnd one half
feet beyond the length and width of the building provided for
a three foot footing extending beyond the base of the wall 0

there never seemed to be a lag until the job was

completed the deseret IMhewsnews reported

the excavation for the templetempie is progressing rapidly
about two hundred of the brethren are dailydallydaliy engaged
in the work under the immediate direction of bider

deseret24 newsMV feb 24 1853

25jemsjews H anderamandersrderamanderseAnderAn thesR salt lakalake tempietemple n
9 rhethe

contributor XIV hono 6 apellaprilkill 1893 252

letterIAtter to franklin D richards from george albert
smith salt lake city july 31 1854 millennialmillenialll2glmiiMil scarstarstaclenial
october 7 1854
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wilford woodruff and all that seem aid to retard their
operation is the lack of teams to receive the rock from
the spade fc

on marchharchherchnauchmauch 25 the cornerstones were placed in position to be

laid in a general epistle the saints weremereware informed that
between seven and tenton thousandthous days labor had been expandedexpended in
digging thetho foundation and were asked to imagine how many

days work would be required to complete thettotho excavation for the

wallswelisweilswellswalis 28

on a beautiful wednesday morning april 6 1853

thousands assembled on temple block to witness the laying of

the cornerstones A long procession formed in the old taber-
nacle and moved to the southeast corner of the foundation site
to carry out the samesamasamsal ceremoniesc whichnies joseph smith had pre

29ascribedscribed for the nauvoo tempietemplelempielewielenie there with band music and

the voices of thettwatw choir filling the air the first presidency

and the patriarch proceeded to place into position the south

east cornerstone president young gave the oration after
which heber C kimball offered the consecration prayer

deacretdegijutDeadeefDegI newshewsmennennemeretcretjUtiut weekly march 5 1853

ibidnid

see journal of discourses 74 13136131
J
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27

218nid
29

301t

co I1

218

deseret
apu 2 1853

roberts 11II 68968

it
9

was the general procedure among builders of this
period to lay the first cornerstone in the northeast corner
brigham young commenting onan this evidently asked the older
brethren where cheythey went for light the responresponsecespon was to the
east he then replied so weve commencecnlcal by laying the stone
on the southeast corner because there is the most light

des
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the procession then moved to the southwest cornerstone

where the presiding bishop and the various presidenciesPresiden ofcies the

lesserlosser priesthood proceeded to lay the cornerstone bishop

edward hunter delivered the oration and the spot wasvas conse-

crated by bishop cordin

the procession again formed and marchingarchingin to tunes of

martial music proceeded to the site of the northwestnort corner-

stone

hvest

the stone was placed in position by the presidency of

the high priests quorum and the high council president

john young delivered the oration and george B wallacewailace offered

the consecratory prayer

the congregation proceeded to the northeast corner-

stone which was to be laid by the twelve apostles the first
presidency of seventies and the presidency of the elders
quorum the apostles assembled near the stone as elder
parley P pratt delivered the oration and eiderelderilder orson hyde

01
offered the consecratory prayerprayersprapua 31yersyerdyecs

two months additional work was required to complete

the excavation before it vswas possible to cocxoencecouaum&cg work on the
rock foundation A report to brigham young on may 31 1855

by the church office clerks thomas bullock and loleolao hawkinshamkinshevHavhew

stated
kins

that about one hundred men from the public works were

31deseret newshewsNOWnogneg weeklyd aprileret 6W 1853Y the offices
referred to in thisthia ceremony all pertain to the priesthood
organisationorganization of the LDS church
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very busy rolling down large rocks32 for the templecamplecampie founda-

tion which was nearly completed all around and had commenced

laying the flagging of cut stone 3

by the end of june 1855 the massive foundation was

up to a height of eight feet 34 and within the month it was

finished and work was commencedaccraccra onenceeenced the inverted arches and

buttresses 35

the foundation was sixteen feet thick at the basebe and

depressed sixteen feet below the surface of the ground at the

east endand the excavation was widened three feet beyond the
perpendicular of the walls to provide for a three foot foot-
ing from its sixteen foot base the walls sloped three feet
on eachbach side to the height of seven and one half feet the
footings of the towers mereweremore the smssamesmegamegams as the sides solid
masonry composed of rough fitted stones called ashlarsash

9

lars

A planpian for a crane to handle the stone was drawndramdrewndualduel
by truman 0 angell the church architect on july 13 1852
order billsbillis wecewereverevece issuediss188 for its construction on the 15th
instdinst but whether it weswas ever assembled and used is not
known by the writer see truman 0 angell diary A july
1853 LDS historians office

33manuscript33 historyManuscript of brigham young mayhayheymey 31 1855
p 58

ibidtidhidkid june 30 1855 p 72

letter to john taylor great salt lake city utah
july 25 1855 brigham youngs letterbooksLetter nobooks 4 p 252
LDS historians office
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milhiihll 1.1lenial starlardar XVI no 18 may 1874 271
don carloscarioscarloa young grandson of brigham young has done

extensive repair work on the tempietempletowletenietemie he states that the
mortar used in the construction of the salt lake tempietemple walls
was made from high calcium limeilme and the best river sand
thoroughly washed moand mixed in about the proportions of one
limeilme to three sand the mortar was always waliwellwallwaii mixedI1 by
machine grinding and in the early stages of the workvork the
mortar was buried in pits placed in theche ground the samples
that have been dug up from early work show this mortar to be
hard and more tenacious than the granite itself interview
with don carlos young may 17 1959

Deserdeserct MMnews weeklykkl aubaug 17 1854

manuscript history of brigham young august 11
1855 p 89 this wasvas one third more rock than it took to
build the entire tempietemplelempieieleleie at nauvoo millennialmillenialmillmialMillMilhiihll startarlenialmial october
1855 p 632

degerdegezdeseret

I1 mr aageloaagell1 contested the selection but nevertheless
the foundation wabwas laid in that proportion of mortar the
architect then mademadg several proportions of mortar 1 to 1
1 to 2 1 to 3 1 to 4 1 to 5 of limeilme and sand and buried
them in the ground for five years when the mortar was taken
up that of one part of iimalimeilma to two parts of sand was the
best the rest of thetha building until at least 1874 was laid
in that type of mortar see trumantrmancrumancrumen 0 angellAn thegoll salt lake
templetempie

sedsod

tautstarts

lamiam

millennialmillenial

afetfe

caniteranite

27

laid in good limeilme mortar 36 the rock used for the foundation

was a reddish silicious conglomerate each stone weighed one

hundred and forty eight pounds to the cubic foot and was

firmly cemented in positionposit 737ioneionOlone the amount of rock taken to
complete the foundation up to the conmencementcommencement of the basement

at thathetho eight foot level was 101056 cubic feet and would weigh

approximately 1495628814956 pounds288 ors a fraction over 7478

tons 38

trumentruman 0 angell portedreportedrB in his architectural
sketch of the salt lakelaks tempietemple that when the tampletempletampie footing
was laid the masons contended that mortar was best when com-
posed of four five or even six parts of sand to one of
limeilme

1
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labors on the templetempie had continued relatively unabated

for the past two years but due to a general failure of the

harvest in 1855561855 and56 the lack of demeteamstomedele to haul rock for the

templetowletempielenielemie daniel H wells announcedallunalmun thatced

circumstances render it impossible to go on with the
public works weve have enough work to do bucbut do not have
provisions to keemkeen the laborer we have got along
from hand to mouth in order to conduct the matter on the
present limited scale and are obliged to stop operations
until after the harvest

with

90
manmenI1 andis teamsI1 in the fields only a few blacksmiths and

other skilled tradesmantradesmen labored on the templetempie block

renewed efforts in the spring of 1857 saw a smallsmellsmeil crew

of about twentytventysventy stonecutters begin workvork on the temple 40 and

on june 18 a smallsmellsmeil company watched edward parry lay the first
stone of the basement story in the northeast coarcornercoor of the

foundation x the deseret sewsnews reported that all along the

foundation walls huge stones averaging about two tons in
weight werevere strewnstremstrawnstram in readiness for being placed in their
positions while numerous stonecutters were busily occupied in
shaping the rude blocks from the quarry tw

sermon by daniel H wells march 9 1856 millenialmillennialMil
stastar

lenial
august 9 1856 p 499

manuscript history of brigham young march 1857
p 92

this is inconsistent with the procedure followed in
laying the cornerstones
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in the annual epistle to the saints from the first
presidency the many vicissitudes of 1856571856 were57 recounted

the high cost of the immigration program the loss of crops

and animalsiffmals the heavy indebtedness had all but curtailed
labor on the public works yet ingrained amongemong the dis
couragementscourastemntscourage wasmentsmants hope for a prosperous 1858 the winter
which was now upon them was to be a time of preparation 3

the bishopbishops storehouses were to be filled tithing paid the

skilled craftsmen were to return to the tempietemple block andmidmhd the
public wocksworksvarks were to be placed in readiness for building

the templetempie in the spring

rhenhe publiapubligb3bll worldsk temple block marking as it did the

center of the city survey and the spiritual center of the
church became a major focus of activity years before the
templetempie construction began it was there that the shops andmid

mechanical trades so imperative in building a new country

developed with the building program being directed by the

church and the responsibility of lakingtaking care of the people

entering the valley devolving upon themitem the directed labors
soon became known as the public works it vswaswabweb here that a

newnownaw familyf enteringay1y the valley mwwaswab supplied with the necessary

sustenance and supplies to begin its newnownaw life if the new-

comer were a craftsmancraftsmen it was here that he hoped to ply his
trade

lleniallle starnial april 1857 p 246
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rapidly growing in scope and function and in order to

maintainintainintrain efficiency the public works was departmentalized on

january 26 1850 bishop newelnavelhewelmamelmemel K whitney was to receive and

distribute funds belonging to the public works with daniel H

wells as first assistant and truman 0 angell as second

distantassistantsistant samuel ensign was chosen as foreman of the car-

penters norton jacobs foreman of the joiners alonzo H

raleigh foreman of the masons and reynolds cahoon as time-

keeper it was decided to pay the mechanics 250 per cententonlon

hour day with the architect receiving 3.00300 daily w

temporary shops were constructed and housed the tools
and machinery which were so vital to the developmentdervelup11a of a newnow

country andsnd in order to protect these supplies equipment and

manufacturedactured goods andwidmid to furnish work for those entering the

valley a large wall completely encompassing the templetempie block

was planned it wasvas to be constructed preparatory to laying

the foundation of the templetampletampie 5 and work started toward that
end on august 3 1852 the harvest season soon interrupted

the wall proved to be a low priority project and though far
enough along to close up the block at night by august 1855 46

manuscript history of brigham young january 26
1850 p 2

pescretPes newshewseretcret weeklyW aprilY 7 1851

letter to F D richards from george A smith great
salt lakefake city may 31 1855 mulenialMU starlenial august 1855
p 508
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47jamejagajala Z

semsomses

wadwedvaa

rimril

488489

weswas to
saesaasee andrewcewrawzev jensonjansonjeason aded thetha historical secordrecord salt lake
city 1886 p 288 its depthopien is reported to have been
between six and eight feet see tha contributor april
1893 pP 259

oderatoperat turningarning out the tools and repairing

the wagons so vital to progress located on the south bank of

city creek 4 which flowed through the northern sector of

jaws

esthe4sthe
wakw1k at ir PLCpic t

ah1h

31

it mevasvaawaa not completed until may 23230 1857 the basebasa of the wall
was cut red sandstone extending to a height of four feet
surmounting the basabassbase were courses of adobe extending an add-
itional zantantondencen feet and than followedfoll aowadowed coping of sandstonesands onecona

foot in height giving the wallwailwaiiwllwil a total height of fifleenleanteen

feet thetha wallvallwaliwaii had fourfow husehuge openings one in each aldeaidesideaids
andimdabd waswaa completelycoapletelycwvlotely coveredewe by a durable dressingdrasdraa ofainsaingsins cedentceaent 8

within the enclosureencioanelo waswaaVsuraaurasuza the estrialindustrialustrial heart of the

valley on the northwest wall westwast of the north sacegalagatebazasacabaze wasms
the foundry which under the direction of norganmorgan phelps waswaa

busily engaged turning out wasonwagon ulcetirastire and other metal cast-
ings adjoining the foundry was the blacksmiths shop withvith
seven elresfiresegres in operation
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I htaboadgetaliaadgatabsTaliaTabotalyataiya houseadsaadgaadgeedgeedse of zothezhe lord salt lakelaka
city deseret mausmaws 1912 p 138

thetha wall aaas initiallyt plannedP wanwasvanamadawadagad to be sumountadruounted
by a six foot wrought iron picket fence seoseesoo manuscript
history of brightabrighaa young october 6 1852 p 83

this smallanalsmellsmeilsmal creekreekC which initiallybiallytially serveddmi&v so manymamymemy
purposes flowed through the valley in three separate chan-
nels one channel flowedeixfix ind a northwesterlywesterlystarly directionirwtionlewirwleq
snocheranother

niontionzion
channelow flowedr toC thef eastesst parallel to and above

tempietemple slockblocksiock thetharherha center fork flowed in a westerly direction
andend madeandoaadomado its egressgross slightly north of the present wast satagalabala
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the enclosure vas the machine shop under the foremanship of

nathan davis and on the westweftvastvest end of the machine shop facing

city creek was the carpentry shop the foremenforeman of which was

milemileshilehiie romneyrooney 19 the carpenters shop waswaaweawes a two stoeyatorystory structure
the top of which housed william pittspitta paint crew A breantbreaatbreast
wheel sixtenaixteensixtem foetfeetfoot in diameter panned city ccookcreekcrook and turned

the lathes for the machinist and carpentry shopsshopa and from this
wauerwatervaterwazer wheel by meansabanamaans of a fanran the air waswaa pumped through a

wooden fiumeflumeflumfiulelul six inches in diameter and twotvo hundred and

ninety seven feet in length to operate the air blastbitbic in the
blackamithablackablacks shop50shop050shopmithaithal A050 cursory blanceglancebiance through&4 chetheK accounthe

books will show that everythingeveicirthit from subarsugarugar to coffins waswaa

manufactured in the shopsshopa of the old public works

chief amongamons building materials were rock and lumber

the rozmerformer waswaa abundant0101010.1 and1 quarriest wezewereverswece0 openedopen in thlethethie

canyons 51to andmdthe lumbercquily eastwastwaac waswaawesof readilythe

available

city5

in the surrounding canyons aaAs early aaas march 6

18481948 the high council at greatgut salt lake city sent the

this material iais based upon the information gathered
eromfrom three sources lotterletter to editor of the mormon by george A
smith greatort salt lake city may 31 1855 millennialmillenialMilwilwll starlenial
augustug 1855ust appp 5334533 jameajameslamajamsayegayeld4 HR andersonaadaAade the

amaAMPana
rsonraonuson saltsait lakslakeleks

tampletempletampie 1 the contributor april 1893 259 leonard JarringtonarrinatonacciArriadzi greatnatonmenon sasinbasin kingdom 183019001900 harvardhamard universitypress 1958 p 109

the quarries are such an integrated part of the
tempietemplelempietenietemie construction that they are treated separatelysenaseWaoena intely
chapter III111
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zedred guests and associates were in big cotton-
wood canyon celebratingcelebratecelebratlebratce the tenth anniversary of their en-

trance into the valley when news was received that almost

one sixth of the regular united states ameamyarmyadmyacay was on its way

sawmills
catrat &

ilelie

34

following information to president brigham young at winter
quarters t

brother chasechae has a sawmill in operation on a spring
a short distance from the pioneer gardencardencazden bet ntwobetween
8thath and geh south and 2ndand and ard3rd east archibald and
robert gardner have a smallswell sawmill nearlynamram readyay1y for
sawingswingsewingsewinsewing onan millidil creekcre brother crimson has the franc and
gearing of a sawmill nemlynearlynwmly ready to put up brothers
hebekermebekerbekerMe riter and wallace are progressing rapidly with
a sawmill in a canyon SOSMI tenton milesas northnoffnoie of the city56

soon menymany lumber companies in the valley had portable

steam sawmillsvaillssa and with the mills giving 10 per centcant of their
lumber to the church there never seemed to be a lumber short-
age in the suratersuraoer of 1855 for exanieexample the public lumber

sheds had 150000 board feet of lumbermear on hand for the

builders 53

with the lumbersawjr sheds fullfuli1 wagons and teamateamstomsneamadelscels rowyreadyrwwy to
coooence the long trip to the quarry and the public workshops

fully staffed only the unforeseen could thwart progress on

the tempietempletowletowie in the next four years

methetha burial1 on july 24 1857 brigham young and

twentyamitmi fiveJU hundredI1 y

LDS historiansHistorian office steel rileylievlie
this articiearticlearticiantici lists an up and down sawlitsawpit operating in red
butte canyon by the chechasecha brothers as early as february 1848

lleniallle stacstarnial august 1855 p 533
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instituteinstitut
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cprspr eaMaigroaigno 56

during the ansiring winter several attempts at concili-
ation were instigated and through the efforts of thomasthomes L

KOkaneganegans andsnd the favorable reports sent to washington by the newnev

governor alfred cuouing a polpeacepowpel cooxnission waswes sent to

for a detailed account of the charges and their
veracity against the cormonsmormonshbzmns see robertarobertsRob IV170Maj 188227188 seeswe227
andrewandrw loviovlog haffseffweff historyIR ofA utahevvytvvy 18471869184714.1847141847 salt14 lakslake city
utah 194019401940. ppap 4578457

maff

8

p 472

ibid

as4s

55nff
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to utah itsif incentintent and sopurpose waswax to back thetho US terri-
torial officials in tablishingestablishing a complete separationsop ofaration
church andend state and to see that the inhabitants of the territ-
ory abided by the laws prescribed by the US government 54

the course of action wasvswes soon detenained on the 15th

of september brigham young acting as utah territorial gover-

nor issued a proclamation forbidding armed forcesfoucesfoes from

entering the territorytorri requiringsquirrquircorytorycocy the militia to be in readi-
ness to merchinarchmarchmecch and to repel an invasion instituting martial
law throughout the territory and forbidding travel and cormcorncomocommcome

marcemercemaccewhere without a permit 55 As a result when the army

approached utah they met with stiff resistanceresiresl theirstame supply

trains were captured and all entrances to chethedhe salt lekelake valley
warewerewarsmerwi blockedb withmkeaked thed onset of winter the army encamped at
fort bridger and fort scott awaitingsmiting reinforcementsforcesmotsxelnein anddorcesforces plan-

ning

sotsmots

for the spring campaign
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zedtoddod states armyamy

entered the valley they found a deserted city earmarked for
destruction only a few guards remained deadyready on an in

stantsslantsstantsstandsstancs notice to setact the abandoned city ablazeablate 559

aaAs the army made their triumphant mahmarchmerch pastpaatt the
tempietempletowletemplstonistomis block nothing waawas to be seengeengean of the tempietemple through the
locked iron sanesgateagatessaeeabazesbanes for on the 23rd of march president young

had issued instructionstructlans to the workmen of the public works

ibid

gonwonloned

I1sectsett

musardmasardS 9.9
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91
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camp scott and on into utah on april 6 1858 president

buchananducDue issuedhanan a proclamation which offered to forgive the

inhabitant of the territory for the alleged acuaactaactsacusacca of dis-
loyalty providing they wldwouldwidald becomebecom law abidabiding american

citiaenacitizensocitizenciti 57957zensaenaseno on june 11111 1858 the presidentspresPreapeea proclamationidenta
was accepted with one provisiontheprovision troopsthe should not be

stationed in the proximity of the settlements 1458

this fear of the military and distrust for govern-

mental promises wowaswmswea deeply imbeddedbeddedembeddedim in the hormonmormonhbrwmoemon people

they were determined that this would not be another experience

such aaas those in missourimisHIsmls andsouri illinois it waswaaweawes the intention
of the people if a peaceable conciliation weawaawes not aademademads to

bum their homes destroy their growing crops and to flee to
the southern settlements and so when the united

proc clontionulon
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ogi061861begseg

waeweewac t

prespues IMI 1131ill113 1

mulMUM city
utah may 6 1858 brigham younsyoungyoungs s letterbookslottorbookslotterLetterLottor nobooks 4

manuscript history of brigham young april 12 1858

37

to cache the sconesatonesstones andadd to plowpis around the tempietemple walls

burying the foundation with dirt 60 in a letter to john M

bernhisel president younsyoung stated by may 6 the templetempieremple

foundationf wasatlon cached the public shops removed except what

was required to fix the wagons shoeshoo the animaniaanimalsalselseis etc and

chethetho formerfactfoct tempietempleisrter site looks like nothing woreacremoremorswors than a freshly
plowed field 61

in twenty seven years these people had planned for the
construction of five temples one was never begun the

cornerstones were laid for another two others had been com-

pleted dedicated evacuated and then desecrated and destroyed

the fifth to be chethecha finest of all now lay buried and its
completion awaited a chaumechange in timbstimes and events but it waswes

only postponed forj one buraBURSnura purpose remained steadfast and

on april 12 1858 the presidentpreuidentw41mwidentpesuPreu remarkedrident to brother smith

I1 do not feel the least gloom over chethe city nor have not

felt but whetwhat we shallhallhalihail remainin here and finish the templetempie 62

60manuscript6onarmwript60 historyManuscript of brigham young mhmarchnerch 30 1858
p
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CHAPTER 111IIIlillii
THE ECONOMICSECONDMICS OF TEMPLE BUILDING

introductionintroductions the historical development of the salt
lake temple from an economic dtandpointdfeandpointstandpoint is inextricable with

the economic development of the territory as a whole it was

probably the largest single project undertaken by the trustee

intrustin oftrust the LDS churchchurchy working through the public

works the initial delay in commencing construction of the

temple was occasioned by the dire straits in which the new

settlers found themselves upon entering the valley that the

project could be launched in 1853183 is evidence of the accumul-

ation of some capital reserves from tithes trade with the gold

rush and other sources and the arrival of immigrants in suf-

ficient numbers to provide both a labor force and an employ-

ment problem the curtailment of labor in 1861855185556lal8 followed6

the devastating attack of the grasshoppers and a winter of unusual

severity and length which destroyed hald of the cattle in the

valley

the ensuing year the people reaped the largest harvest

leonardlL Jeonard arrington great basin kingdom 183019001820190018301820
harvard

1900
university press 1981958 p 151 the trustee in

trust is the sustained business executive of the church

39

C

56
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aitionition coalcoatcost the governmentgovernoentgove3cmiantGovernoxxv0d
millionsmilmii andilonaliona accoopliahed nothing except making manymeny
of the saintasaints cooperatively rich and improvingiaprovingprovingia the
circubatancea ofaf iummootofmoatmost tof Ischethe people of utah3

upon thetha lowexodus of the abwarmyarwazarawer surplus goodagoods valued at
400000000 were purchapurchasedsedaedabd by chathatheche people of thetha territory

for 10000000 with approximately 40 pezparper cant of thooethosethesetheoatheoe goodsgoodaboods

being bought by brigham younsyoungyogg 4

during nhethathenha following period of relative prosperity thetha
foundationfen ofanlonaulon thetha temieteopleteniekeople waswaaweawes opened and muchouchuch of it waws re-
placed thetha basementbaseventbasemannbas doaarosedosarodecodeevent above thetha level of thethachache groundbround

29offff p 250

llanialanialll scarstarscaz kugust 1861 p 566

arlington p 199

binatelyinately

barrington4arrington pap0

40

since their arrival in the valley 2 and the public handshanda

returned to their laborslabora on the templetempie foundation

the arrival of the awarmy into0 salt lake valley in the
summer of 1858185915591558 causedc a cocapletecogacoca curtailmentcurtailpletepietepiece ofaltamt tempietemple labor
and the destrwtiondaatruetion of muchouch which had already been donedona

the abundance of casheash and boodagoodagoods broughtbrobrabda intobahtlaht the valley by the

arrival of suchauch a large force of wanman andadd the accoopanyingaccompanying need

for fresh suppliessuppaupp andilealieailes gooda many of which wecewereverouedeweze only obtain

able from the local people brought large sumasums of cash into
the coffarseoffaracoffors of the trusteetruatee trualtruattrusttrudtteudtin williamwilliaa clayton fatedstated

the typical political view whan writwriting to george Q cannon

in glandtknglandtKn

the great buchanan expedition
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I1 Is mdtowardtuw414 the development of the natural resourceresourcesresourc found aoso

abundantlyal inlnM theanglyantly valley
although menymany of the subsequent dwolopmentsdevelopcaenta of an in-

dustrial nature wereworewece not under the aegis of the church manymeny

indirect benefits wareworewarsworswode realizedreailreali onezedsed such benefit was the

rich ore strikastrike at altaaliaaltoaita in the little cottonwood canyon above

the templeremplezemple quarry site the construction and operation of the

railroad for the solesolaaole purposeso of hauling granite would have

been a formidable expense aago the granite shipments mademodswadewads up

a small part of the overallover profitsall deportedreported by the railroad
company and with the discontinuance of mining in the alta

ibiddid ppap 2613261 3

devedove t

artlyrtly

onniveownive

artedrted broadiroad
Vbiscontidisconti

41

a new quarry siteicesice was opened nd a canal was begun in 1868

the church accepted a contract from the union pacific rallbailrali101.0

road for 212500000 to grade approximately one hundred and

fifty miles of ralliedrailbedrallbed and mariynearlywarlymacly five thousand awnownmen wecewereverevezeweze

called by brigham young to complete this project shortly

after this agreement amtheranotheralther contract wasvaswesvmswms accepted to
grade two hundred miles of the central pacific lineilna for
4000000.00400000000 5 work weswasvaswadwed almosta completelyat curtailedc oncotelylotely all

projects of a public necuzenature during this period and though the

termstermaterin of the contract wacwerewarwazawaca not adhered to mdand the anticipatedancielantieL

profitsfitsritoelto
pacedpated

never completelycoop realizedlefly the railroad did enchmuchunch
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region railroad operationsopera wacewarewerewecetimstima soon abandoned 6

with thetha exceptiona ofoption a few localized tithing races

alonaaionasionsslona following the panic of 1873 church receiptsr remainedeiltseipts atined

approximately 50000000 yearly until the 1880a7 when they

roseroae even higher the tempietempletawie in this decade roaerosecosezose fromfr groundm

level
1

to

dmdmmd

wellwallweliweil ILover ared2redacedone hundred and twentyfivetwenty feeteestyest in the

air but with the passage of the anuiantianul bigaarbigaay andmid antianciancl hormonmormonmorman

legislationaf2lation
ig

of
11

1882 andaad 1887 tempietempletowletempiatowie buildingbuild waswaaW againastainabstain cur-

tailed and the building was cooapletad only afnerafter considerable

tribulation and heavy indebtedness

mormon kconoaic policy foxfor financing the saldsaltsaid LAMlakelakaheubeu
teqpleamim A maxim of Mormonimormoniaa in the early period and indeed

philosophically true to this day iais all that iais iais the

lordslordalordslouds n in kirtland ohio on february 8 1831 joseph staithstoith

revealed to hiahishla peopleeoplep the lawlanian of consecration and stewardship

which required that eachowhewh church member voluntarily surrenderx4rander
all of hiahishla propertyP toetyecy the church for the upbuildingbuildingup of the
kingdom of god and in return each would rveservesarvearvorvo aaas a steward

over a portion of the consecrated properties sufficient for
hishiahlahig familyf needsly one of the express purposes for the surplus

on the average of three granite shipments daily only
187800018v780 of00 thathetho reported 15000000150000.00 profit aaas reported in

1877 would have comacomec froma thecheme quarry business see chaplerchapter vaV
p 118

arlington p 400
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maummmumsaulsall

chothodho whomho have thus beenbean tlthedtithedpithed shallshalishail
pay one tenth of all their interest annually and this
shall be a standing law unnountountundo zhemthenchem reynorreyworceyreyzeyforeverwerworwoz for aymy holy
priesthood saith the lord9

the first tithing collected in the salt lake valley
was in november of 1848 seventeen months after the initial
entrance in 1850 the general tithing office and the bishops
generalral storehouseszokstok were opened onan the city block directly east

doctrine and covenants 423054230
idgaid9aidbaid 119141191

lapswops
ibmimm ohsths

calcai

814014

lordalord

consecoconsec ziontionulon

accabc at
tangiblecanstanscang wealthtibletibie and nhethecheuhe difficulty of holding on to it in such

a fluctuating economyoncayonomyw

Ion1 july 8 1838 in answer to a supplication by joseph

smith concerning the finances of the church another revela-
tion hesHBSwasweswms announcedamnaamnm

verilyVr
ed

thusLlyliyily saith the lord 1I require allaliail theirthelunnipiussurplus properties to be put intoinno the hands of the bishop
of mynaynap churchcohucbhu in zion

for the bulldinbuildinabuildingbulldisbuibul upimldina of etinealinentine house and for the laying
of zionthe 0foundation ziondonhonof and for dhethe priesthood and
for the debts of the presidency of my church

andava this shall be the beginning of the tithing of wyDW
people

ng

and after that those

fluctuatefluctuat

concordalconcoral nirniz

begirdbegirm

43

funds of the consecration principle ma to build houseshousea of
worship 8

for aundrysundry reasons the lawlw of consecration proved

inadequatelnadete chiefchlof amonsamongam chosethesethosecheseI1 reasons werewreworegremre a predominance of
poor over cichrichbichzich the reluctancereluct ofae chethe people to accumulate
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thetha office receivedelvedalved

legallagal sanction by thetha territorial legislaturelegimlatLegi inslanmlatsian 185118516 6
11

all of thathecha church propertypro waswaapertyparty heldhaldheid inln chathathedha namenama of nhethathezhe

trustee in trust until 1862 when thetha antlanti bigamy act waswaa

passed 12 this act waswaawae introduced in chethathe housahouse by justin S

morrill of vermond in april of 1862 and signed by president

lincolnLitw bacleolnoin a law on july 8 1862 thetha law waswaa designed

to punish and prevent thathe practiceprac ofzicaticanica polygamy in thetha taruitarritorritarul
tories of thethache chitakchitad scatesstates and to disapprove and annulamslamsi
certaincartain actssetssccs of nhethathenha territorialcorialtorial legislatureusis ofatuzv utah aspeespe

ciallybially thetha act which orporatedincorporated dhethatheghazhe church and myany stipu-
lations which tended to sanction or supportmvport polygamy i

leonard J arrington mormonnomahormon economic policies and
their implementationtationcationcatlon on thetha western frontierfeonFronreon unpublishedttiertiarphd

v
diaaartation dept of economics university of northmorth

carolinacarviinacarvi 1952inalna p 131

harrington greangreatomitomec basin1misaain kingdom p 133

jqbid

kaff p 866

tittich4 office or bishopsblabiabis storehousehopshopa which mswaswms underor

thathe control of thathechache bishop or thathe presiding eidereldereldr
aaauodlngamslassl thathechem responsibility for chethathe collection and

disburommientdiaburaanant of allailali church funds was thathe trustee trusttstin
brightabrighaaAV young I1was ISappointedbr trustee in zrusttrust by a beneral vote

of chathatheche people in conference of 1848
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homamoma

receilreceip
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44

of the teniotempletempietenie and by may of 1852 250000 had beanbeen collected
and receipted by thetha general tithingticTit officehinst 10 in a likeukeilke
mannermannarr but on a smaller scalaacalascalescaia each ward and coobunitycooB escabunicyunity

lishedliahaddished a tithing
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dacytarycacy mt

chothonho

resardregardrebard

I1 dadtad statesscates to have any

real estate in excess value of 50000.005000000 all properties in
excess of this amount were to be eschtedescheatedcheatedesesch toted the united

states 14 with the inception of this bill most of the

properties of the churchciuCInclu weretrinh transferred to private parties
in trust and a larbelargelauge number of chesethesetheae property titles warewerewedewece

simply8 conveyedly toc themyed trustee in truactrustzrust in a private capacity
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section three of the act made it unlawful for a religious

association in a territory of the united

and elsewhereuw4&wp were able to
combine their savings and labor to develop the resources

US congreaaional globe 37th cong 2dad sessseassessa
1861621861 62p appendixpP62 385V

arrington

P

p15arrington15 455

riUK tory
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it

c ty
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camene

trustee intrust
J w

WAMMJL w an

fr

trustee p arcarr toncon

t
0 1 adeAWSmls WAintrustin waswaavtrust the agent through which thousands of church

members in the greadgreat sasinbasinsaala
j10 ftak4 ch thous a

re
c

14u8 sessp

in trust of the church is sustained in his

official capacity by the members of the church in a short
parliamentary meeting at the commencement of each conference

the president of the church hashaa served as the in trust
except from 187375 when this role was assumed by george

albert smith a counselor to brigham young and from 188797

when the office of trustee in trust waswaaw eliminated by action
of congress and the church propertiesproportion were held by officially
appointed government receivers 15

regarding the official position and business function

of the in truattrustteotthoc arrington writes

in eraseraa of growth and in clmatime of faminegamins the trustee

trustee ma
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aclesicles

brighrigh a d juanicejustice
and waswaavaavas to be used managed or disposed of for the benefit
improvement erection of houseahomeshouseshoges for public worship and

instructioninatructioninstrmtion and the weilwellwallweliwaliwaii beinsbeingbe of saldsaid church 17

the revenue received by the church and disbursed by

chethethomchobchib teustrustrustee intrustiin trusttruatntruzrust had highly divergentdivor originsiginaorbencgentsent amonganongamons which

were raventearavenuea aroafroafrlanz railroadsrailroadarailrwwscallrailcali buaiaaaaeabuszoadaroadacoads loindaloineasmo industrial898.9agsg

enterpriseenterprison

1

taxestamscazes
trialzulal

tollstollaencarenterengar donationsdonacdonatprison andi thingstithingatithingsglntittiM fivehinga dif-
ferent classifications were used to denote tithing revenues

1 propertyZZOLM tithingA waswaa j&awea Ylevylwy
heidheldhold

of
by

10

the

per

individual

cent
when

on

he

all
joined

property

the church or coooanced

adharenantadheremwt to chetheuhe tithing conioandaant 2 laboclabor ankmnkwakwaslith concommconn

slated of donating one day in gententonnenzen towardtm the various projects
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nd increase the production of their deficit economy in
directing and financing thethacha construction of canalscanalacanela roads
sugar factoriesfactorieafa6toriesfactor ieonironleon0leaieales worksir and public buildingsbuildingabuildbuilbullbuli ina
working wilhwith private enterprise to forward th economic
developuant of the great sasinbasin in sheltering fledging
enterprises nd eoomnitiea aroafroa the lorawtorawstorm of noadeeonoadeeo
aisfortmr andcadaad in dviing chraftchcaft for iaaigrating thathedhaghauha
poor

f
from

slunstunklun
babylonlonion the tomttnmttrustoetrustee tructruttrustin functionfurzefurge a4 theas

church cowardtowardcowerd

into aproparoua beautiful
and cooperative kingdom of god10

in the articles of incorporation the church waswaaMUSmuawua

granted the right to hold real and personalpeesparapecs propertyonalonai such

property wswaawaswes to be adoiniatered with righteouaneaa andaud

p 160
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carried on by the church 3 produce and stock tithing was

one tenth of the yield of farm or factory at the zimetimedime of

production 4 cashCI tithing included donation in US cur-

rency deretdeseretderst scrip or gold dust and other formsformaform of store
money 5 institutional tithing was a levy on the profits of

stores and&mam businesses 1018 fromyiv these sources and other con-

tributions the tempietemplelempie was financed

meansnaana fof irwfinanceirm though the people had been connandedconn

to

andedended

live the lawum of tithing anticipated revenues weremorewecewarewore not

forthcoming 1 in 1852531852 letters53 were written to church me-
mbers in california and england asking them to sendamidawidswid their
tithes and templetempietemietenie offeringsofferoefer toa salt lake city during the
summer of 18541954 a circular was sent to the bishops throughout

the territory exhorting them to forward to the tithing office
in great salt lake city all available tithing funds as fast
as they camscamecwm into their hands as the samasame were needed for the
templetempie and the public works of the church 20

arrington ppap 1357135

due

7

to the lack of a satisfactory tithing system in
winter quarters and in the first four yearbyears in the saltsait lake
valley and because of the need for additional revenue to
finance thetho churchechurchchurchs a public works and other developmental
programs a special resolution was adopted by the september
1851 general conferenceconfareme requiring each member to pay a tenth
of the value of allailali the assessedassessodassessor property in his possession
at that tinetimetima whether or not he had previously paid a faithful
tithe see arrington p 134

circular to bishopsbislwps from brigham young journal
history july 20 1854
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faced with inadequate funds and for reasons of a

religiousreligions nature the church in 1854 revived the higher lawUWIlwigwi

of consecration andend those members of the church desiring to
comply with the law filled out the following form and received

back a stewardship based on their needs

be it known by these presents that I1 of
in the county of and uethe

territory 0of7 utah for and in consideration forfoc the good
will which I1 have to the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints give and convey unto brighambrighaxn young trustee
intrustin fortrust said church his successors in office andmid
assignsassi all aymy claimc to and ownership of the following
described property person lists2

forty per cent of the seven thousand families then

living in the valley transferred their properties to the

church so as to continue the churchechurchs program brigham young

consecrated to himself as trustee in trust an estate valued

at 19962500199625.00 to many so far removed from the problemsproblem of

the church this announcementarnu wasuncement just a further extension of

theocratic despotism to others the program wasvas unamericanAmericanun

and

cicanrican
shouldshoula be stopped andabd under such heavyheagy criticism the plan

was abandonedao inned 1857 andend the church resorted once again to

tithes 22

the greatest single tithe was labor tithing and from

the beginning assignmentsassiiaassida wereverewecevecea made weekly to the wards to

furnish a quota of man to labor on the public works in 1863

21copieg2lcopicfi in possession of LDS historians office
steel file

arrington ppap 1468146 8
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assimmassimo M 11s mereweremore frequent and strenuous

labor
i

was readily supplied and the responsibility accepted

the big cottonwood canal undertaking was assigned in sections

to the wards and each section under the supervision of a

bishop was excavated by the ward membersmembergmamberg in october of 1867

a call was madomade to the brethren of the wards to furnish im-

mediately fifteen hundred loads of rock for the templetempie and on

november 20 brigham young reported that this call has been

responded to with the greatest promptness and cheerfulness

andertundert

cheerfulcheerfu so

23minutes2miute823 ofMinutes the 33rd annual conferenceConf journaltrence
history april 6 1863

journal of discourses III111ili april 13 1856
ppap 3501350 1

idistitist

cilcdilc urs

50

daniel H wells divided the wards of salt lake city into tenton

districts it waswesweg the intention to keep fifty deamsteamsteamtealreal on the

road hauling rock from the quarry to the city each of the

tentoncencon districts wasvasves to pay its labor tithing punctually on the
day assigned this date to be published in the paper and

when the menman reported to work they were expected to furnish

their own needs and put in a full day of labor orson pratt

in conference said
wewo do not want men to come here and say here is a

horse or I1 willvill turn out an ox or brother wells
I1 will send a teamteem if you will support it and hire a manummen
to drive it we do not wendwantwentwand any suchmach preferred blessing
but we want them preferred upon the principle that you
hire your ownowr board or bring it with you andend bring your
horsehorge feodfeedfood and maimalmaintainn yourselvesyo justselves as you do at
home by your own work and come and do the labor neces-
sary to be done24

though the assignments

vas

haul qua ch

w
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teams have come herebareharebere in greatgut manumbersabeusabers each teamster bringing

his own provisions and the forage for his animals

A significant factor in delaying manymy of the projects
undertaken by the church in this early period wasvaswabvab not labor

but cash shortage in an attempt to allay this factor gold

missions were organized express companies formulated govern-

ment laborleboras contractsaaunau for roads and territorial offices readily
accepted and each year the church sent surplus omenoxenomm horses

and mules to california until eventually all of the church

owned stock waswwes solda many itemsitem and services needed in the

valley were only obtainable on a cash purchase basis and the
perpetual emigration fund the need for machinery and other

eastern goods and the evecever pressing demanddemauddemend for imported goods

furnishedrnished by the merchant princes served only to transfer
what available cash there was to interestsinter outsideestsosts the
colony

though the church continually exhorted the people to
pay some of their tithing in cash the largest revenue was

tithing in kind an itemized record called templetempietemietenie tithing
donations fromerom the spanish fork ward included

manuscript history of brigham young novnav 20 1867
p 1162

arrington ppap 299301299 301
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butter 2.50250 labor 416541.65
beef 320 merchandise 2982.98292.9chcashcesh 7757.75775
cabbabecabbage

oats
.4242

cheesecheschee
2.60260260

wheat
2.00200200

7
5.40540751

75

eggseggebb

0

75 sundry items 289428.942894
flour 7.06706706 total l5525271552527

underlining minej

in the year 1868 14337277 were received as tithing
in kind hanymanymawhenyhaw of the goods received were not easily trans

ferrableferrablejferrabee and the problem of transferringtrawtrautumu thesefarring goods into
cash in the 18708 was an extremely difficult one 28

tithing in kind necessitated paymentmyumistp in kind the

tithing receipt issued upon receipt of goods or labor served

an exchangechamasex capacity and wauwaswabwaw honored in the tithing store
houses throughout the territory the tithing receipt carried
a cash valuevaluovalus and well might a manwnmen laboringoring in the quarry at
wasatch sendsaidsandswidswyd his mother in logan tithing receipts which she

might ugeuse in the bishops exchange near her home

in the year 1857185 the currantcurrent baswagesbes for craftsmen on

the public wocksworksvocks were as follows

trade pecperderdeu daydavdeydev

carpenters 250 to 300
masonsMCMs 300 350
machinists 300 3.50350
blacksmiths 2.50250 300

old utah stake papers XXIII spanish fork ward
18851880188 brigham young university library microfilm

ya28arrington ppap 13940139 40
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t d dionistionis

hinehins b kamithcamith shops
have nothing but bread to eaneat it segoisseeois as though this
could not be so for I1 have seen thetho publiclicilc handshadehads pack-
ing home carrots parsnips potatoes etc and it is not
so very bad while there is plenty of them and every man
getsbets a pound of flour a day and I1 think there should not
be any grunting30grunting

in

30

addition to the tithes menymany other eansmeansbans were used

to gain additional resources for the construction of the
templetempie in a letter to albert carrington brigham young

wrote

the various quorums of the priesthood seventies
priests siders etc were called upon as quorumsqu toorums set
good thorough men to work therewith in quarryingquarryinasuarcyquarry cuttingineinalne
iddaadiidbid laying the rock and in other labor that would40a tend
the erection of this house of the lord the brethren thus
employed arsareacs to be sustained and paid for by the quorumsqu
through

orums
donations by the various niribersnir withoutibers couchingtouchingtouchinatonchinacoutoulou

the
h china

tithingT which will be used in paying the freight of
rock from the quarry also in the purchase of iron steel
and other materialsnotemotenate etcrials as there shall be need there-
of

pazparsnips

faifal

rynrya bril1111

gamtgnmt
maritionaition

resourebou

aa1a r

53

painters 3.00300300 350
quarrymen 200 3.00300300
plasterers per yd 20 to 25 3wfor hard finishlaborers 1.50150150 200292.002920029

while speaking in conference heber C kimball alluded

to the payment of public hands

I1 have heard it said that some who work on the tempietempletemplatempia
at dressing rock and in the machine and blacksmith

each quorum of seventies can on an average send
two men and the balancecanbalancemanbalanbalambaian certainlycecan bebo supplied by the
high priests and eiderselders 31

brigham youngs lstterbooksletterbookslatterLetter mbgobooks 4 1857581857
p

58
367

30journal of91 discoursesddsDLsdus Vcomaecowae aprilsp 6 1857 p 19

letter to albert carrington april 15 1876
millennialmillenialMilmii starlenial may 1876 p 299

rya1111

plasterers 201 f ah9h
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additional assignments were as evidenced by ward

records faithfully accepted and executed by thetho members9 onakra1kra

april 17 1877 the bountmountmoltholt ogden ward elders quorum promisedromisedromiser

to pay 10000100.00 to send brother M reynoldsRey mwandendnolAs his wife to

salt lake city reynolds was to represent the wardvardwerdverd workingwo oningfub

the tempietemple 32 the sllsmall ward in salemselemselam while being able to
contribute only 96 83 for the templetampletampie fund for the year 1884

reported that we keep a man constantly engaged in the tempietemplezemple

quarry sometimes his family overdraws endand sometimes weve oweovaoveowa

them 33

the wards wecewereverevece not only expected to sustain their
representative whilevhilechile he was laboring for the chuhchurch but also

his family and after 1877 the wards were expectedmr1monted to furnish
directly to the tithing office the cost for boarding a man at
the quarry the price for each man was fifty cents per day

of which the bishops were to pay one third in cash and the

rest in any other pay they desired the wages of the menimen at
the quarryquerry were rated in the tithing office for provisions and

one sixth of the pay was in cash 3

32minutes32mimltes32 ofMinutes the mount ogden stake april
I1

17rilrii 1877
mount ogden staksstake p 221 LDS historiasmnhistorians office

old utah stake papers april 14 18841894
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100loo 000ooo cormonsmormonsmormmorg in the valley at this timstime see arrington
p 206

indebindea
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in the 1870818701 with the cooxoencement of the construc-

tion of the st george manti aniamiand logan temples the body of

the church was divided into templetempie districts on the loth of

october 1877 it was decided by the twelve apostles that the
cash especially donated by the people for the templetempie building

fund was to be used solely for the erection of that particular
structure being built in the temple district from which the
moneyumney came and each district was to build its tempietemple without

calling on any outside wards or stakes cash and material
needsneedneadnaad were to be met by the donations of the people the only

tithing to be used was labor tithing and any indebtedness was

the responsibility of the local agents nothing was to be

charged to the trustee in trust 35

in october conference of 1874 it was advised that

it would be a wise thinghing for every person in the chuhchurch
to contribute a monthly donation of half a dollar in
money for the tempietempletempia thatchat theiutheiriai& names ikyitymaymey be put in
the book of the law of the lord that old mdand young
amonsamong the latter day saints meymay feel an interest in
this matzermattermatner that on their fasteast days they mayMYmey makemakamekamunt the
contribution to aid in supplying thetha necessary means to
the workmen that cannot bedo procured without money36money

this

jtbjib36

fifty cent tempietemplezemple donation waswaa followed in all
the templetempie districts and records of contribution by members

letterbooks

86m

Letter of35tatterbookebooks john taylor october 12 1877
ppap 68968 LDS9 historians office

remarks by george A smichsmith salt lakeleke city
october 6 1874 journal of discourses XVIIXVI 197 this
would have been a considerable amount as tiaretheretiara were well over
100000
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woldvoldwoid

allaliail

laddland werevere

informed that from henceforth the living may not expect the
blessings of the templetempie unless they build it

ay1y

eae1 vav& which would aid in building the tempietempletowlerempleremleremie
and to tithe themselves eighteeneight pencewinainabn yearly which alone

37oldoid utah scamstakescal papers october 1877

56

can be foundfow into the late 1880s18801 37

the ladies of the church were asked to forego their
fancyfamy earrings hair ornaments and jewelsjowlsjewis to go to work

making shirts for the men on the public works and to help

tendtwid and Neducateate the childrenchild therm boys and girls of the
wards were encouraged to contribute their nickels for the
house of the lord 38

in 1851 the first presidency called on the saints in
the british isles for an offering to be made annually toward

the erection of the templetempie in great salt lake city and named

an amount which they considered it was the privilege of the

saints of europe to donate for this purpose an apportionmentapportiotu
was madeado to the several conferences and in 1852 the contribu-
tions fully met the amount andmid several of the conferences had

contributed an excess in 1853 the saints in england

they werevere

exhorted to gather up the good things of the earth asan fast as

they possibly could to send gold silver precious stones and

anything elseeise of value

april 1881

remarks of heber C kimball salt lake city
april 6 1863 journal of discourses X 166
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would raisecaisocalso an additional 10000.001000000 for the building of the
temple 39

aaAs the templetempie rose above the foundation the wkworkwock

became increasingly less the responsibility of the ward

laborer and more that of the skilled craftsmencraftsman these menman

were difficult to find and as work wencwent on they demanded an

increasingly larger share of their wages in cash the daily
expenses on the templetempieremple in 1874 excluding freighting and

quarrying were 300.0030000 w

the first cash contracts issued by the chuhchurch for the
templetempie construction were to the sharp brothers for hauling

rock from redked butte to the lampletemplelampie with terms of 11.001100 a cord

and operation to commencecarlecarmecorle onantseetweereee may 26 1853 their proceeds to

october 31 1854 were 319950 wages for teamsterseamGamgag rantoris

about 150 or 400 a wagon load making a total of 1106341106.34
which left a tidy profit for the three sharp brothers and

daniel H wells owners of the company 41

in the early 18608 additional contracts were let out

to transport the rock from littlelittieizttie cottonwood canyon to con-

struct parts of the canal andaw to complete the foundation of

millenialMil stazstarlenial junejle 1853 ppap 2001200
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I1 11111 219211911 10
1 ashlar 15115 x 2 x 13113 29629162996
2 stones 16116 x 2 x 1311311 29629162996

total 10061001611 2

for the above cut stones mr foster received 50.125012 manyhany

other statements of a ilkelikeilka nature were found 44

in the decade 187080 due to the development of home

industry and the fulfillment of the concept of self
sufficiency under such influences as the relief society

united orders and zions central board of trade a much lar-
ger share of the wealth stayed in the valley than had beenbam

the case in chethenhe previous decade by the year 1880 the year

suerasupra p 50 also see chapter V

43millenial stazstarscaz august 31 1864 p 718

account book 472 august 3 1868 LDS his
torianstoriantsrianstorianatotoritorl officeants

I1

taeletwele

infins 1ances

11mo

mencment of the agreements by the contractors and wasvaswaa con-

vinced that this was the cheapest and most satisfying method

of doing the work

ag&g M j tsfilfill I1 I1

asprouapprou tely fenixfinixhed

58

the temptampie 42 brigham young wasvaswes well satisfied with the ful-
fillment

the plasterers and many of the stonecutters were paid

on a piece19piece work bisbasisbasiabaslabiabla by 1864 stonecutters were receiving
approximately fifty cents a cubic foot for finished work

by way of example edward foster was assigned to cut

qfryQMAIAI skonestone dimensionsmionwion cubicminwin feedfeet
1 ashlar 49419 x 2 x VP13 35103511011 6
1 ashlar 3lal31 x 2 x illlii

&
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of jublieejubilee church revenues amounted to a little over

1000000.00100000000 of which about 54000000 was tithing of

this amount 23500000 was pendedexpendedax for the construction of
temples 45

economic and legallarellamel difficulties the anclantianzi bigamy

act
xa

of 1862 was only the first of many subsequent bills
either introduced or enacted against the polygamous practices
of the church the constitutionality of these acts regarding

the guarantees of religious freedomfreedonfre waswedomodom severely questioned 46

antipolygamyantiantl legislationpolygamy culminated with the passing

of the edmunds act on february 19 1887 this act
an amendment to the lawlav of 1862 dissolved the corporate char-

ter of the church affirmedreaffirmedre the abolishment of polygamy and

provided for the confiscation of all church properties overmerseuswu

5000000 in value all properties thus forfeited or es

cheated werewero to be disposed of by the secretary of the

interior 47
0

arrington ppap 3535353

among

5

the bills considered were the following theilthealthe
wadewedswads bill of 1866 cullom bill of 1869 ashley bill of
1869 and the poland act of 1874 the poland bill was the
only one which became a law thethorheche constitutionalitytitutiowdityconscona of this
act was tested and upheld by the united states supreme court
in 1879 most of these acts served only to strengthen or
amend the provisions of the act of 1862 see arringtonarrlngton
p 357
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bemonsemonbumon
ocson490roon rY whitney history of utah 4 vols salt

lake city utah george Q cannon & sons co 1898 III111 588-
9

ibidbid p 599

51this5lthisalthis section provided that no building or the
grounds appurtenant thereto which isin heldholdheid and occboccoccupiedled ex-
clusively for worship of god or parsonageparso connectedcanaleenastenalen there-
with

beetzeetz
or burial broundsgrounds forfeited seesae united stalesstatesstammstamsscams iai&supple-

ment1 to the revinorevisedreviio statutes of chethe united scatesstatesstatosseates secondsecseeswe
editiautioneditim

plafitbla
u7iashington lfl5i ch 37 ppap 56874568740568 74740

organiorbani

tawtam
aw4w
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in anticipation of the passage of this act the church

transferred a great deal of real and personal property into
the hands of trusted leaders the saint george logan and

manti temple associations were organized in 1886 and the legal
matters concerning these structures were to be handled by the

local church authorities the granite quarry at little
cottonwood was transferred and the title heidheldholdhoid in private

trust 48

on september 30 1887 a law suit was filed in the
supreme court of the territory to confiscate all church

properties and it was petitioned that a receiver be appointed

to take charge of the assets 49 though the church fought for
the receivership under a vested rights petition it was not

heard and the court appointed frank H dyer the united states
marshall for utah as the receiver for church properties his
appointment was madenode on november 17 1887 50

ztit was believed that under the provisions of section

thirteenthir ofceenteonleon the act the salt lake tempietempletenie would be exempt as

a religious building 51 nevertheless the church properties

ibid ppap 36265362
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trantraucrau berredferred

loo100

dendwa who in turn upon

receipt rented the propertipropertiespropersi back to the church while somesoms

monthly rates were in excess of 500.0050000 the templetempie blockblocbioc was

rented to the church for 1001.00 per month 2

on july 11 1888 the receiver listed the mwnew assets
transferred to his care by the supremeswran court included in the

list was the templetempiezemple block on which no cash value was placed 3

the mormon church in a petition to the utah supreme

court in 1888 sought for confirmation of title for the build-
ings properties and assets initially surrendered all claims

were denied in the courts decision of october 8 1888 with

the exception of the templetempie block the court ordered the

releasezelease of thisthig edifice to the presiding bishops preston

burton and winder as the trustees providing that the build-
ing be used exclusivelyelusively for religious purposes 54 in may of

1890 the supreme court of the united states upheld the actions
of congress and of the utah supreme court and rendered a fullfuli
decision for the government 55

52aldqld

pendipendltures

pap9

abwaan

61

were turned over to the receiver upon demanddemend

bid p 369

53the templetempietemietenie and tabernacle block had beenbom previouslyprevious
evaluated at 15000000 see whitney III111illlii 594 the actual
value of the edifice at this clmatimellma at least in termstermteemsteumateemteel of ex-
penditures was very close to 250000000 seesen tempietemplelempie chart
in church architects office salt laklake city utah

seret evening newshews oct 9 1888

arrington p 374
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because of the affirmative stand of the government and the
change in the philosophy of the church on plural marriage the

venerable vilfordbilford woodruff made an official declaration on

september 2 1890 which reads in part
inasmuch as laws have been enacted by congress for-

bidding plural marriage which laws have been pronounced
constitutional by the court of last resort I1 hereby
declare my intention to submit to those laws and to use
my influence with the members of tha church over which
I1 preside to have them do likewise0likewiseelikewise

although sanction of polygamous marriage had officially
ended it was not until june 8 1391895 that all of the proper

7
ties were turned back to the church

with the passage of the edmunds tucker act church

income from business and tithing virtually stopped people

were reluctant to turn in anything that might be escheatedcheatedes by

the government collector church expenses continued unabated

and even rose higher during this period the curtailment of

business forced many men out of work the arrests took the

family breadearnerbread fromearner his labors and as a result many

families became dependent on the church for their sustenance

legal fees were high and rents on church properties became

formidable interest on notes mushroomed and in less than a

year after the passage of the act the church was forced to

doctrine and covenants official declaration
unanimously sustained in LDS conference oct 6 19019901590igo

57arringtonp7arringtonbarrington7 pArrington 378
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saic61saltsaid L

athuthuch

I1 havehavo the words of president taylor how-
ever that the total cost has been in round numbers two
millions of dollars ninenins

cormcomm

nagy010 Y
A sod

riikrili

acsars tdolloaamtheranother million dollars will complete it 01

the total payments on the tempietempletemietenie for the yearayears 1853 to
1887 amounted to 255000000 which would average about

deseret mewshews october 5 1891

59whitney59 pwhitney 603

C R savage corn views og gth andend touristguideguldeouidemidenide salt lake city by the author 1887 p 4

salt lake and the templetempie

nagngg

tilottilft 1 8 amount of work done on the templetowlecamplecampiecaniecamie at
the endandsnd of the season in 1884lukluw hardersharpershanerhamer newhews monthly magazine

reported

while for 30 years the lempietemplelewielenie hasI1 been reingrearing
before the eyes of the townspeople it is a subject of
natural curiosity and one hears many rumors of how many
millions supposed to have been expended upon it have
really gonebons into the pockets of a few dignitaries of the
churchchure

subjsubaectact

af1f

puyup&yuiet1011ts awnywn a

63

borrow 240700.0024070000 to meet the demands of the receiver 58

in the fall of 1887 work on the templetempietawietwele was stopped and

all of the tempietemple workers were discharged the templetempie block

as previously mentioned was returned to the presiding
bishopric by the utah supreme court in october of 1888 but
work in any appreciable amounta was0 notm commenced again until
the spring of 1889 59

the total amount expendedexpanded on construction as of
march 13 1883 was 1686968411686968.41 60 the remaining months of
1883 saw a tremendous

of which is accounted
for in cash it is supposed hadthathat three more years timecime
and

harpers mmnewnaw monthlymonthontkont
magazine augustft 188418840 p 394
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decdw 20 1890 as 22057970220057970 see this journal under the
above dates no pagination

wilford63 woodruffWilford diarydlane vol XII october 10 1892
LDS historians office

641 john nuttall diary vol IV october 142114
1892

21
p 481 manuscript copy in brigham young university

library

62saltsait lake tempietempleT chartI1 a pictorial chart in the
possession of the churchcahhurcc architectarchitects s office salt lake city
utah the journal of the trustee in trust usdalistsuses the expend-
itures on the templetowletempietowie block for this same period of timotime 1888

ducdur

irwiro

schingsshings

criptclipt anfn

64

7500000 yearly expenditures were stimulated in the later
years and from 1888 through 1890 wecewereweze 25614600256146.00256146000256146 62000ooo

in the next three years considerable impetus was

placed on finishing the tempietemple special days vecewereverewece set aside
by the first presidency for fasting and prayer during this
period large sumsSUBIS of money were collected from templetowletenieteale offer-
ings wilford woodruff reports in the fall of 1892 that it
would talmtake 175000.0017500000 to finish the temple exclusive of

furnishings within thirty minutes 5000000 had bemmbeenbimmbaen

subscribed for this purpose 63

with the decision to complete the temple by april 6

1893189391893.9 a committee was appointed to mekemakemeka an apportionment to

the wards and stakes john nuttall was assignedsigned to this
committee and deportedreported in his diary that he and four others
were appointed to a committee to make an apportionment of

25000000 to the several stakes and report to the first
presidencyPresipresl TMthedemy report was prepared and a list given to each

chuhchurch official who was to cakatakezaka the list out to the stakesstakas
and make a call for templetempie donations 64
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wasvatswalswalb successful
an additional 66297200 was raised and expended on

the tempietemple from 1890 until its completion on april 6 1893

the total cost for the construction of the saltsait lake tempietempletwele
was listed at 3469118.00346911800 66

the cordedrecordedro deedd for the salt lakelekeleks tempietemplezemple lists the
value of the building at 5000000.00500000000 67

utah stake which had only donated 669.6766967 during the
year prior to april 6 1892 donated 2013302013.302413302413.30241330 atot this time
for thechauha completion of the tempietempletowlerempleremleremie see old utah stake paperspapera
XXIII

lp

under saltwtsait lake templetempie

salt lake temple chart this figure was reaffirmed
by wilford woodruff in an answer to a request by the phila-
delphia callpallcalicailgailgaii in 1894 see mlllenlal star april 4 1895
p 223

for the legal history of the deed and an itemized
evaluation of templetempie block see appendix 111IIIililii

65
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I1 punput the motion
which is benorebefore youyow that we build the templtempi of the
best material that can be furnished in the mountains of

66

sivisrivis

buildibuildt sively

CHAPTER IV

THE QUARRIESQUARRTZSquarries

A matter of great importance in building the tempietempletowlecowlecowie
was the type of material to be used and its attainability
thus the quarries their tremendous expense and the enormous6wirr1mi

amount of skill labor and timstime involved in hewing the stones

were major factors in the construction of the salt lakelakwalakka

templetampletampietempie

selectionA ofI1 granitect soon after the cormonshormonsmaxwonsthocHornoc arrivalmonsmona

in the valley in 1847 a fine badbed of red sandstone was dis-
covered a few miles east of the city in redrod butte canyon the
rock was easily quarried being a surface deposit and was

used for buildings extensively in the first few years the
decision on whether thischis material or some other type was

wanted in the templetempie was brought before the people in the

october 1852 conferenceconferee of the church where the subject of
templetempie building wasvas a principal thamethemethamathle heberreber C kimball

aidsaidsaldalda

Z1 Mwant ata vote from the congregation concerning the
templetempie whether we shallahall have itt bulitbuiltbulicit of thetho stone from
badbedrad butte or of adobiesMA or2 timberlegiss or of the best
quality of stone that can be found in the mountainsmmvnt
it

so
is now open for discussion
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I11 do not talk about the expense of the building and
the ulmatime it would caketake to erect it but the durability
and which is the beszbestbeatbeaz material within our csachreach to build
it with

smesweame

beibuibel t

doujoudruamimmi

I1

I1

kagkamgration nap 4 getgotsetbotbet this bastard marble and build
another of the samasamesamsal dimensionsdimm assions that you havahave built of
the red sanddand stone

togetogs r

remarems

ageame

takatako that clay and
theaethesethose pebbiepebble10 stonesat that are so abundantabmdant here andadd mixmiz in
with nhinthinehin stranstrawstrew and build with different kindskinas of rock
andaidmid let chemthem stand together which do you think will
standstend the longer

being a chemist in theorytboory I1 should say according to
mindminamiwa whenwhin

DO
san panepatepotbanepetpen rock is washed into the jordan thetho

other buildings will still be standing and bebo in mode-
rate condition thetinrhe red sand stone will go90 the next and
the other two still remaindemaindamain the bastard merblemarblemerbie or lime-
stone will be pretty good preservationreservation and when that is
all decomposed and washed awaymaylay into the jordan you will
find that tempietemplelempie which is builtbulit of mud or adobesacobes as some
call them still remains and in better condition than at
the first day it wasvas built

presidresid

unamiunmmi MMma

almedalmmd

imposedamposed 4

bulldibulldisnitdarabidurabi ity
eae1 a

67

north america and that the presidency dictate wharewhere the
conetonestonescone and other materialsmatsmato shallshelisheilarials be1 obtained and that the

presidency shall be untramalleduntrawl from this timstime henceforth
and forever I1 want everyaverymmry brother sister andmw child to
vote CMone waywey11 or the other all in favor of this motion
raise your right hand it was unanimous

after the motion had been seconded president young

presented someaomasomabomabome intrigueintriguingintrigul speculation on the material that
should be used in the tempietemplelempieimpie

I1 am inclined to offer a chemical argument with regard
to the material for building a dempletempledempie in our present
circumstances it has been proposed that we send
to sansam patefetepauspads to bebgetgotsst the rock you may bring the stone
fromsromsuom san petepets which is a beautiful specimen of rock and
erect a tempietemple hezahereherohedahazohaco with it then you may eketakeaketaks this sandsendbend
stone that is foundyound in abundance in bambutebadbute kanyonkenyon sic 3

and build a zempletempletowlenempienemiecemie of that thenhenchen you stepstopscepscopocop omcover to the
emigration kanyonkenyon and

then right beside that another
one of adobesacobes mixadmixed with pebblestakepebblespebblepebbiestaksstake

stone

the elements of which the terra firmafirmflumaflumeflumflug

rmonisermanisermnumon by haber C klmballkemball october 9 1852 great
salt lakeleke city journal of discourses 1I 162
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axaamaexaminationexaminationaminationMI andnationbationbatlon it had beenbam

decided to build the lempietempletemplalempia of this material james

livingstonUv whoingston waswaa in charge of the church quarry until the

lestlastleatiest stoneatone waswaaweawes laid in the temple reported that in 186011160

1I waavaswaswesvabwab called to take a fawfewfow menman and staziataristartstaci gettinggettbett granitegr forto

the tempietemple from chethe mouth of the little cottonwood canyonca 3

sermon by brigham young ibid

verymery

thaythey havehove bid defiance to the wear of ages andadd thaytheyzhay
abillatill remeinremain but you cannot find a stoneatone column thatchatchet
weawaawes rredreared in those times for timythey are all decayed

aaAs for the temple I11 will give you the nature of your
vote with regard to attheitthe sum of it waswaa that those that
dictate the building of it be leftlaftlaetleet to do with it aaas they
please they will anyhow but I1 give it as mynv opinionP
that adobiesadobiaa are the bestbeet article to build it of2

despite this chemical theorizing radred butte sandstone

waswaavas selectedso forted the lempietemple and constituted the foundation

by the time of the arrival of the US annyanayarmy the granite
deposits in the little cottonwood canyon approximately nine-

teen miles southeast of salt lake city had been located
samples had been brought in for

monmomnt

lonion

ofofabe

ppap 21820218

dictated
20

sketch of the life of jamasjanasjanes C livingstoneLivin
in

batonegatonesatone
the possession of william kuhreuhre sandy utah
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is composed amfareaare everyvary moment either composing or de-
composing they commencecoomenceonzaamcoucoo to rmancemence organizeC orsing composecompcoap endandoae
continueC todinueinue grow until cheytheyuhey arrive at their zenithzanith of
perfectionrfectiow mdendand thent cheytheyhey besinbeginbebin to decompose when you
find a rock that hashaa arrived at itsif greatest perfection
you may know that the woukworkvorkvouk of decaying has begun
we have proof of this go into egypt for instance and
you will findfludelud the motiumentsmommmotiu towersmendsments andaw pyraoidapypyzapyra thatdomidaoidamids
were erected in the daysdaya4ayaay of
0

josaph they were built
of what we call adobies clay mixed with straw
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granite is found abundantlysjmrvuft inly the lower half of the
canyon it is a metamorphic rock deposited on both sides of

the mountain in huge striations and large boulders somesomasoms of
which measure forty to fifty feetfootfoet in diameter have fallen
from the cliffs above to the sloping hills below it was from

these huge boulders that the rock was hewn out for the tempietemple

twenty miles awayavayewayeweyavey the granite is a motley bokinglooking3oking rock made

up generally of three distinct minerals quartz feldspar and

mica the feldsparfeldfoldfeid andaidmidsparopar mica are distributed through the mass

as crystal while the quartz although clear and glassy has no

definite shape an analysis of the salt lake temple granite

in 1882 found it to consist of the following substancessubssuhs

substance&it
taestaoscaes

partsmtr intf 100loo

silica 6860
alumina 1574
peroxide of iron 401
limalimellma 3.15315315
soda 5.98598598
potassiapotbiatassiapotassicPo 252
magnesia 51
manganous oxide .1212

total 100.634100634

commenting further on the cottonwood granite kings-

bury stated
the specific gravity was ascertained at the mesameseme timet

to
spec

be 2661 the water inclusions so abundantly
found in the feldspar andmw wartzquartz of most granite are but
meagerly scattered through the minerals of the cottonwood

hosephjoseph T kingsbury granite rock the contributor
october 1883 p 21
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immIMS I1

crtcutobiesobles

appp 212221 this22 analysis is very similar to
one which appeared in the millenialusufalmillennialmiiMilW stacstarstlenial february 1878
p 78
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6jamesajames livingstonsuvingstonslivingstonlLivings dictatedtonstong sketch
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canyon or tempietemplelempie granite granite is employed very exten
sively for building purposes being considered a vezyvery
durable rock capable of resisting for a long10112iongions timetimst thetochet
wear

apal
and

r
tear occasioned by rain frost winawindwlna and other

destructive elements it is true that granite is made up
of minerals firmly consolidated by which it is rendered
very durable yet as the feldspar and mica contain somesamesamboame
potassiapotassictassiapo and aodasodaeoda substances which are soluble in waterw&terwacer
itt is bound to succumb sooner or later to the fury of
atmospheric agencies when these two substancsubstancessubstance are dis-
solved out of granite it is left honeycombed and easily
crumblescrtobles to the ground even before potassiapotassicpo andtassia soda
are dissolved in extremely cold climates granite begins
to decay through wazerwater penetrating into the soluble parts
and there freezing andW cracking it in every direction
and thus destroying the coherent force by which the
particles are heldheid together5

granite and wasatch the small quaceyquarry at little
cottonwood operated intermittently from 1860 to 1870 when

jamesjamejamssjagejale C uvingstonlvingstonlivUv wasston sent to the quarry to establish a

permanent operation 6 with miners and teamsters flocking into
the newly discovered boom town of altaaita the small quarry site
situated in a little hollow at the mouth of the canyon on the

north side of the creek became a town of considerable im-

portance at the timetims of its greatest prosperity from 1872

to 1874 granite city consisted of about fifty buildings

mostly stores saloons boarding houses and cabins and a great
many residents were teamsters who hauled the ore from the

5bd
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mines up the canyon to the smelterssmiterseltersseiterssm which were located
nearby 7 hoathostmoat of the church quarrymen lived in granite city
in a smallwallmalimaii encampment of tents pitched around a center cook-

house while the church teamsters lodged around the church

cattlepenscattle nearpens the little cottonwood quarry in small tents
Q

resembling indian wickiupswickiups

shortly after april 6 1874 the church quarrymenquaque

moved

&

about

&

one

ymenamen

and one half miles further into the canyon to
a site where the stones were large and numerousnerousni andend seemed

to be of a higher grade material than those at the mouthouch of

the canyon 1 the quarrymenauarquarauau followedryum the route of a newly

constructed railroad to its terminus at fairfield flat this
narrow gauge line subsequently known as the wasatch and

jordan valley railroad was operated under option granted to

the utah southern railroad this span was constructed to the
quarry site and later extended to alcaaliaaltaaita thus serving both the

granite quarry and the mines 11

this newnow site at the terminal of the wasatch and

jordan valley railroad soon became known as wasatch an

abundance of high quality granite surrounded the community

7historical record of the granite ward mount jordan
stake 1893 LDS historians office

interview with william kuhre march 6 1959

rringtoningtonrr p 214

deseret newsmews weekly april 6 1874

see chapter V
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and all of the remaining rock needed for the temple was

obtained within one mile of this picturesque town in 1874

the town waswagwegwes officially listed as having thirteen residents

all railroad employees with the exception of R ER ballouballon who

operated a boarding house and B C harvey who ran the

saloon the comamitycom browgrewgrowbrewamity rapidly and in 1883 it was

listed as having a population of three hundred and in the line
of business there were three general stores a hay and grain

store and the saloon which was now under the control of
bailor13ballouBailor though wasatch served as a terminal station for the

railroad and for the altaaliaaita mines its mainmeinmeln service was to the
quarumquarrymen

most of the menmeamba lived in wooden floored tents on the

south side of the stream and had erected a temporary bowery

for religious services the most important building on the

quarry grounds was the cookhouse which served the menman both as

a sitting lounging area and dining room it also provided

office space for the quarry superintendent and sleeping quar-

ters for the cook and any winter workers outside andaidmid behind

the cookhouse was a meatmoat andaw vegetable cellar and a large
range used for baking water was brought directly from the

creek via a wooden shaped trough passed by the kitchen and

J C graham comgco utahmg directory and gazetteer
18798072801879 salt80 lake city 1874104 ppepps 2034203

J C graham comp HM utah directorydialcto eorfortoc 1883841883188
salt lake city 18841884t p 223
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back into the stream A little farther north of the cookhouse

the railroad and telegraph offices were located above the

cookhouse near the stream were the stables which sheltered

the horses and milesmules used on the tramway which ran from

wasatch to alta 14

in the early 1880s many of the church leaders built
summer homes in wasatch they planted flower gardens and sent

their families there for the summers in timetims the old cook-

house was replaced by a small hotel the footbridge rein
forced and a dancehalldance washall opened for the public 15 many

comfortable suobmir homes still dot the landscape and the

interested passerby pausing for a stroll through the country-

side may discover many vestiges of a workvorkwoukvouk so long ago

iafelifellee and rlabolabor EXamon &thetha quarrymen generalgenerally the
work force at the quarry fluctuated between thirty and forty
manmen and in the early years before the railroad the quarry was

closed for the winter though between eight and ten menman

usually remained at the site the amount of their labor

interview with william kuhre march 6 1959
mr kuhre ninety seven years old at the timetims of the inter-
view has led a remarkable life he is the only survivor of
an indian massacre against his family he was raised by the
livingston family and began working in the quarry as an
eleven year old boybox first as a cookscooks assistant and later as
a drill carrier he resides in sandy utah and serves his
church as a stake patriarch

kate B carter ed daughters of chethethozhedhacha utahbozionmozionpioneersecaeraeza
lesson books march 1957 p 399
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depending upon the weather with the advent of the railroad
in the early 1870s18709a the work was expedited the quarryroenquarry

limetimecime

roanroenmoan

book for june of 1887 lists a force of eighty four men

busily engaged quarrying rock for the templetempie 1016

the regular hands labored tenton hours daily six days a

week until the early 1880s when the quarrymen conxoenced

working six eight hour days hostmost of the skilled masons

worked in two man teams though often this was an apprentice-

ship arrangement the blacksmiths had a shop down by the

creek and a force of three manmen laboredred there repairing and

sharpening drills and axes 3717

mosthosthoatmoat of the common labor was done by men assigned to

the quarry from their wards for a period of a week or cententonlon days

as a labor tithing assignment 1818 these menman generallygelgembel livedrallyeaily
independently from the quarrymen in a letter to the deseret

enrmewsentnewsewt on junejuns 9 1876 a quarryman wrote

the mmmen are not coming as fast asan at first expected
for some reasonreon or other each man here is credited for
what his wockworkvorkvock is worth it seems that there is a mis-
understanding with some regard as to board as they keep

account book no 674 june 1885 december 31
1887 LDS historians office

interview with mrmt kuhree

eachrachlarach memberma ofii the church was to give one tenth of
his principal when he entered the church for the buildingupbuildingup of
the kingdom thereafter he was to pay one tenth of his in-
crease either in property labor or money money was scarce
so many mennen met their obligation by laboring one day in ten
for the public works see chapter III111
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A few of the men had their wives with them and quite

often the wives assisted in the cookhouse it was reported in
1877 that three sisters were serving as cooks

ap9p

75

coining here without provision made for it for the ben-
efit of those who may yet come I1 would say bring your
rovisionsprovisionsrevisions with you or moneyUAMY to pay for them as they can
be obtained here about as cheap as in salt lake city and
though each mancianllan boards himself we do it in a consolidated
form we eat what we bring and have hired our own cook
so no man makesmekes anything from us there isin still another
thing I1 wish to are very much in need of a
roof over our house as it often rains here19

many of the hands employed on the quarry were single
menman from european countries who were converted to the church

and immigrated to utah having no place to go and being

strangers to the language they worked in the chuhchurch works

paying off their passage and trying to save enough money to

bring over the ones left behind or to get into the farming

business many of these men later gained important positions
and valuable land holdings in the area around the cottonwoodscottonwoodeCotton

mr

woodswoode

kuhre recounts a predominance of scottish english

and were

serving delectable dishes

july 2 1877

comin e
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pr wacew1ce

serv ng 120

there was not much variety in the food but there was

always plenty fresh supplies were delivered weekly and flour
for bread was always sufficient beef was brought out in

deseret eveningZY newsmews june 9 1876
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quarters or halves fresh mutton was furnished by a herdhard of
sheep which grazed on the surrounding hills and in the latter
years milch cows were kept tea and coffee were served

morning andadd night but most men abstained from these bever-

ages pastries and other delicacies were few andend highly

dependent on the nature of the cook and fruit usually con-

sisted of dried apples peaches or apricots A typical
breakfast consisted of three eggs toast hot biscuits chops

potatoes molasses and fruit 21

A regular camp discipline similar to that which

existed in the emigrant trains was employed with jamesjune C

livingston as superintendent the vorkworkvoukwouk day began with the

ringing of the camp bell at 6 oclock in the morning at 630
breakfast was served and the menman reported to their labors at
7000 lunch was served at noon and then the menman worked from

100 to 600 PM supper was served at 630 and at 730 PM

the eunmennun assembledassaas inled the bowerybowory for prayer alexander

gillespie served as chaplain most of the timetima and held

services every second sunday in the summer months and twice

a week in the winter 22

after the days labors the men were free to do as

they wished but recreation was limited occasional meetingsruetings

interview with mr buhreruhrekuhr
history of the granite wardwaud mount jordan stake

1893 LDS historiansHistorian office
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were heldholdheid with mock courts debates trials and discussions on

current asan wellwallweil as religious subjects many of the men wecewereverevece

avid readers of newspapers and books amusements included

checkers croquet and cards but mr kuhre declares that
there was never any gaming A few of the men smoked pipes in
the early years but there was no drinking singing was very

popular and some of the men travelled into salt lake to par-

ticipate in musical productions most of the men went to the

valley to spend sunday with their families but the others
whose families were too far awayovayavay and the single men would

walk down to timthe mouth of the canyon for sunday school and

sacrament meeting in the granite wardwaed the train did not

operate on sundays and even so the fare was prohibitive being

eighty five cents each way 2

in the winter the snow piled deep and trains and

wagons could not getgotbetbot through snow slides were common and

nearly every winter disaster struck somewhere in the winter

of 1884 thirty quarrymen offered their services to break a

trail through the winter snows to alta to uncover the victims

of a snow slide on the 19th of march eleven bodies were

brought to wasatch one body was still buried in the slideelidesildealide 24

winter timetims was a cimetime of hard work and conflict with the

elements but even more it was a timetimo of waiting

interview with mr kuhre

descretDes newseretcret weekly march 19 1884
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handling the granite at approximately 10 oclock on

june 28 1877 a group of salt lake dignitaries arrived at
wasatch and after lunch at the cookhouse rode out in a buggy

to watch some of the quarryroenquarry atmoenroenrobn work upon returning to the

city one of the memberswembersWINA wrotemrs a letter to the EMnewshewshaws in which he

commentedcobmented on the trip
what most attracted our attention was a mammoth size

piece of granite there it stood like a greatgetbetcastle seeminglyaalm10ftlar bidding defiance to any betsetnotnet of co-
mpetitors who should undertake to handlehandie it but the
resolute sturdy hands of the stalwart menman saidgaidgalda in their
hearts it should come down from its lofty height weve wit-
nessed then and made it turn over on its side sicj
the following were its dimensions length 50 feedsfeetfeetsfaedfastfeats breadth
40 feet and heightsheighth 25 feetfeat we thought we would try the
solidity of it and found it to contain 50000 cubic feet
we tried what its heftheet would be and found its weightvoight
about 3500000 pounds or 4250 tons wewo calculated what
they intended to do with such a formidable chunk the
answer was to divide it up into pieces of the average
weight of 2500 pounds each and found it could be sliced
up into 3400 pieces A goodly yield from one stone 5

eachbach layer of stone in the temple is called a course

the stones in ancheach course werevere listed on a rock plan sheet

which was sent to the quarry accompanying the order sheet
was a0 specification chart which not only included the spe-

cifications for a particular stonastone but often included scale
drawings to illustrate the pattern of the more difficult cuts

deseret sveningevening newanevanomnewsnow julyMM 2 1877 there are
several errors inih calculationc inA thistion statement the cubic
foot computation is correct but this would weigh 7400000
pounds or 3700 tons if this werewregeemee divided into 2500 pound
blockslocks this would constitute 2960 pieces of granite
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upon receiving the plans from the architect superintendent

livingston would usually assign the rough inner course stones

to the apprentices and the more difficult cuts and exterior
stones to the master workmenworkman the workmen usually preferring

to work in teams on the larger stones would select a stone

which had the proper grain and begin their labor when the

work was completed the stone was inspected and it was either
accepted or rejected on the basis of the cut and the grain of

the granite

the tools of masonry used then had been used for years

before and many of them are still used by the monument and

stone masons of today since most of the fine masonry was

done in the shops cmon templetempieT blockle only the heavy tools used

in shaping the rough stones will be mentioned to split the

large boulders initially into the appropriate size required

an eight pound sledgehammer a stone point drill measuring

about sixteen inches long with a 38 to 58 inch bit and a

sack full of slips and wedges these slips varied in size but

generally werewore about four inches long and 38 of an inch

through on the flat side they were convex in shape two

being placed in each drill hole the wedge was little longer

starting with a small flat point tapering slowly to a maximum

width of 58 of an inch

As the menman worked on the boulder one would svingswingowing the
sledgehammer while the other would turn the drill and clean

c fetedleted

ma onry bwm
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1 bull set
2 eight to 12 pound sledge
53 granite axe
A4 chipping hammer
5 facing chisel
6 point chisel
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TOOLS USED BY THE QUARRMQUARRMIZN

slips and wedges
8 single jackhammerjack hommerhammerbommer

four
si

pound
9 slips and wedges

10 stone point drill
11 finishing drill
12 finishing drill

personal photograph taken of the thomas B child
tool collection salt lake city
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out the hole the holes were drilled approximately three and

one half inches deep and weremere spaced from four to seven inches

apart when it was necessary to move from the top of the

stone to the square sides wooden scaffolding was used the

scaffolding was set on metal pins which had been set in the
26rock as depicted in the picture

As the drilling was completed the slips and wedges

would be inserted in each hole the downhill area would be

cleared of workmen while one or two men standing on the basebassbagebags

of the block would proceed to drive the wedges these men

standing behind the line of break would tap each wedge in

turn along the line of break until with a sharp retort the

boulder would split the workmen would repeat the same pro

cess on the smaller stone 27

this picture is obviously a posed shot the quarry-
men never worked in such close proximity and please note the
hammers picture collection LDS historians office

the popularly told account of filling the drill
holes with water and saturated wooden pegspagepabe whichch upon
freezing would split the stone is in no way substantiated by
factual findings it may have been tried as might well have
been many other methods an objective survey of the weather
in this area during the quarrying months and the relative
short period of timetima from the receipt of the rock order sheet
until its delivery to templetempie block illustrates the poor logic
of suchnuch a belief the method explainexplainedexpla4n in the text has been
substantiated by publication picture and interview

mr kuhre states that no blasting powder was used to
split the rocks during his years 1872 july 1881 As early
as 1857 the deseret news
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SCENES AT THE QUARRY

depictingdepict scaffoldslneine tools method and numbers

LDS historians office
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when the stone was approximately the size indicated on

the pattern it usually became the responsibility of one man

to complete it according to specifications if the stone was

to be irregular in shape with long tapered or oblique sides
a bull set was used the bull set was approximately the samesamsag
size as the sledge and could be used like a chipping wedge to
flake off the sides of the stone for more exacting work it
served as a heavy duty chisel being set and heldholdheid in position
by one manmen while being struck with a heavy sledge by another

using a single jack hammer weighing approximately four

pounds with about a twelve inch handiehandle and a smaller drill
the quarrymenquarry wouldmaenraen split the rock to the exact length needed

then with a smallsmoll chipping baunerbannerhamerhaunerhemerheler the stone would be crinedtrined
and the sides trued the stone was then inspected and if
acceptable was numbered for shipment and placed in position

for the loading crew in a present day visit to the site
one may see manymeny stones in which either the grain turned or

a bad cut was made and they were rejected

described the method see deseretpeseretdeseredesera news ilweekly april 22
1857 james C livingstonUv while worvorwocingston workinging on the union pacific
railroad in 1868 had his right hand and part of his arm blown
off in a premature explosion at promotorylifflntorypromontoryProX pointmotory and wore an
artificial aumarm and hook this may well611weilwelieli explain his extreme
caution and the lack of the use of explosives in these early
years see dictated life of james C livingston it is the
general consensus of opinion that low power explosives were
used in the latter years see the contributcontributorcontribute april 1895
p 264 john nuttalisNut diariestalistails ho 3 julyjays 31889 p 28

brigham younsyoung university interview with L L despainDe
mayhay

span
6 1960 andw interview4 with thomas B child june 5

1959
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with the wide variations in rock size the diverse

terrain and the tremendous weight of the stones loading

before the comingcoining of the railroad was a problem that taxed

more than just the strength of men log rollers were used for

the movementvementuw of heavy stones for relatively long distances

while heavy wooden logs and steel bars were used to roll the

blocks over or to pry them around the workmenworkman had developed

a wooden two wheeled dolly to transport the smaller stones to

the loading station 28

A few years before the coming of the railroad charles
croshaw constructed a derrick to load the granite onto the
wagons for several years hence he was in charge of this
operation loading the last blocks of granite on the wagons

and the first ones shipped by railroad 2 with the advent of

the railroad with its heavy duty cranes and winches the

loading of rock became less and less of a problem

thus went life and labor at the quarry some man

spending ten fifteen and in the case of james livingstonUv

thirty
ingston

four years hewing granite for the templetampletampie

78the preceding data was a compilation from the notes
taken from interviews with william kuhre thomas B child
stan johnson and L L despain

deseret devaaneveningevaan newsflewsnewa february 12 1893 p 13
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CHAPTER V

transportation

the development of a transportational system capable

of transporting the huge granite blocks some twenty miles from

the quarry to temple square is an essential sector of the

templestempletsTemtam historyplets little real structural progress weswas made on

the temple until after 1873 when the railroad was operational

in the meantime a wooden railroad had been constructed and

abandoned a canal completed and likewise abandoned roads

built and a special type of wagon constructed A successful

transportational system was developed only after repeated

failures heroic struggle and a steadfastness of purpose

quarry roads and wagons on january 15 1850 the
general assembly of the state of deseret amended the constitu-
tion to provide for a state commissioner of the public roads 1

two weeks later it was ordained by the general assembly of

the state of deseret that a state road eight rods in width

be located from ogden the county seat of weber county south

passing the tempietemple block in great salt lakeleke city and

deseret news weeklysweekles january 15 1850

85
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9terminating at the towncown of provo 1 branch roads from the

state road and canyon spurs were granted in subsequent legis-
lation

the first road to be used for the transportation of
templetempie rock was initially proposed as a railroad planisplans were

mentioned as early as february 13 1851 and on february 22

the city council issued an ordinance incorporating the red

butte railroad company this railroad was to be constructed

of wood for the express purpose of conveying rock for the
templetempie the empty carbcarscare were to be pulled to the quarry site
east of the city by oxen where they werevere to be loaded manned

by a brakemanmkomen midandaidend coasted back to templetempie squared

contracts were letlotiet for sleepers and rails and con-

struction was started on the last day of april 0 throughout

the summer work progressed and with the curtailment of labor

in the fall the road had been surveyed the grading had been

partially completed and a considerable share of the timbers

id january 28 1850

story of salt lake stake february 13 1851 LDS
historians office

minutes of the salt lakeleke city council book A
february 22 1851 LDS historianshistorian office

interview with john sharp february 7 1959

story of salt lake stake april 30 1851
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igi101iglibidbid may 28 1860

vav1 ay
werewregre floated inbi onefiofeoei rafts from archibald

gardenersgardnersGard shopners on millhill creek via the jordan river
0jamesjamss sharp grandson of john sharp claims that a

wooden car loaded with rock was sent over part of the
finished road but it traveled faster than anticipated and
left the track at a little dip in the road interview with
james sharp february 26 1959

deseretDe hawshewsnewsseretsevet weeklywee4weed june 18 1853

10

8jamesajames cac1

87

and rails were on the ground 7 with the advent of 1852 co-
ntracts were issued for the completion of the work then for
reasons not disclosed in available documents the railroad
plan was changed andend it was decidedecided for thetha present at least
to use broad tire wagons on the road rather than laying the

railsrailezaliszalie 8 work continued gradually and the road was completed

for the hauling of rock and lumber by june 17 1853 9 this
road wabwas used until the late 1860 s for hauling the red sand-

stone foundation blocks

with the decision to build the templetempietemietenie with cottonwood

granite an adequate road to the granite quarry became in-
creasingly important in the late spring of 1860 approxi-

mately 1000.00100000 in contracts were issued to improve the
public road from salt lake city to little cottonwood 10 many

attempts had bembeenbew mademadae at different times by the territorial
county and civil authorities to make a good road but due to
the sandy and porous nature of the soil and the heavy runoffrun

Deserdeserct

off

newsmews september 22 1851 it is interesting
to note tettthatthac the74 deseretI1 newshewsnew7aaretafretasrel weeklyakkk mayhaymey 31 1851 reported
that these rails
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of the mountain streamsstreamstreemstreel the road was often impassable in the

early spring

the road from granite city through fairfield flat was

opened in 1866 by the newnow york and utah prospecting company

a british controlled firm which opened the road as far as

central city in 1866 and there built an unsuccessful

the discovery of the emmaramarame minemins and the other

rich strikes made in 186869 increased the demand for a good

road into the canyon in 1870 the mining companies of the

alta region raised a subscription of 6000loo60001006000 fornooLOOkoo the con-

struction of a double track wagon road from alta to the mouth

of the canyon the following year brought the railroad and

the problem of getting rock to the temple was greatly miti-
gated

quarrying the rock at red butte was a relatively
simpiesimple operation compared with the task of getting the granite
from the cottonwoodsCotton towoods the templetempie block due to the many

needs of a new country to build cultivate and develop its
resources the shortage of teams was perennial during this
early period the spring andarm fall when transportation condi-

tions were the most advantageous wezeweremerewece the exact timestimss when

liwlin turrentine jackson the infamous emma mine
A british interest in the littlelittieuttie cottonwoodCotton districtwoodvood utah
territory utah historical quarterlyqmrterly XXIII 1955 340

alt lake tribune may 20 1872
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the terms of the agreement he waswes to haul five hundred cords

of granite for the foundation of the tempie 15 in relation

in 1863 for example 384 four yoke wagons uti-
lizing 3604 oxen wrewerevre sent to florence nebraska to assist
the immigrants during the period from 186118681861 from1868 two
thousand to four thousand oxen weremorewore used for this purpose
annuallyamuallyaily

quanquam

abreagre entant

thousthoua

twaletwvle

89

teams were needed for planting or harvesting or for assisting
the utah migrationimmigration in addition to this the distance from

red butte to the city had been only three or four miles the

red butte rock was lighter and could be transportedmsported on lighter
wagons the course of the road was downhill and burdened the

animals very little most of the quarrymen made two trips
daily spending the night at the quarry where the oxen fed

on the range overnight leaving for the city in the cool of

the morning 1

the distance from salt lake to the quarry at little
cottonwoodCott wasozwood almost twenty miles and the stones going into
the basebass of the templetempie weighed from twotw to six thousand

pounds the course of the road crossed hillshille and gulleysgalleysgul

streams

leys

and sandpitssand thepits heavy loads required three or four

yoke of oxen thetho employni&ntlotmentloyment of full time teamsterstealteam andters four

days to make a round trip from the quarry to the templetempietavietawie block

the first contract issued to haul rock from the new

quarry was given to john sharp in the spring of 1860

see arrington p 208

14millenial scarstarscaz XVII hono 32 august 11 1855 507

manuscript history of brigham young may 26 1860
p 143
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to this contract james sharp related the following procedures

which were used by his grandfather to fulfill the contract

the sharp brothers hadbad about sixty wagons which were split
into four fifteen wagon sections for the purpose of hauling

the granite to the templetempie since four days were required to
make the trip one unit would be loading at the quarry and one

unit would be on its way to town these wagons would be

approximately one mile apart allowing an hour to a wagon to
load one unit would be unloading at the temple block while

the fourth section would be on its way to the quarry two

small units traveled the route one doing road maintenance

work on the road andend bridges the other helping the teamsters

and repairing equipmentequifruawli

A livestock corral was maintained at little cottonwood

sufficient to handle three hundred head of stock in the
early years most of these animals belonged to the church but
some teamstersteam furnishedters their own hay was furnished by the
public works and grain by the teamstersteamster s ward 17 many large

wards kept a man fully employed as a teamster for the temple

in the late 1858 teamstersteemteam wereters paid between four and six
dollars a day depending on how much of the rig was personal

property 18

16tnterviewtinterviewlintertInter withview james sharp

arrington p 214

temple account book hono 1 1853571853 LDS57 his-
torians office
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though contracts were issued extensively until the

advent of the railroad there was still the annual appeal to
towns and wards for men and teamstemm to haul rock for the templetempie

in 1861 fifty seven towns reported that their rock hauling

assignments for the tempietempletenpiecemiecenis had been filled 1 in the spring

conference of 1863 daniel H wells asked the people to keep

fifty teams busy throughout the coming season hauling rock

they were to send menmm not boys the men were to come fully
supplied to sustain themselves and their teamsteamteal while work-

ing 2 the assignment was generally more specific and force-

ful than is exemplified in this appeal in the fall of 1867

the wards in and around salt lake were asked to furnish

fifteen hundred loads of rock for the templetempie eachzachrach bishop was

required to have loads with from 6000 to 8000 pounds to
each load of granite transported to the temple the assign-
ments varied considerably and seemed to be apportioned accord-

ing to the population and the distancedistawdishaw of the ward or com-

munity from salt lake city for example brigham city wasvas

assigned four loads tooelethoele county was assignedsigned sixty loads

brighton wswaswes assignedsigned only six while the cottonwoodscottozwoodsCotton werewoods

assigned forty two loads each 21

bid t no 355 1861 LDS historians office
sermon by D H wells april 6 1863 journal of

discourses IX 140

letterTAtter to bishops october 12 1867 brigham
youngs letterbooksLetter pbooks 423 LDS historians office steel
file
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in the next few years very little work was done at the

quarry as most of the teamsters like the quarrymenquarry hadroen

accepted labor calls to assist in the construction of the

transcontinental railroad with the joining of the rails in
may 1869 the mormon people decided to build a utah railroad
from ogden to salt lake city A natural extension of this
railroad wabwaswowwawwam constructed from salt lake18katauataum city through sandy to

utah valley in 1871721871 though72 the quarry hadhod opened up large

scale operation again in 1870 the days of the toiling oxen

andaulwui the harassed teamster were drawing to a close and in the
spring of 1872 with the utah southern railroad running trains
through sandy it was proposed to team the granite downhill to
sandy station this being a relatively easy pull of seven

miles on june 20 1872 the deseret newsmews reported that
the contractors BE G sheets and isaac brockbank

transported four large cornerstones from the quarry to the
utah southern railroad company nearneer sandysendy station utah
these four blocks weighed respectively 9173 9093
8680 andarm 83808 pounds380.380 whena they mereweremore brought on to the
temple square thirty two additional rocks of this type
were awaiting transportation azzz

the loading and transporting of such a taxing burden

with any degree of success evidently was a matter of trial and

error while quarrying rock at red butte brigham young had

tried hauling the heavy foundation stones with both horse and

mule teams at the time of the venture doubt was expressed

deseret newsmewsmaws weeklweeklyiweckl june 20 1872
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as to the possibility of such a combination thoughwough many

small loads were brought by horse team and wagon it was the

resolute plodding oxen which hauled the huge blocks to

reconstruct the foundation

the possibility of injurying a team and breaking an

expensive wagon acted as a deterrent on the part of church

members to furnish their own rigs for the transportation of

rock and in order to getgot teams and wagons the church found it
necessary to repair and replace all broken equipment on

repeated occasions the chuhchurch appealed to the teamsters that
the cost of repairing wagons was burdensome and exhorted them

to be careful with the management of their teams to avoid the
unnecessary breakage of wagons wagons especially rigged

for the transportation of rock were being utilized by the

church at leastleest as early as the spring of 1857

with the granting of the contract to the sharp

brothers to haul granite from the cottonwood quarry to the

city a rather unique wagon is reported to have been de-

veloped an old timer who worked as a water boy for the

sharp brothers when they received the rock contract in 1860

when asked about the type of wagons used responded

23remarks madenadee by brigham young bowery june 7 1857
journal of discourses IV 3501350

sermon

1

by daniel H wells bowery april 6 1863
ibid IX 140
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april 1943 228

interview march 7 1959 if this type of wagon was
used it was discontinued before mr kuhre moved there in
1872 though many of those interviewed placedlaced credence in the
story others reardedregarded the story as a fablefabie no conclusive
contemporary evidence was found

movamov

ateleftele
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you see we used to load the smaller stones on wagons
but the big onesobes we hung under them wed been having a
terrible timatime the rocks were heavier than most men
thought and manymeny a wagon broke down then one day a
brother of bishop sharp drove up there with a whole string
of heavy freight wagons some three and three quarter
schedlerschetlerhatlerscheblerhedlerheblerSc and some high wheeled government ones on those
high wheeled wagons they put two long red pine logs and
chained them to the front and back bolsters then when
the men had a rock ready the loaders would put some red
rinesine rollers about six inches through and five feet

ong under this rock andwd with smeitersmaller poles as levers
they would roll it to where the wagons could be loaded
they would get a wagon astraddle this rock dig some holes
for the wheels and sink it till the top of the rock
touched the bottom of the logs then they would chain it
in place and when the oxen started the poles under the
rockcockzock would roll a little and as soon as the wheel is got
out sic of those holes the rock was swinging free under
the logs25

when questioned on the type of wagon used jamasjames sharp

said brigham young had been having trouble getting the large

rocks out and many of them were strewn along the road where-

on he asked the sharp brothers to help him get a wagon to haul

his rock he then described the type of wagon developed it
ltvrtv

was much the sameownsams as the one just described

the wagons generally used were broad tired freight
wagons many wagons of this type werevere brought into the valley
by the US goverrunengovernments supply trains many others were

temple recollections
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brought in by small freighting companies whovaiovalo not only sold

their cargo but their wagons as well this type of wagon

stripped of its sideboards and bolsteredbolstbolatboist withered heavy timbers

would serve the granite teamster well
upon arriving at the quarry the wagon was pulled down

an embankment into a trench the trench was deep enough so

that the bed of the wagon was level with the ground with the
wagon bed flush against the dirt embankment the loading crew

would slide the stone onto the wagon with the stone centered

and secured the teams would then pull the wagon up the in-
cline and start the long trek to town 27 though discourage

ments arose and seemingly insurmountableinduinvu obstaclesmountable had to be

overcome the entire tempietemplelempie foundation was laid with stone

brought by team and wagon

proposed cagialsincanialCagial ordersIn to allay the high cost of

transportation and to emseease the exhausting labor on man and

beast a waterway to the quarries was proposed canal build-
ing was not newnownevnov to these people as many of them had migrated

from the newnowhowhew england states during a period of extensive canal

building and were familiar with its potential
As early as october 28 1849 there was discussion on

bringing the waters of the river jordan and the little cotton
ort28orrwood canal into the city for irrigation purposes the

97 A

interview with williamWillii kuhre

history of salt lake stake october 28 1849
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Stanstansburyabury map of 1849 depicts a canal running fromf thero direc-

tion of the cottoiwoodscottonvoods toward salt lake city this proposed

canal measured a little over six miles in length in january

of 1850 200000 was appropriated to construct a canal from

the channels of big cottonwoodCotton bullmillwoodvood and little kanyon creeks

for irrigation and other purposes 29 this canal was surveyed

andarm readyreedy for labor on may 1 1852 30

no further mention was made of canal building until
february 1 1855 when the legislative assembly granted to

brigham young isaac chasemasechese and ferforfeuferamorzrz little and
their associates and successors the right to make a canal
from big cottonwoodCotton towoodvoodsood great salt lake city and a strip of
land one milemlle wide on the sasteastrassas and a halhalfhai mile on the westnest
side of the canal for its entire length31

this permanent canalclai was to be constructed to boat

granite rock from the big cottonwoodcottong for the temple construc-

tion and the general building up of the city with any surplus

water to be used for irrigation it was hoped to have the

canal in readiness for boating rock by june 1856 and in
order to promote the work it was proposed to let out contracts

Q
amendmentsamsndments to the constitution of the state of

Deserdeseret an ordinance for taking out the big cottonwoodCotton andwoodvood
other creeks for irrigating and other purposes passed by
the general assembly january 15 1850 sec 1 legal pamphlet
file LDS historians office

deseret newsmcweemmweeweekly may 1I 1852

Deserdeserct newsnowsnahs weeklywooklwooke february 1 1855 the extent
of the landlend grant is unknown
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for labor payable in land along the route and credit it to

tithing 32

david wilkin was appointed superintendent and the

survey was begun faced with an extremelytremlycrellydrellyex dry season and chethe

possibility of continued drought work was pushed forward with

vigor due to the failure of grass for the teams hauling from

the quarry teamsters quarrymen andMWend handsh froma the public

works abandoned their skills to work on the canal by the end

of august several sections of the canal were nearinghearingneering ccompl-

etion

le
work was progressing rapidly and all of the heavy fills

north of big kanyon creek had been let out by contract 33

these contracts were mostly given to men on thetim public

works and were on a competitive bid basis the bid was on a

cash basis rather than the flour and grain script3script34scriptsscript currently334

being issued by the public works two bids for a fill in red

butte canyon measuring sixty feet in height and oneme hundred

and seventy six feet in length for 1700 and 1900 are

typical of the expense and labor of this undertaking 3

labor tithing was employed extensively and each of

the wards was assigned a section of the canal to complete

ibid
33 ibidbid august 29 1855
0

due to the continual shortage of cash the public
works often paid only a small percentage of wages in cash and
the rest of the wage in script redeemable for foods

letters to john sharp july 31 1855 LDS his-
torians office steel file under jordan irrigation co

qua
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the records of the wards for this period of time indicate that
the wards were supplying menman six days a week the average

ward memberlumber spent between one half and two days weekly ful-
filling the assignments made by the bishop the bishop was

foreman of his assigned section and spent a large part of the

week on the job

water was turned into the canal for irrigation pur-

poses onan june 13 1856 from big cottonwood to kanyon creekcrackcreck

andwaw wasA being used for irrigation of the five and cententonlon acre

lots 7 labor was continued into 1857 and when brigham young

visited the head of the big canal on marchmerch 17 he was pleased

with the great amount of work done and expressed a desire that
work be continued until the canal was in condition to boat

rock for the temple work proceeded on the canal until at
least march 6 1858 when the sixteenth ward which had been

furnishing workmen since the 2ndand of february 1856 recorded

their last labor tithing entry for workers on the big cotton-
wood canalcenal 39

P the advent of the US acrayarrayacroy in 1858 led to the
closing of the public works official word of the abandonment

salt lake stake record of members to 1940 febru-
ary 2 1858 ppap 200209200 LDSlodsleds209 historians office

history of salt lake stake june 12 1856

38deseret38peseret38 newssews weeneeDeseret weekly march 17 1857

membership records of the sixteenth ward to 1904
LDS historianhistorians office
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this canal as reported in the deseretreseret news was four

feet deep and twenty feet wide at the bottom

rebardregard
canacena t w

ae1e

wiscouriscour s IX 240 the deseret news in
an article on chisthisghis canal quoted W C A smootswot whow had worked
on the canal regarding its abandonment when the water was
turned into the canalcenal it was noticed that when it reached
the point on the sidesid of the mountain round which it passed
pacleyparleyparleys canyon the soil wasvewwabwemwam of such a nature that the fluid
sankbank nearly as rapidly as it entered

flumifluma

4ltheelthe

100

of the huge project did not come until march 2 1862 when

brigham young announcedamounaloun
the

ced

canal that we started from big cottonwoodCott creekotwood to
this city was for the purpose of transporting material
for building the templetampletampietwele we have learned some thingsthin2sthinas
in relation to the nature of the soil in which the bedbad of61
the canal is mademmaemaaemame that we did not know before we pretty
much completedc thatfetedleted canal or in other words weve hewedhomed
out the cistern but behold it would not hold water
we have not the time now to make that canalanalanai carryca water
so we will continue to haul rock with cattle andend when an
opportunity presents we will finish the canal40

growing gradu-

ally wider asan it neared the top depending upon the nature of

the soil through which it passed it was of ampleempleempie size and

journal of discourses

the bed of the ditch
was of loam and the water percolated throughjrugh it as if it had
been a sieve either the builders of the canal did not have
the time or did not think of the plan of blumingfluming the ditch
over this stretch of porous soil at anyaty rate it was not
done and the water seeping down as it did in quantity from
the hillside threatened eathwith destruction the newly estabbestab
lisheddished woolen mill a short distance below and the
annihilation of this promising plant was one not to be con-
sidered by the leaders of the peoplepeopled see deseret RMhewsnews
decemberdecembedecember 18 1909 13

nhethe two bid sheets for the fill over red butte
kanyon are itemized though the specifications differ each
provides for an embankment fifteen feet wide at the top see
letters to john sharp LDS historianhistorians office steel file
under jordan irrigation company note this fill was near the
terminus of the canal and may well have been narrower cost
also may have been a factor in narrowing the width over such
wide fills
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capacity for the purpose of its design

bisecting the rolling benchland as it did and termi-

nating in the eastern part of the city the canal passed over

ravines and through hillsideshill terrainsides of such a pattern
provided tremendous difficulties and necessitated the con-

struction of many cuts and fills in areas where the

obstruction was of such huge depth and width to render the

making of a fill or cut impractical the canal would have to

circumvent the obstacle for example if the canal which was

headed north approached a deep ravine which opened toward

the westmostwost on the downhill side the canal upon approaching the

brink of the ravine would turn into the ravine on the north

hillside eastern end toward its origin the canal would

gradually flow in this direction until striking the stream

bottom then forming a V it would switch back on the side

of the hill until breaking the brink of the gully it would

then pursue its original course to circumvent a high pla-

teau the same pattern would be followed only the detour

would be to the west

the soil along the canal varies considerably and in
some places as described it is porous and coarse grained

deseret news december 18 1909 p 12

interview with john castro april 23 1959 A study
of the township maps for 1869 depicts this irregular pattern
it was further substantiated by visits to the site of the old
bed in holladay hills
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while other areas are fullfuli of rocks and so it must have

constituted a great deal of labor to excavate such a sizeable
canal bed some light is shed on the method of construction
by W C A smoot who worked on the canal

the digging proceeded under difficulties we had only
oxen in the way of teams there were very fewfaw horses in
those days we had some plows but no scrapers at all
some of the men had shovels but the majority of the
workers had only the ordinary gardengaudenbaudengalenbalen spade andend withvithwichwlch these
implements the old canal was constructed it was a slow
process taking out the dirt plowed up with spades 44

As to the final state of completion the canal was

actually constructed from beyond the mouth of the big cotton-
wood on the south to a point on the flat east of the old

towertover in the northeastern part of the city and the water was

turned into its length twotvo or three times but as far as the

bestbeatbast recollection of those who took part in building the

remarkable waterway extension no boat was ever laden with

stone for transportation from the mountain to salt lake

city 45

thus after two years of labor this gigantic project
which the salt41.41sait laket tribune said had cost the church members

44deseret news december 18 1909

45 ibidbid the bid sheets on the red butte fill are
northeast of thet tower mentioned the bids were submitted on
july 31 1855 somesomasonasomssone sections of the canal were evidently
completed long before others as work was going on at the
big cottonwood portion as late as march 17 1857 see news
of this date
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16900000169000.00 was abandoned and though sections were later
used for irrigation purposes timecime and the plow have erased

almost every vestige of its course

such a staggering loss was looked upon as only a

temporary setbackset byback the undaunted pioneers toon august 12

1864 a mass meeting was heldholdheid in salt lake city
for the purpose of takingcaking into consideration the feasi-
bility of bringing out a portion of the river jordan and
by cutting a canal at or near the point of the mountain
hence in a northeasterly direction to form a junction
with
he

the big cottonwood canal for 1710000017160000171600.00 40

the survey proceededproc inraediatelyitemedeWed and1 onm november1 2diately 18641364 was

completed the meanmeans subscribed and work was ready to com-

ma e 49qmence two weeks later in a letter to daniel H wells
brighamBrig youngharn clarified one of the purposes for the canal

some lost far more than their money robert gardner
wrote in hishithie diary tt1 was using the water of mill creek to
run my farm and pasture and about& 1856lutout it was taken out of
my place by other appropriation and it left my place dry I1
was se1jthercounseled

a
to finish a canal which was partly constructed

to big cottonwood to betget water to run my mill and
irrigate my famfarmfermfal in place of the mill creek water in this
undertaking I1 turned over my horses and stock to buy lumber
and paybay for work digging the canal and making the flumesblumes
until all my stock mswaswesweb gone excepting two yoke of young
steers it the canal proved a failure this caused
me to lose all my crop and my mill would not run and I1 had
paid out all of my stock and become sic flat broke fi-
nancially I1 was to go on a mission teethe following spring
see journal and diary of robert gardner daughters of utah
pioneers lesson book march 1949 p 287

salt lake tribune july 9 1874

deseret newslmnewa weeklywee august 24 1864

ibid november 2 1864
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he wrote the first portion of the canal will be immediatelymediatelyin

pushed from little cottonwood to the city amtamiand it will be

used for navigation purposes especially for the templetempie 50

on november 26 1864 another public meeting was heldholdheid

at which three separate canals were proposed the smallest
proposed canal was to be twelve feet at the bottom and to
cost 28708800 the second proposed canalcami was to be sixteen
feet wide and to cost 387952.0038795200 while the largest canal
proposed was to measure twenty feet wide at the bottom and

was to cost an estimated 485500.8848550088 it was decided that the

wisest move would be to construct the twelve foot canal im-

mediately and to widen it as was needed brigham young act-
ing as in trust offered the company 50000.005000000 for
the privilege of boating rock on the canal for the templetempielewielenie 3151

the remainder of the expense was to be carried by the in-
habitants of salt lake county east of the jordan river through

taxes and water shares the company was incorporated at a

10000001000110001.00011000 masdimum

lecter50tatter50

52

letterTAtter to daniel H wells great salt lekelake city
utah november 18 1864 brigham youngsyoung latterbooksletterbooksiatterLetterlatter nobooks 7
p 354

the imperativenessimpe ofrativenessnativeness the canal is evidencedevievlavi bydeedbrigham young18 ancealanpeal to the merchants of the city to lendland
the

a
church ase5sethe 500000050000.00 so work could start immediately

see brighamBrig younghambam letterbooksLetter januarybooks 7 1865 p 425

ngaerepeseretpgaerePe newshewssergtseret weeklyweeklweckl no 30 1864
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evidently in the few months following the initial
motion made onan novemberNove 26naberraber 1864 the citizens of the cotton-
wood wards were not too willing either to share their water or

to pay the assessment for the construction of the newnownaw canal
so much dissent and indefinitenindefiniteness led governor charles durkee

to veto the canal bill in january 1865 in a letter to
george albert smith president of the council he expressed

his reasons the governor feared that the perpetual right of

succession would lead to poor management and monopolistic con-

trol he believed that such a bold and imaginative project
should be more carefully engineered as to its dimensions

costs rates guarantees and its date of completion fearing

that the canal would not serve the best interests of all of

the people in the valley he felt obliged to act as he did 5

so many large plans with such insignificant results
led to the passage in 1865 of the irrigation district law en-

titled an act to incorporate irrigation companies which

was passed on january 20 1865 and placed the legality for

the incorporation of an irrigation company under the juris
CA

diction of the oountybounty court

shortly after the passage of this act on february 4

1865 the deseret irrigation and navigation canal company

ti L J

letter from charles durkee to george albert smith
january 15 1865 utah state historical society steel
kitchen safe under legislature

54report54 ofReport irrigation investigations inun utahut wash-
ington governmentvermentGo printingprint office6 1909 ppap 4011
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deseret56deseret hawshewsnews weekly february 15 1865
57 ibidbid

armqrm
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was organized this canal was to be 32 14 miles in length

and was to be 20 feet wide at the bottom with a 45 degree

bank it was to be excavated so as to draw 3 feet of water

with a maximum carrying capacity of 4 feet the fall to be

20 inches to the mile A heavy substantial dam was to be

built with blumesflumes and gates to control the water the canal

was to have 10 locks constructed of planks and timbers

14 feet wide narrowing to 12 feet at the gatasgatesdadas the total
length of the locks was to be 75 feet with an interior
clearance of 45 feet eachenchemch lock being 10 to 14 feet deep

the 12 1455 miles of the canal from salt lake city to the

little cottonwood was to cost 110000.0011000000 the total cost in-
cluding the dam locks waste weirs sluice ways and the

cfflumesblumes vaswasves estimated to be 403000.0040300000 it was planned to

boat 4000 tons of granite yearly over this canal this would

be a distance of twelve miles and would cost 2000000 per

year resulting in a savings of 1000000 a year for the

church 57

the company proposed to finance the undertakingartakingpartaking by

selling 3000 of the 24760 acres of land made arablearabiearabia by the

this canal was also to have included a towpath along
the bank soisoibotso that horses and mules could pull the heavily
ladenladan scow from the quarry terminal to the city the slow
fall of 20 inches to a milemlle would allow the scow to be easily
pulled back upstream see deseret news december 18 1909
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new canal for 10.001000 an acre and levying a tax on city and

rural lots which would benefit from the water the total cost

to the inhabitants east of the river was to be 36550000365500.00

twenty fiveeiveelve per centcant was to be paid immediately so as to

finish the canal from little cottonwood to the city for the

transport of the granite

the next three years were railroad building years and

little if any work was done on the canal the plan how

ever was not abandoned for on january 5 1870 it was re-

ported that progress was being made on the deseret irrigation
and navigation canal and by spring it was hoped that the canal

would be ready for boating rock to the templetempie work con-

tinued throughout the spring and on may 18 1870 the hews

further reported that the directors of the canal planned on

turning water into the cottonwood excavation on may 18 and

that they would report future developments 60 it appears that
the news never heard

ibid
59 ibidpidnid january 5 1870

ibidpidniddid may 18 1870 in 1879821879 the82 jordan and salt
lake city canalanalcenalanaienal was constructed it is interesting to note
that the waters of this canal flowed through a part of the
old cottonwood canal that had been dug years before for the
purpose of boating granite blocks to the tecopleTe seecopiecople fisher
sanford harris 100 yearslearsyearbnearsneaus of waterwatewade development report to the
board of metorsdircctorsmentors the metropolitan water pistrittpistrictdistzicpi thestrict board
of commissioners and the citizens of salt lake city aprilmokilkviil
192942
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vallevalievaile railrallraliwasavasa andmidwid jordan valleyvailey railroad the necessity

of the railroad in order to carry on the manymeny activities in
the new territory and to complete the salt lake templempletempie was

often noted by church leaders president young repeatedly

emphasized that the railroad must be completed before much
61

work could be done on the temple and also the abandonment

of public works projects in order to assist in the construc-

tion of the transcontinental illustrates the relative import-

ance the church assigned to this undertakingundertakings

one week after the golden spike ceremonycarmanycarmony the utah

central railroad was incorporated under the laws of the terri-
tory

110

within the year a right of way wab granted to the utah

southern railroad to construct a line south to payson in-
cluded in the right of way bill was a proposed spur from the

utah southernsouthe track to the little cottonwood canyon with the

coming of the railroad as had been the story in the basteast the

canal building era came to a close

rhethe wasatch

it was begun on may 17 1869 at ogden and waswallwabwaliwati com-

pleted to salt lake city on january 10 1870 62 As early as

february 15 1871 a natural extension ofdf this line known as

the utah southern was incorporated

H W naisbittmaldMaisnaid templetempieTbitt buildingle the contributortributort
XIII april 1892 253

62milton62 RMilton hunteramter utah the story of her people
salt lake city deseret news press 1946 p 196
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aw&w lc hist eL Y

ac7c
fe

ill
for the construction of a railroad and telegraph from the
city of salt lake in the territory of utah to payson
city in said territory together with a branch road from
the most eligible point on said railroad to the mouths of
the big and little cottonwood canyon 63

ground breaking ceremonies commenced on may 1 1871

and by august 2 the first twenty miles were graded it was

the intention to lay one mile of track per day 0 but due to

the difficulty encountered in obtaining rail the track was not

completed to sandysendy until september 23 1871 5

the utah southern which had the right of way for a

railway spur into the cottonwood area had concentrated its
efforts on moving southward and had only graded a smallsmeil por-

tion of its branch line to the little cottonwoodCott canyonorwood to

pediteexpeditepecite the construction of a railroad into the booming mines

of the alta region and very possibly to forestall action by

outside interestsinterests0 the wasatch and jordan valley railroad

peseretPe newsseretserat weeklyweakly
6

march

id

1 1871

64 ibid august 2 1871

andrew jenson comp sricyclopedc history of the
church salt lake city utah deseret news presstriss 1941
p 907

the tribune on june 4 1871 reported that a group
of philadelphia capitalists had been organized for the purpose
of constructing a single or double narrow gauge railroad from
sandyseay station to alta the company sought the samesamsemesem grant as
held by the union pacific whicwhichchic might have meant control of
approximately one hundred square miles of land in the valuable
cottonwood area and possiblypos thesiby church quarry see journal
history february 15 1873 A two year struggle ensued
between the utah corporation and the philadelphia interests in
both the US senate and house of representatives for right

from

moat9t railrgid mouthsbuths

c U rby181 ed 18 7 1

64
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company was incorporated under the laws of utah on october 14

1872 this road was to be a three foot narrow gauge with a

capital stock of 50000000 the larger portion of the stock

was heldholdheid by the cottonwood mining companies and the road was

to operate betweenbetwebetge sandy and alta 6

the three and one half miles of bed graded by the

utah southern were secured and at the terminus of this bedbod

about half way between granite and sandyswy the groundbreakingground

ceremonies

breaking

were conducted on november 4 1872 enough iron
was ordered to complete the road and it was hoped to have

68trains operating on part of the line by december 25 the
grading was nearly completed smand the ties were on the ground

when the rail finally arrived on jamacyjanuary 6

on april 4 1873 brigham young travelled by train to

the quarry on a flat car to celebrate bringing the first
granite to the templetemplatempia by train on the return trip was the

first granite stone shipped for the temple an arch stone

of waywey privileges
marc

A
31

general act passed by congress on
macchmarchmecch 3 1875 antedprantedgranted to all railroadcaliro right of ways then
pending federafederal sanction if the corporations had complied
with state or territorial regulations see V S statutesft atatutes
lacrelargelacee XVIII part 3 p 482 by this act thethi wasatchge amiXV
jordanjoroanjorden valleyvaileyvallvalivail received right of waywax under the utah terri-
torial legislature interview with robert W edwards
august

tk
12 1960

salt lake tribune january 6 1873

deseret newshewshaws weekly november 18 1872

salt lake tribune january 6 1873
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5 12 feet long 3 feet wide and 2 feet thick weighinizweighing

approximately 7500 pounds the train left the quarry at
400 PM and after transshipmentcranstranstram atshipment sandysendysandya arrived in salt
lake city at 515 PM 70

the company at this dimetimelime had one locomotive one mail

and baggage car and tentan flats they were awaiting shipment of

an additional engine which was especially designed to climb

the steep grades of the mountainous railroad 71

the railroad was completed to granite city on mayhayheymey 3

1873 As the railroad construction proceeded up into the
canyon its course became very irregular it was constructed
on the north side of the creek well above the canyon narrows

in order to benefit from the sunssms rays on the winter snows

the uphill gradient of the road was steep and necessitated the

construction of several switchbackssvitchbacksswitch justbacks before entering the

terminal at fairfield flat the road was completed to this
terminus on september 18 1873 and work terminated there for
the season it being the intention of the company to construct

deseret mevsmewshews weekly april 16 1873

ibid november 18 1872 A steamstewastemaatema angineengineinelne developeddeve
by

loped
john midjidW ouyoung had been experimented with extensively in

august of 1872 focfor the purpose of hauling rock from the
cottonwood quarry to the sandysmidy station however the road was
so rough porous and sandsandy that the machine wasvas unsuccessful
it hadhm sufficient power but when heavily laden it would plow
itself into the sand until it became immobile see salt lake
tribune august 10 1872
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the line to altaaliaaita in the spring2springaspringpringspring theTIMTI2 companyCM atty this cimstimedime

had constructed eleven and onethirdone milesudiesumlesthird of railroad andsnd

their rolling stock consisted of three locomotives fifty
flat cars one baggage and two passenger cars business was

brisk and they had two passenger trains going each way every

day and sometimes four or five freight trains
in the first yemyearyeayma of operation 8706000 pounds of

granite were shipped to sandy and then transshippedtrans overshipped the

utah southern to salt lakeleke city 74 fromirombromfrom augustaubusc 27 187318730

until july 23 1881 the church wasvas being charged 900 a car

for shipment from the quarryquerry to the utah central depot in

salt lake city the car capacity was listed at 20000 pounds

and a system of penalties seemed to exist for overweight

loads the shipping charge was subsequently lowered to

800 a car after july 23 1881 76 and was stabilized near

this figure

train loads generally ran about 60000 pounds each

day or every other day though wide variances verewere noted

kate B carter ed the story of utahs canyons
treasures of pioneer history salt lake city daughters of
utah pioneers 1957 VI 3978397v9va

T
7

73rdward73edwardRdwardedwerdrdwardedwerdedwsrd L sloan comp gazetteer of utah and salt
lake city directorydixoctov 1874 salt lakelalial citycit saltsait rar&lakeleke
orbrprbrprda

haraldherald
tspublishing company 1875 p 47

ibid p 45

church invoices 1872761872 LDS76 historians office
voucher book 1881 LDS historians office
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the train did not operate on sunday sometimes two or three
days would pass between shipments and then six carloads would

be shipped followed by a two or three carload shipment the

next day for example on july 15 187618760 twotum train loads of

granite were shipped to templetempie block one load was for 97000

pounds and the other for 100400 pounds there was no further
entry until july 19 1876 when a shipment for 130130 pounds

of granite left the quarry 7

the train schedule in 1873 for freight going to salt
lake city from sandy station provided for two trains dailydallydaliyly
one leaving at 955 AM and an afternoon train at 445 PM 78

there was no turntable at wasatch and any switching

or spotting of cars had to be done by the utilization of

sidings the empty cars were pulled up from sandy to wasatch

in order to spot the cars near the granite loading station
the spur switch was thrownthrovnthroan and the engine would back the cars
down the canyon but at the same time making a steady ascent
on the northern side of the canyon the cars would then be

uncoupled and braked while the engineangine wouldmouldmouid steam back to the
mainmaln lineinelne the switch would be thrown and the carscare would

account book nos 199 355 LDS historianhistorians
office

deseret eveningxve4tw newsNWs november 21 1873
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amleegleegie

79theche

shishl t

ptaptf t un
led around by extended ropes until the rock swung overaver the

flat car it was then lowered onto the flat car the menman on
the end of the jib ropes then pulled the jib straight and
tied or hooked another block later steam equipment was used
interview with mr kuhre

interview with mr kuhre

117
7079coast onto the upper track parallel with the quarry site

the pattern of operations represented the letter Z the lower

base being the main line the top of the letter representing

the quarryquerry spur andend the connecting line of the letter repre-

senting the spur track when making the pick up the engine

would attach to the rear car by means of a ring coupler and

would pull the cars out onto the main track and run down to

the sandy station backwards

at sandy the narrow gauge flats would be pulled

alongside the utah southern standard gauge car so close that
the two beds were almost touching then by means of pinch

bars and rollers the granite blocks would be moved onto the

standard gauge cars for shipment to the temple block 80

the efficiency of this operation is well illustrated
by the following example of loading speed on august 24

1877 utah southern cars 21 25 and 33 carrying 52360

pounds of rock were receipted for delivery at the templetempie

block these cars werevere unloaded and switched back to sandy

the loading operation was done by a homehomhol invented
windlass two men standing on a little platform would crank
a wooden spool to which was attached a heavy rope the crane
had a mast and a jib arm when a stone was tied the two men
one on each endand of the huge spool would turn with all their
might unciluntil the stone was off the ground the jib was then
pulled
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mewsnews bulletinu ofetinstin the mineralogical society of utah IV
august 1943 223

though no record of bankruptcy was found in the
third judicial court action was brought against the company
for 169000.0016900000 there is enough evidence in the courts
brief to indicate that the wasatch and jordan valley was
placed under a receivership see william M s12ackmanspackroanSpac vkrmankroan
the wasatch and jordan valleyvallevaileyvalievaile railrorailroadrailto company 556955 third
district court in the territory of utah and county of salt
lake 1883

duriniaurini

edilhevilhence

az4z
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and there again loaded in time to catch the afternoon freight
and were receipted for 48180 pounds of rock that afternoon

on templetempie square though such shipments seem significant

it should be noted that railroad revenue from granite ship-

ments alone averaged approximately 200000020000.00 a year if it
had not been for the tremendous mining activity in alta the

railroad would have had to be subsidized by the church

though business seemed excellent the railroad was

seized for taxes in arrear for the years 1874781874 the78 company

met its obligations for 1878 but with the boom period in alta
drawing to a close2close82closed the wasatch and jordan valley was evi

01dently forced into bankruptcy

in 1883 the line was purchased by the denver and rio
grande western rock for the temple was transported over this

IDS historianhistorians office steel file under wasatch
and jordan valley railroad company

the alta mining district ippedshippeddipped 1340110800
worth of ore during the decadeecadedecade 1870801870 the80 population in the
canyon was estimated at 6500 during the summer months
during the decade 1880901880 ore90 shipments totaled only
1703968001703968.00 see C W lockerbie short history of alta
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line for 800 a carload until the exterior work of the temple

was completed

the templetempie spur the terminus of the utah southern

railroad was at the depot of the utah central all granite
shipments came to this depot and from there had to be trans-

ferred for shipment up to the templetempie block a distance of

approximately one half mile directly east on south templetempie

street
on january 19 1872 brigham young and others had

organized the salt lake city railroad company with capital
stock amounting to 18000000 to construct single and double

track street railroads for operation within the city the

initial run made on this new line was in the latter part of

june 1872 when one car made the trip down south templetempie

street to the railroad depot 85

A spur track was soon proposed to temple block and on

july 9 1872 the railroad crews were busily engaged laying

a rail into the enclosure 8 on july 31 the first car of

granite entered the enclosure it weighed between ten and

twelve tons and was pulled up the street railroad by two span

trustee in trust vouchers 1882841882 LDS84 his-
torian office

bulletin utahVSAgeagew powelpower and light company II11 april
1917 32

salt lake tribune july 9 1872
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ibid91pidabid

nejneX mayhaynay 14 1872

deseret news august 13 1872

jbid august 14 1872

ibidbid august 21 1872 the railroad rate for
switching the flat cars into templetemplatempia block from the depot was
1.50150 see invoice book for 1881 january 24 1881 LDS

historians office

120

of horses and two yoke of cattle 0 this road used only
00

sixteen pound iron and was spiked on stringers about four by
8089eight inches which were bolted to ties sunk into the ground

two sets of switches served to transfer the granite cars from

the utah southern line onto the street railroad and then from

this line on to the templetampietample spur at first west and south

temple 90

whether any attempt was made to operate a train on

this track is not known on august 13 1873 the company

sought a petition from the city council to use a locomotive on

a second line of railroad which they proposed building from

the depot to the templetampletampie block for the purpose of freighting
rock for the templetempie the petition set forth that the iron

that was now used was too light for the hauling of heavy

freight and that thirty pound iron would be laid on the new

line 91 the line was completed and on august 21 1872 five
carloads of rock were hauled by locomotive from the utah

central depot to the stone cutters on templetempie block

deseret news august 27 1872

midpid june 20 1872
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temple granite was transported over this spur until the co-
mpletion of the exterior in 1892
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CHAPTER VI

constructionCONSTRUCT OF THE TEMPLE

it will be remembered that the templetempie foundation had

been covered with earth and resembled a freshly plowed field
prior to the advent of the united states arm which passed

through salt lakelawimm city on june 26 1858 the greater part of

the populace of salt lake city had abandoned their homes and

moved to the southern settlements establishing temporary

headquarters of the churchchurcchuoc forty miles to the south at provo

utah on june 30 brigham young expressed his satisfaction
with the army conduct since arrival in the valley and

announced that all who wished to return to their homes were at
liberty to do so on the samesams afternoon brigham young and his
people began the move back to their city 1

A sewnew foundations with the united states army whose

instructions and intentions regarding the mormonscormons were un-

known permanently encamped thirty miles southwest of salt
lake city the church resumed operations with a great deal of

precaution howeverHo bywevervever the summer of 1860 preparations were
0

underway to resume work on the temple brigham young

robertsoberts IV 447

lleniallle starnial XII no 34 august 1960 542
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recorded that on december 18 1861

the foundation wall of the templetempie which was temp-
orarily covered up when the work theron sic was suspended
in 1858188 to prevent inquiry while the war cloud then
approaching from the east isic was passing over have
recently been uncovered and chethe rubbish cleared away
preparatory to the conmencementcommencement of the work of building
early in the coming spring

there has been a large quantity of granite blocks
hauled from the little cottonwood quarry during the last
two months most of which has been squared andend fitted for
the places they are to occupy in the walls J

As the foundation was uncovered large cracks were

noted runninginningru through the walls of the first story and into

the flagging and rubble work which was on top of the firestone
foundation edward parry who was in charge of the masonmabonmation work

on the templetempie at this time reported to president young that
the work on one side was defective andend such a foundation is

dangerous 4 after serious consideration brigham young and

his advisors decided that the foundation would not support the

tremendous weight of the granite that was to be placed upon

it one account gives bishop archibald gardner a key role in
the decision to start over

president young dismissed the workmen and sitting
down on the foundation said here I1 shall remain until
the lord reveals to me what I1 should do next

he had not been there long when father calcamecam into view
president young motioned him to come to him bishop sit
down and then told him of his perplexing problem

0
manuscript history of brigham young december 18

1861 p 49
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together they went carefullycarefullcarefully over the matter in hand
they examined the foundation the materials and the
manner in which it had been put together then president
young said bishop can you tell me what to do

yes president young the trouble has arisen through
the use of too much mortar the resultant settling has
caused the walls to crack it will be necessary for you
to tear out the entire foundation and start over again
this time instead of using mortar have each and atlallati the
stones in the foundation of the entire building cut to
exact measurement and place stone upon stone with precise
fittings this will prevent cracking settling or spread-
ing in any way president young brought his hand down on
fatherfathers shoulder and said brother gardner you are
right that is my revelation 5

albeit brigham young directed a letter to daniel H

wells the superintendent of the public works in which he

said

I1 wish you as speedily as possible to have all the
rock and flagging in the templetempie wall taken up down to the
top course of the foundation and have that course hewn
level to conmencecommencecon layingmenceonceence the templetampletampie wall upon 6

the extent of adheranceadherenceadhe torance the conditions of the

letter is difficult to determine it is reported that the

courses of the rock that had been laid on the wall werevere taken

up the rubble workvork removeded and more compact masonry substi-
tuted the flagging and firestone were replaced two courses

of the former put down 7

delila gardner hughes life of archibald ardnergardner
pioneer of 1847 west jordan utarutah alpinewilne41 publishinginelne company
193919 p 139

v y

brigham youngs letterbooksetterbooksbeLetteretter nobooks 5 june 4 1862
p 264

anderson the contributor XIV 265
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in the few areas of the temple foundation in which the

footing of the side wallsvailswailswalis can still be seen there is no

evidence that these walls have ever been disturbed since their
completion on july 23 9 1855 the material is all rough cut

firestone laid in lime mortar it is possible at this posi-

tion to see the ragged footing of the wall as it slopes toward

its eight foot thickness at the basement story on the ex-

terior wall there is no sign of either a rubble or a flagging

between the firestone and the timbers of the basement story

in other sections basically those which serve as the pedestal

support for the interior walls of the templetempie can be seen the

top of the foundation on which rests a sixteen inch thickness

of rubble work the stones which form the rubble are fire-
stone very irregularly shaped and laid in mortar and this is
topped with two layers of sandstone flagging which are the

first finished stones in the foundation and measure 22 inches

in length 22 inches in width and 7 inches in height the

first two or three courses of rock above the flagging of the

interior walls are firestone
in some places granite can be seen right next to the

sandstone flagging but it does not begin to predominate until
the third and fourth courses of the basemenbasementbasomen wall many of

the loose stones which had already been cut before the arrival
of the army were cached when the foundation was filled
evidently even after the decision to use granite many of

these original firestone blocks were placed in the walls

T ae1e

a
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foundation STONES
note the inverted arch and the G in the upper

picture and the conglomerate between the two mainnainmaln support
footings in the lower picture

personal photograph taken july 1 1960
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the poorest cut stones in the building are those which form

the pedestal for the inner walls and act as support for the

basement floor these appear to be only firestone boulders

set in mortar in order to strengthen these partitions a

heavy gravel fill has either been placed or was left between

each partition from the foundation level to the supporting
Q

timbers of the basement story

each of the four corner towers rests on an ashlar
footing eight feet in depth and twenty six feet in width and

the two center towers are on a similar foundation which is
thirty one feet squared in each of the cornercomercomarcornar towers there
are two inverted arches which are uniquely designed to

distribute the massive weight of the walls on the foundation

these are one quarter arches and are perfectly laid the bowl

of the arch sitting on the first course and terminating in the

third course the line of the basement story conxnencescomunces two

and one half feet above the top of the footing where the

thickness of the walls is eight feet and remains constant

until the top of the first story the extent to which these

arches were used beyond the foundation levellevallevei is difficult to

determine most of the interior walls are painted or deco-

rated and in only a few locations can any trace of interior
arching be seen

personal observation made on may 8 1960
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work proceeded on the removal of the poor masonry into
the summerstemersteger of 1862 the deseret newshews of june 6 reported that
workman were busily engaged taking up part of the old foun-

dation preparatory to laying the huge cottonwood stones on the

smaller rocks evidently bishop gardenersgardnersGard adviceners had been

carefully followedfolfoi becauseloved this paper further reported that

all the stones were painted and had numbers indicative of

their place in the weilwallwalloweliweils 010 the granite stones that were

laid one course above the flagging amidemid the predominant fire-
stone are all numbered alphabetically two of these first
granite stones in the first course above the flagging still
carry their initial letters GI and W 11 this pattern of

including each stone and its position in the building was the

responsibility of the architect and was followed throughout

the rest of the structure
T millenialmillennialMil starlenial on july 25 1863 mentioned that

the building was rising from its foundation as fast as teams

could be found to transport the rock 12 in 1864 the same

source printed a letter from brigham young which said

deseret news weeklyweekyaweeky june 6 1862 the irregular
placement of the granite stones amidst the firestone of the
foundation at the eight foot level indicates some repair but
due to the nature of the foundation it is difficult to deter-
mine the extent of replacement

personal observation
12millenial star XXV nonto 30 july 1863 476
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I1 brantsgrants
dinstinst ofor retarding to aid and assist in build-

ing up the temple of the lord to its completion 13

brigham young on august 31 1864 instructed bishop

john sharp to let out contracts for the laying up of the

walls of the temple14Templetampietempia and14 on mayhaynayney 27 1866 the contractors

brain and Wornorthersthers had completed the east end of the templetempie to

the first water table and the westmostwost end was rapidly nearinghearing

ground level 15

the basement had been contracted at twenty cents a

square foot the total cost as reported in the journal his-
tory was 10087.601008760 16

preparing and placing

130

thetim great cost and little return in sending teamsteam to
the frontier for the poor seem to require us to omit
sending trains there next season that we maymy expedite
the work on the templetempie thus they immigrants will
enable instead

T ae1e
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131bid XXVIXXVIP kbno 38 september 1864 6012601

betterlettertetter
2

to daniel H wells from brigham young
ibid

14letter D el
no 45 november 1864 p 718

deseret newsmews weekly may 27 1866

deseret news november 8 1878

15deserel a

16deseret

t-

he stones upon the return of

the people to their homes the public works were reopened but

they were never again centralized on the temple block hostmostmst
of the little shops opened their doors on a competitive basis
and were scattered throughout the city

the largest force of menman on the templetempie block were the

stonecutters A few good masons could lay the stones cut by

ibidbid131

14
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a large crew of fifty to eighty stonecutters with comparative

ease most of the rough cut stones used in the foundation

were squared right on the ground where they had been dropped

by the teamsters the men received their assignments from the

pattern maker and then blocked up their stones and went to

work in a busy season the temple block was a veritable hive

of activity such a large force of men with hammers and

chisels diligently at work hewing out the huge blocks must

have been an impressive and pleasing sight stonecuttingStone

shops

cutting

existed and evidently this is where the fine stones were

shaped

bringing the rock directly into temple block on the

street railroad spur centralized the unloading of the granite
and provided a moremooremmore consistent supply in 1876 five large

sheds located south of the temple between the temple walls

and the railroad spur were erected for the purpose of pro-

tecting the stonecutters from the inclement weather the

sheds were open on both sides covered with a thatched roof

and two of these sheds running east and west asuredmeasured well

over one hundred feet in length the finished stones were

stacked in columns arranged according to their position in

the walls the granite clippingschippingschip werepings raked up and utilized
generally for paving the city streets

some of the principal tools used by the stonecutters
were the chipping hacxaerhanxivrhanx thetvrivr granite axe a single jack

heumerhanmer the bull set a face chisel a chipping chisel

nun
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alured
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two wheeled granite wagon
used only on the temple block
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thiorhio picture depicts thothe temporary
chodaohodoohoda which weroveroweremere conatructedconotructedconstructed in 1876
the rubbierubble pile andonuanuond thothe system of
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railroad spur chown about eoveneaven cars
which havo boon unloaded
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truingtruingtru3trua blocksng and the point or finishing drill taking the

earth stone for example the following steps may well have been

followed the bull set would only have been used if the block

had arrived extremely rough and it was necessary to flake off
a great deal of the granite to square or shape the stone to

its desired dimension when the face side of the stone was

selected the stone was placed on blocks at a convenient

height for the cutter A small spot in each of the four

corners was leveled to set the four truing blocks with the

blocks squared and leveled the stone was then chalked at the

desired dimension the facing chisel and the single jack

hammer wecewereimremrei used to knock off the rough edges and to true and

lay the stone as accurately as possible withrithvithnithx the chalkline
when the face and sides of the stone were in a inishedfinishedfinished state
the design of the stone would be tapped on the deep inset
work of the four cornerscomers would be done with a heavy point

drill and the hammerhemmer and to finish and smoothsmothsloth the facings of

the design a small chisel would have been used though work

in these small corner crevices may appear delicate a very

hard and heavy blow was required to chip off a fraction of

stone the line of the globular relief in the center of the

stone would be traced and chipped out with about a 58 inch

17the blocks depicted may or may not be the exact type
used nevertheless both mr child and mr johnson agree
that blocks similar to these must have been used by the temple
stonecutters to true the stones
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whatwhet type of mechanicalmechrech equipmentequiprzyanicalanicel was used in
cutting and preparing the stone is difficult to ascertain
in a letter from brigham youndyoung to john taylor in new york
dated july 28 1858 john taylor was instructed to investigate
a new machine which was operated by water power and was
designed for cutting hard granite he was asked to ascertainascertaj
all the facts connected with its arrangement expense
facility for keeping order quality of the work and facility
for changing from one kindUM of rock to another peanencpermanency of
its general utility

juljui
inelne

137

point or stone chisel the sill of the sphere would be

trimmed with a smaller drill and finished with the chippingcupping

chisel and on the heavy convex face of the stone a chipping

sledge was probably used to gain the contour for the fineinelne
facingacing and turning of the sphere the granite axe would have

been used most of the tools had to be sharpened daily and

ighteight or ten blacksmiths would be required to do this wockworkimrkcmrk

each

1

stonecutter

e

like all other craftsmen used those tools
and skills which for him served his purpose best and the above

isequence may have varied considerably

each of the 50 earth stones measured 5 12 feet in

height 4 12 feet in width 20 inches in depth had a globu-

lar face measuring 3 feet 11 inches in diameter weighed

5600 pounds and is estimated to have cost about 300.0030000
1 0

based upon interviews with stan johnson onor march 11II
1959 and thomasviomasvilmas child on june 5 1959 both master stone-
cutters and both veryveny familiarfanfar withvithallarAliarnilar the skills and techniques
of many of those men who worked on the templetempieTertei havinghavinaipleniplenaple served
apprenticeships as boys with some of these artisans

he was further instructed not to buyluy
the machine but to forward all the facts midand figures see
brigham youngs letterbooksLetter II11books july 28 1892 p 892 no
record of purchase was found

though a large force of stonecutters was kept at work
until the time of completion it is difficult to believe that
witheithurithbrith the coming of the steam age somesonae type of mechanization
was not used to cut the stone
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in questioning mr johnson and mr child about the possibility
of that manchranchmuchmauch labor being in the stones both agreed that
considering transportation and the fact that a cutter could

have easily spent an entire month on one such stone the cited
cost was veryvecyveny possible

in august 16731873 the deseret evening news reported that
four miniature models of a derrick had been made and that

these were to serve as a pattern for a new hoisting apparatus

for the temple these new derricks were constructed and on
91the 13th of september were in operation

three principal imp lenient s were used to hookrookbooknook the block

to the winch lines of the derrick the granite hook was the

easiest midand quickest simply requiring a small chip made in

each end of a rough cut stone with a point or other type

drill two hooks one on each side of the block were set in

the indentations and when the line was pulled taught these

drew into the stone capable of holding a tremendous weight

thetine ring pins wereimre used extensively and evidence of their setse

can still be seen on the stones of the towers on the spire

stones two small holes were drilled just large and deep

enough for the insertion of the pins high enough on the block

so as to place the balance of weight on the lower half of

deseret eleninaeenxngevenina jtewsinews august 16 1873

2libid211bid211 septemberbid 13 1873

ininilature
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the stone the pins were then inserted and hooked to the

cable by the rings if the stone were to be set flush
between other stones the holes would be drilled on top at
forty five degree angles toward the center of the rock and

the pins binding against the bottom of the drill holes angled

to hold the rock requiring greater laborlebor but utilized for
the same type of setting was the lewis pin for which a tri
angular hole with the base in the stone and the narrow end

as the opening would be drilled in the center of the top

side of the block the twotw outside slips would be placed in
the holehoie the center space filled with the wedges until
tight the hook lined up the pin inserted and when pulled

taught this pin held a heavy stone and provided for easy

maneuverability

when the four new derricks were moved into the temple

building one waswar placed in each corner tower the mast was

held upright by guide lines anchored to the ground and to the

top of the other masts A long jib pole was connected to the

mast level with the hoisting platform this platform was

movable and was either shimmied up the pole or reconstructed

as the walls approachapproached the level of the boom the deseret

evenineveninfiEverve newsninfi shadshedshod some light on this procedure when it re-

ported that

by tomorrow night five additional courses of rock
will be laid on a little over one fourth of the walls

or
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9922of the templetempie after which the hoisting apparatus will
be removed and adjusted that the laying may be continued
to the same extent around the whole building 23

evidently only one hoisting engine was used to operate

all the derricks in the early years A tourist passing

through utah in the fall of 1877 wrote in regards to the

templetampletampie that they build entirely without scaffolding by means

of a small portable engine inside which works lofty cranes

with jibsbibs of such length and strength as to pick up the

heaviest stones outside and deposit them on the walls ft

the hoisting apparatus was moved from cornercomer to cor-

ner on the completion of approximately each five courses of

rock an example of the operation is given in the following

sequence on july 13 1877 the hoisting apparatus was moved

from the northeast quarter to the northwestnort quarterhvest prepara-

tory to laying five courses of rock on that sector on

august 17 187718775 the laying of five courses on the northern

half of the building was completed and the hoisting engine

the spool of the first derrick evidently was turned
by hand on augustaugus 16 1876 the historianshistorian clerk reported
that an eight horsepower stessteamstem engine replaced hand power
for raising the blocks and it is three times as fast see
historians office journal august 16 1876

23Deseret evenevening nownsstews september

24vivian24

5

vivian

1876

H hussey notes on a tour in america from
august 7thath to november 17th 1877 london edwardedwar stanford
1878 p 108

deseretPe eveningevseretserat news july 13 1877
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was moved diagonally across the building to the southeast

corner preparatory to starting five courses of rock laying on
26gaegea

that sector and on september 27 1877 these courses being

completed the apparatus was moved to the southwest cornercomercomarcornar of

the building and five courses werewore completedc inletedfeted that sector
during this entire period of limetimedime five courses of rock were

laid completely around the temple and the hoisting engine was

moved four times with each move requiring approximately one

half day 27

in 1878 when the walls were about forty feet in
height a new hoisting method was tried the granite stones

were loaded on a small truck and were run on an iron tramway

along an elevated platform into the center of the building

hoisted by a steam engine to a platform adjacent to and level
with the height of the walls placed on another smallsmail truck
and conveyed to the east or west end of the building and then

lifted by the derrick and set in position for the masons 28

in 1878 the derricks were so high and the leverage so

great that two granite pillars were constructed as anchors for
the cables on the eastern side of the temple 2

ibidpidaidald august 17 1877

manuscript history of brigham young p 3219
gat28gaa jr

deseret evellneveningevenln news may 23 1877
i
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bridbuld consistsconsi ofstis two wrought iron I1 beams with
wheels at each end to run on the main track while a
trolley carries the weight and travels on the bridge
the men who work the crane are stationed on a platform
at one end of the bridge and hoist the load and traverse
the cranecrana in all directions without leaving theirplaces31placeplaces

due

31

to the thickness of the walls seven feet on the

first story and six feet on the second story extensive

scaffolding was not used the only exterior scaffolding used

was during the last few years when the towers were laid above

the first battlement and the thickness of the walls of the

spires was considerably narrower

ibidp1

dheerewheere

143

to avoid the loss of time in shifting from one end of

the building to the other the stationary hoisting engine that
was used on the logan temple was brought to salt lake and

placed in position in the west end of the templetempie buildingbuildingibuildingsbuil
with

dingi

this addition work could be carried on simultaneously in
n

both ends of the structure
the deseret newssews on november 2 1889 reported a newnow

apparatus for handling stones on top of the building as work

progressed on the towers

in this there are two cranes one each for the east
and west endand of the templetampletampie they are built to carry a
load of two tons and have a traverse motion of about
twenty four feet aldaiduld will lift and deposit a rock at any
point within these limits exactly as wanted the main
bridge

october 31 1885

deseret newsmewsmevs weekly november 2 1889 this crane
was designed andsnd constructed by the salt lake foundry and
machine company
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accidents thouthough extreme caution was employed on the

temple and the workers were continually exhorted to labor with

care there were several serious accidents
on january 12 1855 archibald bowman twenty seven

was killed at the quarry in red butte 32 on the 28th of may

1878 william mccibon fell thirty feet to his death while
33wheeling rock on the temple the next death occurred on

october 3 1881 when william pullen fell from the temple

walls into the basement 3 the last death noted was on

february 17 1890 when robert ford fell from a temple win-

dow 35 although several injuries occurred on the trains and

by rolling rocks no multiple accidents due to carelessness
were encountered

laying the course it was not until 1867 fourteen
years after the commencement that the temple walls finally
rose above the surface of the ground A paramount factor
contributing to such a delay was transportation and only after
this problem was solved in 1871721871 could72 work continue rela-
tively unabated until the building was completed

millenialMil starlenial XXVII no 17 april 28 1855 267

salt lake tribune may 29 1878

34the contributor III111ili no 2 november 1881 30

35deseret evellneveningevenln news january 18 1890
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with the abundance of stone available after the

arrival of the railroad the responsibility for expediting the

work fell upon the stonecutters the stones which constituted
the foundation were all rough cut and did not require the

skills of the fine stone cutters and manymy of the master stone

cutters served their apprenticeships hewing out these stones

conroencingco withmencing the stones of the basement story all of the

granite blocks were to be cut and laid according to the

specifications of the church architect this required great

skill and men such as peter and alexander gillespie stephen

hales peter fairclough henry woollacott alvin winegar

william ward benjamin T mtchellhitchelldt andchellchelicheil james standing worked

with their foreman alonzo H raleigh in the fine cutting of

these stones0stoness
though the public works had an apprentice program in

operation there never seemed to be an adequate supply of

skilled craftsmen efforts were made through the church mis-

sionary program in europe to obtain ixomigrants who were

masters in the various crafts in 1857 the presidency of the

church issued a call to all stone cutters in the outer fringes
of the territory to abandon their pursuits and to come to salt
lake city to work on the tempietemplelempie 7 on october 11 1874 the

anderson the contributor XIV 263

diary of william adam p 23 manuscript copy in
brigham young university library provo utah

m
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preponderance of rough cut stones prepared for the inner

courses over those cut for the exterior courses of the templetempie
1838necessitated the dismissal of fifty apprentice stonecutters

the deseret eveningV newsmomnomnon0 oflaaimalag december 5 1876 reported that
A very largelarbe amount of inner cut rock for the llmerinnerirmerlimer

portion of the templetempie walls is already prepared eight
courses of that class of material being pretty well
advanced on account howeverho ofwevervever the preponderance of
workmen who are capable of doing only the rough dressing
over those sufficiently skilled to do the fine workwouk the
surface rock lags considerably behind already the
large quantity of rough stone lying around the block
requires that space be economized with the present
force of fineinsinelne stonecutters it would take most of the
winter for them to prepare the base stringcourse which
goes entirely around the building39

though a crew of between ninety and one hundredbundred and

fifty men were continually employed on thetha templetempieteepleteepie progress

seemed slow by october 21 1876 the news reported that
three hundred and sixty carloads of granite rock has already

been delivered on the templetempie block this season tf during the

annual april conference of 1876 it was decided by unanimous

vote that the priesthood quorums were to keep two hundred

laborers employed on the temple from that time until the co-
mpletion of the building 41

journal history october 11 1874
aq3q

deseret

october 21 1876

andrew jenson journal B april 9 1876 p 513
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the laying of one or two courses of rock each year

seemed to add little to the building yet in each course below

the third water table there are approximately six hundred cut

stones the preparation of which required an enormous amount

of labor 2 each course measured close to fourteen inches in
height and each stone had to be cut perfectly true on each of

its six sides at the close of the season in 1874 the fore-
man of the masons T P thomas reported that during the
year 38000 cubic feet of rock had been laid on the templetampletampie

walls and giving credit to truman 0 angell thomas reported

that not a single stone after being prepared according to the

instructions given had to be altered in any way

at the close of each seasonseasonsseabon work the walls of the

templetempie were covered over with wooden shedding to protect the
masonry work from the inclemency of the winter weather

with the coming of spring the shedding was set aside and work

once again cocomencedcajoencad on the walls of the Tetenpienoplecople but as the

walls loomed higher and shedding became impractical the top

course was covered with a layer of mortar as a deterrent
against the moisture 0

45

42anderson contributor XIV 265

deseret evening newsmewsnewa november 28 1874

peseretPeseret
december 1 1876
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in the center of each of the four corner towers there

is a granite colonnade which extends from the foundation to

the top of the square the diameter of the colonnadecolor ismade six

feet with a two and one half feet circular opening in the

center there are one hundred and seventy two stairs that
wind around each of these granite colonnades to form four

beautiful and massive granite winding stairways

the steps are imbeddedbeddedembeddedim in the side walls of each of

the cornercomer towers and are cut so as to conform with the curve

and ascent of the newel each step has been cut in one solid
piece and is five feet three inches long six and one half
inches high twenty one inches wide upon its setting in the

inner wall of the tower and nine inches wide at its niche in
the newelnewlneglnegi and overlaps approximately one and one half inch

in such a mannermenner that it cannot move or be moved without break-

ing the masonry each stone weighs a little over 1700
pounds

a h

0

approx tely
r

46

47 which constitutes a gross weight in the stairways

alone of 1169600 pounds

each new course of rock was generally conxaencedcomencedcommencedcomencolen onced the

southeast cornercomer and laid around the building by 1876 work

had proceeded to the first of the basement story windows with

the courseworkcoursewrkcourse laidwockwork just below the sill of the windows set in

personal observation and measurementmeasure

47lundwall47

mantment

lundwall p 137

46personal46
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oweone watervaterwacer table served a functional as well as a
decorative purpose the outsettingout ofsetting these stones breaks
the moisture runoffrun thusoff protecting the foundation and mortar
joints

AQ
deseretdeseretPe eveningseretserat newsnewsineasi september 30 1876

ibidbid
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from the outer layer of the wall to make room for the first
or as it is called the base water table A large number of

pedestalspedestal the middle portion of which were cut in globular

form had been placed in the buttresses of the tempietemple these

stones are known as the earth stones and there is one near the

base of each buttress the year 1875 saw the laying of the

first string course or water table with these stones like the

base water table stones set in the building to provide for

the yet uncut stones of this table on september 30 1876 an

additional six feet three inches had been added to the wallswailswalis 9

which made the building close to twentyfourtwenty feetfour in heighthheighheights
on may 21 1877 the year of brigham young death

work commenced for the season with one hundred and twelve men

laboring on the temple during this year both the base

and the first stringcoursesstring werecourses laid with stones cut from

the

may 21 1877

tactfcW thomastummthomes child believes that these stones are the
finest and the most difficult cut stones in the building he
believes that this is probably the reason they were not laid
along with the other courses they were dependent upon the
stonecutterstonecuttersfstonecutters gaining the confidence and skill necessary to
cut them the deseret news in 1874 reported that these stones
were to be cut eromfromedomreom a marblemerblemerbie rock located in emigration
canyon the choice of material may have been a factor in the
delay but they are of granite see deseret Eveninevening newshews
august 13 1874 see templetempie picturespicturpichur for 1874 75i
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granite and run completely around the building this is
beautifully executed work and each stone in the base string
course is cut from one piece of granite in such a manner as to

leave no joints of masonry in heavy moisture areas the

mortarloortar joints of the blocks are staggered from right to left
on the buttress at the level of each water table thus

eliminating as much as possible the danger of cleavage

by the summermaermner of 1879 the templetempie walls were forty five

feet high the work during the season had included the turn-

ing of the oval windows laying the fifty moon stones and the

completion of the second water table
A rather comprehensive report on the stature of the

building appeared in the deseret eveningevem news of june 10

1881

the other evening rock laying on the tempietemple was re-
sumed the workwock began on course A of the third
alphabet from the basebassbabsbabe at a height of about 60 feet
above the ground the interior hight sigjsiga is about
12 feet more the work this season wiltprobablywiitwilT com-
prise

probably
six or seven courses which with 14 34 inches to

the course will elevate the structure some seven or
eight feet higher this work will include the springing
of 44 arches above this set will come a set of oval
windows which will be the last windows on the side
walls as then the structure will have reached the
square about eighty feet from below after the build-
ing is completed to the square twotuo setsacts of tower
windowswin remaindowis to be constructed 52

work continued unabated and by the endand of the season

in 1883 the walls stood eighty five feet four inches above

52deseret evening newsnewanew june 109losios 1881
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the level of the promenade the walls at this height are six
feet thick and with the turning of the arches for the top set
of oval windows are ready for the roof timbers the paper

reported that two thousand five hundred tons of granite had

been laid on the templetampletampie that season the year 1883 was one of

great accomplishment according to the pictures the templetempie

was only a few courses above the second water table in 188218820 53

the deseret evening news october 31 1885 reported

that
the work of rock layinlayingkayin on the templetempie in this city

this season has been confuted to the east end until
today when the towers being squared up the workman
reported to the west towers and conmencedcommenced operation
there during the season sixteen courses of rock ag-
gregating 20 feet 8 inches in height have been laid
upon the center one of the eastern towers sic and
fourteen courses feet upon each of the corner
towers if the weather continues favorably as it did
last year there will probably be about four courses
laid on each of the towers at the west end before the
work is abandoned for the winter54

the battlements were erected in 1886 they follow the
course of each buttress approximately seven feet above the

roof level or third water table there at almost one hundred

feet above the promenade they terminate with a huge granite
domed cap

deseretdeaeretpeseretDea newseret weekly november 14 1883 in order
for the building to have been as reported forty two long
windows and forty two oval windows would have had to be set
and turnedfumed in addition fifty star stones would have had to
be hewn and laid the pictures do not depict this state of
completion until the close of the season in 1884

deseret evening news october 31 1885
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at the close of the season for rock laying on novem-

ber 2 1889 the structure stood a little over one hundred and

sixty feet above the ground and with the work of two add-
itional seasons the final stone called the capstone was laid
in position on april 6 1892 56

deseretdeaeretpeseretDea newshewseret weeklyweevee november 2 1889

ibid april 6 1892
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CHAPTER VII

THE architecture OF TIIETIMtiletlle TEMPLE

plans and supervisionsueryxsqnsuvervisionsuderSuver thevision resumption of templeteryletaryletempie con

structionructionstrictionst after the utah war produced no substantial change in
the working relationship between the church architect and

president brigham young that they had obtained during the

first five years of construction 1 ill healthhealt forced the

resignation of truman 0 angellarlArt andgell at his suggestion

william H folsom was sustained as churchchurcchuoc architect in 1861

work proceeded slowly and when angell health improved wasvas

reappointedappointedre church architect in 1867 with folsom as assistantassistants
angell and his wife moved into a little room on temple block

and faced a task enough for twenty men tt during these busy

times he wrote

I1 have made myself reconciled to the presidentpresidents
wishesvris withhes his conclusion whatever is his wish thetjie
lord will sustain for he seems to dictate all that behe
does at least this has been my present views sicj and
no mistake of that all I1 ask is to know the nanctninctrlinl of
president young to me and mynrynyynty wayxay is clear

I1 overhauled the drawing of the templetempie chatthat brotherbrocker
folsom has had in his charbecharge and I1 spent the day and
muchmich of the niuenitenilenitonilo on my pillowkiltowpiltow to see how I1 mihtrnightanight gather

ee chapter II11

shtonashton p 140
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the fragmentsragregeeg ofments the work that was partly done I1 will
here state that the drawings saved for me I1 made at some
3 or 12 years ago

in the late 1860s and 1870 a tremendous amount of

work was accomplished with truman 0 anellangellanelianeil jr and folsom

as assistantsassistant the church architects office developed plans

for the salt lake tabernacle the temples at manti logan and

saint george and numerous public buildings in addition the

steadily increased demands to expedite the completion of the

great temple in salt lake city had to be carefully executed

the architects1architects planningarmingpl sheets were two or tlireethreechreeoliree

courses ahead of the stone setters in march 1367 truman 0

anellangellandellan recordedelleli in his diary that every stone will be let-
tered numbered and billed to their proper places and in fact
this office will conduct all the branchesbeanbran evencliesciles to the stone

quarrying bills will show the stonestore quarrymen lierewherexoixvisoi eacleacheacel

stone is to go

f

1670s

k

4 franfromframfron this tinae forwardfoeforioe eacleacheacel7ard stonet vaswas

depicted for its position in the wall and its specificationsspecificaspecifics
were

C

listed
ionslons

three diagrams were made for oacheach settingsettin cci

stone alonaion with a descriptive bill one diagram was sent to
james C livingston at the quarry one was given to taethe fore-
man of the setters and one was retained in the architects
office most of the plans were drawndraim depictindepletingdepictingdepiction the course

gcll march IF 1368 and july 18 186713671807

gellbangell4angell macchmarchmarctimarati 1671667
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work for only one section of the building with instructions
to reverse the plan for the opposite end of the building

the four cornercomer towers are identical and often one drawing

sufficed for the stoneworkstonex ofmrk all many of the drawings had

written instructions directed to the setter or foreman giving

the particulars on ilowhowI thelow stone was to be laid it is in-

teresting to note that on june 10 1381 course A of the third
alphabet was being placed in position less than ten years

later in january of 1391 the final drawings for courses W

X Y Z of the sixth alphabet were completed 6

in 1877 the architectural labors of four temples be-

came so demanding that angell assigned folsom to take over the

manti templetampietample and trantruman 0 angell jr to assume the respons-

ibilities of the logan templet his own chief concern remainedretnareinaretaa

the

ined

great structure in salt lake city and to this end lie

dedicated the remaining years of his life while returning
homehoraehorde from his labors liehelleile became very ill and died from dropsy

on october 16 1387 for forty two years he had served the
0

church as a builder thirty four of these on the temple

deseret news june 10 lunill
templetempie6templestemple plans A stack of thosetheseowseomeeumee drawings was recently

found in the LDS historianshistoriankistorians office
jashton p 152

truman 0 anellsangellsgellsanelisangelsAn patriarchal blessing given by john
smithsm inth 18451645 said thy calling is lremrecre particularly in
laboring to assist the saints to build cities and templesteclteriteni thanplespies
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thoughtough

1

the conference reports from 1711671 to 188718371337 list
truman 0 angell as the sustained church architect brigham
youngsyoung letterbooksLetter indicatebooks a different story on august 4
18711371 truman 0 angell resigned much to the reoretregret of brighamDrig
youngyouns

hainharn
he was asked to turn all of his plans and other

property over to his son see brighamBrigh yotuigsyoung1smn letterbooksLetter
august

books
4 1871

on september 5 1876 truman 0 angell jr was noti-
fied that elder W 11 folsoinfolsomfolstin having s ic been appointed tofcotcotto
succeed

I1

you as architect of the church

lill

evidentfyevidently

9tiati

160

well might the inscription which he had noted as a missionaryssionary
to england on the small marble marker over the grave of

sir christopher wren the architect of st paulspaus cathedral

be his it read reader if thou seekestseerest his monument look

aroundarold 9

no architect was officially sustained to take his
position until april conference of 18901390 when joseph don

carlos young son of brigham young was sustained as church

architect trumantrumen 0 angell jr had oversight of the work

during the interim

traveling abroad to teach the gospel
the lord shall give you wisdom to teach the principles

of architecture which badhhathbath been heldholdheid in the church everlast-
ingly see marvin E smith the buildersBuilder

you will have the
kindness to hand over to him all books paper plans drawingsdrax
and

ings
other property of the church see brighamBribeibel youngsyounghanighant

letterbooksLetter
S

septemberbooks 5 1876 this change evidently was the
result of a salary dispute A letter on the 14th instdinst reads
in part we regret to inform you that the circumstances and
conditions in which we are placed render it necessary for us
to decline your invitation and wevievve will accept of your resig-
nation menman that dictate the affairs of this great work do
not place price upon their labors see brigham younsyoungyouna
letterbooksLetter septemberSeptbooks 1414perderergerender 1876

lomillenial1omillenial star LII no 20 mayotayolay 19 1890 308303

lldeserct11 news april 16 1692 0
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10 tr danmanden
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architectural styie the architectural design of the

kirtland and nauvoo temples and also those constructed in

utah prior to the completion of the salt lake temple indi-

cate a strong general relationship to the typical meetinghouse

of ohio and connecticut the simple rectangular plan and the

gabled roof with the lone spire is typical of the protestant

revolt against the catholic formsfonas of architecture many of

the leaders of the church of jesus christ of latter daydwy saints
were products not only of new england but of the puritan blood

as well so both in genealogy and geography the early american
i

meetinghouse has influenced church architecture
concern focforlor architectural style has been one of twethethie

last considerations of the church sheldon cheney wrote in
regards to church chitecturearchitecture in general

after food clothing and shelter then structures
dedicated to the spirit so much is true man may not makeraake
consistent spiritual progress without the necessities
cared for only with the coming of a margin of unhurried
leisure for conscious cultivation of beauty for philoso-
phic and scientific speculation for spiritual adventuradventureadventure
does he need an architecture beyond elementary shelter 1

keith ilsonwilsonlisonulison wilcox an architecturalarchicectural designdesdeg con-
cept

1gr
for the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

unpublished mestersmastersmastersmestersNa thesissters school of architecture unive-
rsity of oregon 19331953 ppap 52352

I1

3
Q

sheldonsheidon cheney thetjie new world architecture new
york tudor publishing company 1930 ppap 3289328 cited9 by
wilcox p 67 regarding the salt lake templetempieteiTet thistiple is evi-
dently true in many aspects it was a product of good and
leisure times a structure located in the cultural heart of
the colony the other utah temples finished in the course of
a few years were highly functional in their architectural
style

style
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A I1

depicting scale stone number and position

LDS historians office
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soderlsolerlcmizatlon
it is a place especially prepared by dedication untounito the

lord and marked by his acceptance for the solemnization of

ordinances pertaining to the holy priesthood tti4

the nature of a templestemplettamplet function is determined by the

ordinances solemnizedsolemnizer therein latter day saint church memnimri

bers believe that these are determined by the president of the

church as revealed by the lord the temples of the church are

constructed for these purposes and the important elements

architecturally are the aspiring qualities of the edifice
which is in harmony with the holy ordinances within

to classify the salt lake temple in a specific archi-

tectural style is very difficult and evidently very subjec-

tive it will be remembered that the beneralgeneral plan has always

been prescribed by the church authorities menman who generally
were not too concerned with or familiar with architectural
styles williamWilli Waniantami ward in a letter to the deseret newshewsnevis LHin

1892 reported that he did not recollect any talk between

brigham and angell in regard to the style of the building
Angellsangelis idea and alnaimalm was to make it different to any other

talmadgatalmadge p 154

103

though similarities exist as in any religious edi-

fice a latter day saint temple is distinctive from any

general classification of church architecture according to

james E talmadge A temple is nore than a meeting house

sirularitiesraritieslariiarilarlties

more
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known building and I1 think he succeeded as to the beneralgeneralaeneral

combination n

in 1856 while serving on a mission to england truman 0

angell had an engraving made of the temple the english

architect E L T harrison obtained one and wrote to orson

pratt in regard to the architecture
having spent seven or eight years of myiv life in the

midst of designsdesignsesigns of every description in an architects
office I1 think it is but justice to elder T 0 angell
the architect to say that the building as a whole is a
most original conception and the groupings on the various
towers buttressesut andtresses etc one of the most harmoniousharlharm
pieces

nious
of architectural composition I1 have ever seen

the windows doors etc are of the gothic style and
what is determined the perpendicular class used very
extensively in cathedral buildings a few centuries ago

As the mormonsmormnsmorans believe getting and combiningbiningconcor all that
appears to them to be good the architect has broken
through all the dogmatic rules of the world and intro-
duced in connection with them mouldingsmoulmulmouiguiqui anddings other co-
mpositions peculiar to the roman or classic period so
blended as not to offend but the architectsarchitect skill
shines most in the happy proportion and combination of the
main features the building will be massive withouttithoutirithoutsnitTitirit beinghout
overoierovee crowded with decoration

taken as a whole building it is not a copy of any-
thing tntintunserunderleclertec the sun so far as I1 am acquainted I1 have
looked at the design many times and feel that it vn11xtrillunilstrill
bear looking at many times more to one fond of viewingvi
architectural

ewine
efforts it is on account of its origi-

nality a perfect feast especially in thisttdsttys age so barren
in respect to really new architectural designs 10

joseph don carlos young the architect in charge

during the latter period of construction replied to an inquiry

by talmadge

deseret news april 16 1392

millenialMil starlenial XVIII no 49 december 6 13561656
733
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Mtrctrical the eastern half except for heightsheighthheightlheigh being a dupli-

cation of the western half and the northern half a repeti-
tion of the southern the towers three on each end are botibotlibogli

vertical
I1

and horizontal duplicates of each other as to partsports

not size

the building is one hundredLun anddred eighty six feet in

length and ninety nine feet in thickness at the sides extend-

ing to a maximum width of one hundred eighteen feet six inches

including the extensions of the corner towers the building

stands one hundred sixty seven feet six inches high at ihe

square the center tower of the wes is txwo0 hundred and oui

feet above the promenade while thechet easthiefiefhe center cowertowerlowertowel ex-

cluding the twelve feet five andaridarld one half inch statue lz

17171nv7rovementimprovement era XLIII no 2 april 1943 2462
mr

46
wilcox

classi5iedclassified

165

questions as to the style of architecture embodied in
the great temple have been asked time and timetinae again
some prominent architects have classed it as round gothic
others have said that it is practically unclassifiableclassifiabletm it
being all material and not at all design in nymy judge
ir&ent it might be classified as thethatiiatila romanesque modified by
the castellated style 17

temple description the templetempie as it stands is
strikingly similar to the temple descriptions issued by

truman 0 angell in 1854 and inir 1874 the building is sy-
mmetrical

cites the university printsints as listing the temple
as a01 romanesque adapt ionlon and thienthenthlen heliellehie conatwntsconaaenfcs that it is morewremre
contemporary than is normally believed see kenneth S
conant uhiversityprints series GM newton mass garden
city press 1930 as cited in uliewileulicox p 46
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two hundred and ten feet in heighheighthheights the entire area covered

by the building is twenty one thousand eight hundred and fifty
1 Psquare feet

the

18

symbolic stones at the base of the wall in the

southeast cornercomer is the record stone of redzedeed irestonefiresfconef quar-

ried in red butte canyon it treasurestoeasuresasures 3 feet long 20 inches

wide and 20 inchesindies in depth and has a cavity approximately one

foot square which holds books papers coins and other records

of importance the opening is covered witwith a sandstone slab

which itsfits snugly into the opening endand is sealed carefully to

prevent air or moisture from damaging the contents of the

stone

the largest stones in the building arecarekare set betweenbammen the

base string course and the first string course these are the

earth stones and the base of each is twenty eight inches above

the promenade there arearcaee thirty kourzour of these stones one in

the base of each buttress with the exception of the sixteen

buttresses which join the towers to the walls each stone

weighs over six thousand pounds contains forty one cubic fcfe

of rock measures five feet six inches high four feet six

inches wide and twenty inches in thickness and hasbas carved

i j
based upon information from aneilanellangellaneliangeliangeii temple

descriptiondescription1descriptions millenialmillennialMil starlenial XXVI may 5 1374 2735273 and5
talmage appp 1735173 for5 truman 0 gellsangellsangelsAn temple descrip-
tions of 1854 and 1874 see appendix II11IL
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THE EARTH STONE
this shows thothe earth stone and the stonework

of the first two water tables the hinge stone
which connects the water table on the flat and
octagonal buttresses Is one of the rostmost difficult
stones in the edifice note how the ortarmortar joint
Is staggered from left to right to add strength

personal photograph taken july 1 1960
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in bas relief a globe hriethreehr feeti eleven inches in diameter

representing the earth the price of each stone including

quarrying transportation and finalinalfinaiinai cutting was approximately

30000

the next symbolicsyvabolic stones on the buttresses are the

fifty moon stones set just below the second water table and

even withvtithetith the top of the firstirstarst set of oval windowswindvind eachotys of

these stones is four feet seven inches long three feetfeat six

inches wide twelve inches thick contains nearly sixteen

cubic feet and weighs approximately twenty eight hundred

pounds each moon stone is carved to represent the dwormoonrwor in

one of its four quarters beginning at the southeast corner

and moving to theoneune left the first stone depicts the arstfirstirst
crescent new moon the next buttress depicts the first quarter

with well over half of the face of this stone in a polished

state and the other half uncut or shaded thetlletile next buttress
depicts the inoonmoon in its full phase and the cycle is completed

by thetiletlle next stone which depicts chethe noonmoonnoou in the last quarter

the crescent in this stone is on the upper surface of the facoface

the initial plans called for each stone to represent
the earth in orbit depicting the axis continents and penin-
sulas in different longitudinal areas one drawing located
shows north and south america and both of the polar regions
see temple plans data concerning dimensions symbolisms and
descriptions have been derived from jamesjamsjemesjems E talmadgetaiTal
ppap

mdge
17780177 the80 contributor april 1893 ppap 27577275 jamesjaines77 E

talmadgeTaltai theroadge great tempie pamphlet parts are missing
library brigham young university lundwall ppap 1389138
personal

9
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sytasyvabolic
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of the stone exactly opposite to the new moon stone this
series of four stones depicting the four phases is consistent

until the thirdllirdlaird buttress on the north wall at this point the

third buttress has a moon stone depicting the first quarter

the next two phases of full and last quarter are omitted and

the fourth buttress has a new moon stone no explanation

substantiated by any factual evidence can be cited for this
break the aggregate cost of these stones is estimated to be

7500.00750000
the next stones on the buttresses are the fifty sunsum

stones located directly below the third water table each of

these stones is the samesanteesautelsaukel length and width as the moon stones

but ten inches thick contains approximately thirteen cubic

feet and weighs approximately twenty four hundred pounds the

moonstone is designed with a serrated edge of fifty two points

bordering the center disc which represents the number 0

weeks in the year and it was initially planned to guild the

points and to shade the disc area so as to give the stone a

goldenooldengoidenbolden gleam

each of the buttresses has a capstone which eormsformseorifori chethelileLiusilslus

parapet

i

of

le

the walls there are nine of these stones on each

side of the building and eight on each cowertowerlowerbower making a total
of sixty six four of the nine stones on each side eailwall bavehavebl

hollow shafts eleven inches in diameter which extend into the

basement and are used for ventilation purposes no evidence

t
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pl mned
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BUTTRESS CAPSTOIIECAPSTOITE

thlethiethisthib shows the eleven inch ventilation duct
and the four side crenelsenelscrenelacr

personal photograph taken july 8 1960
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was found to support the popular belief that they were left
for heating outlets these stones at the base are three and

one half feet square and weigh nearly three thousand pounds

each

surmounting each of the octagon turrets is a single

spire shaped stone six feet high and three feet wide at the

base the tip of each stone is cut to represent a flaming

torch there are twelve of these stones in each towercower

depicting the twelve apostles of the church the three towers

on the east represent the president of the church and his two

counsellorscoun andsellors stand six feet higher than those on the west

which represent the presiding bishop and his two counsellorscoun

just
sellors

below the capstonescarstonescap onstones the two principal but-

tresses of the eastern tower are the cloud stones which are

carved to represent billowing clouds through which rays of

light are shining there are only two of these three thousand

pound stones which measure three and one half feet by five

feet in the building this facade is emblematic of the

gospel light piercing through the clouds dispelling the clouds

of superstition and error which had engulfed the world

abundantly foundoundaund on the building are the one hundred

and four five pointed star stones with the exception of the

oval windows and the two long windows in the center towers

the keystone of each of the windows and doors has on its
surface one of these stones it is interesting to note that
the single point of each star faces downward on the east and

feet

f

beet
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west ends of the building while on the north and south walls

the single point faces upwards no official word has been

given to explain this difference
directly below the first parapet on each side of the

six towers is an ornamental frieze of separate stones depict-

ing the planet saturn withsarith its rings there are one hundred

and eighty four of these stones in the building each stone

is two by two and one half feet in size and weighs nearly one

thousand pounds

all of the windows of the building above the basement

recede from the face of the wall to the window sash three

feet the architects original intention was to make these

cavetto styled window jambscambs fromfron stone but instead they verewere

moulded from material analogous to cement and laid in sec-

tions the two large oolite moulded windows in the center

tower of the east and west end of the building are inscription
windows the keystone at the top of the arch of each of the

four windows is inscribed with the words I1 AM ALPHA AND

OMEGA which epitomizes the scriptural message found in

revelation 13 tt1 I am alpha and omega the beginning and nieuie

ending saith the lord which is and which was and which is
to come the almighty below the keystone carved into the

oolite at the top of the lower windows are the clasped hands

representing the extending of the right hand of fellowship

on the upper windows inIM a similarsinasirasirn positionilarliarliae is depicted the

all seeing eye

feetbeet
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the doors at the four principal entries to the build-

ings are identical sixteen steps approach eacheacb doorway the

lowest of which is one stone over sixteen feet in length on

either side of the doors is a niche for a statue these oak

doors are eight and one half feet videwide and over sixteen feet
baghhighbigh the upper panels are frosted plate glass protected by

bronze grillwork and the doorknob of each door has a beehive

with the words holiness to the lord inscribed in relief
the west center towers principal facade depicts the

constellation of ursa major or the big dipper the two

pointer stars range as nearly as possible with the north star
and all are carved in alto relieve the starofstarsf single points

are upward and the moraimoral of the constellation is that chethe lost
mayraaynay find their way by the aldaid of the priesthood

the principal inscription stone on the building is in

the facade directly below the first battlement on the east
center tower it consists of five stones and received the

finishing touches one day prior to the initial dedicatory

services inscribed in builded letters are the words

HOLINESSLINESS110lioiio TO THE LORD

the house of the lord built by
the church of jasusjesus christ

of latter day saints
commenced april 6 1353
completed april 6 13931893

at the vertex of each tower is a capstone the tipperupper

portion of which is a perfect sphere the diameter of the

tainiadgeTaini houseadge of the lord p 24214274

a ld 20

tlLie
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capstonescarstonescap onstones the four corneecomercornercomee towers is three feet while the

diameterdim ofaeteracter those on the two center towers is three feet eight

inches these stones are in two sections nithwithrithx thetrie center

part slightly hollowed the east center capstone serves as a

record stone and is the repository for such items as biblejbyjlebibie
book of moran docdoedoctrinetrinatrine and covenantcovenants s volceVOLCCvoice 0off warnwarning 9.9

spencers111certs letters key to theologytheolojyTheolo hymnjy book compendium

pearl of great price and other books photographs of joseph

and hyrumhyrmhyum smithswith brigham young john taylor wilford woodruff

george Q cannonommoncm josephmon F smith and the temple as it
appeared in 1892 along with an engraved copper tablet setting
forth the principal dates in the history of the buildinbuildingbuiltin and

the general authorities of the church as sustained in office
on april 6 1353 and as sustained in office on april 6 1392

the day of laying the capstone were also placed in the
21stone

ornamental terminals adorn the capstonescarstonescap onstones all of the

towers exclusive of the east center covercowertowertover the finialsfiniels on the

four cornercomer towers are ten feet in height while the weslwestwese

center finial is twelve feet in height they were anadecadecode ofok

sixteen gauge hammeredbannered copper by sameisamuelsamelsalel backmanback ofmn sall lake

city these ornaments are fastened into the capstonescarstonescap ofstones

james E talmadge ppap 17730177 anetne30 contributor
april 13931693 ppap 27577275 lundwall77 ppap 1389138 james9 E tal

S the great tempietemple personal observations all of the
measurements observations and counts were checked for
accuracy and many new facts are noted

factect
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the spires by means of iron rods which reach to an insulating

joint about half way up the interior of the finialsnialsfinielsfi and are

counter balanced by iron weights the inside of these towers

is inaccessible at the present time and thus it is impossible

to describe the exact suspension system utilized these
ornaments were initially gilded in gold leaf and each was

illuminated with eight one hundred candlepowercandle incandescentpower

lamps 2

surmounting the east center spire is the statue of the

angel moroni which stands twelve feet five and one half inches

high and was sculptured by utah born cyrus E dallin it was

constructed in salem ohio is made of twenty four gauge ham
9mered copper and heavily gilded with gold leaf and weighs

approximately fifteen hundred pounds the statue is repredepre
9 c

sentativetentativesenta oftive the scriptural passage which25 mormonsmonnonsmormansMon believenons

was fulfilled when moronimoronic a resurrected leader of book of
mormon times appeared to joseph smith on september 21 1823

report by john nicholson clerk of the conference of
april 6 1892 journal history april 6 1892 interview withwichwlch
lynn millgate on may 11 1959

9123the contributor p 274

journal of wilford woodruff no 12 march 2826
1892

rev 1467146 see7 also joseph smith trans the
pearl of great price writings of joseph smith 11II 304830
saltsait

48
lake city utah the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints 1953 ed

22

23

24

passage25

22report

24

25rev
th
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and I1 saw another fly in the midst of heaven having
the everlasting gospel to preach unto them that dwell
on the earth and to every nation and kindred and
tongue and people

saying with a loud voice fear god and give glory to
him for the hour of his judgmentjudd isnent comconeconcome ande worship
him that made heaven and earth and the sea and the
fountains of waters

the suspension system for the moroni statue is most

unique A steel rod approximately two inches in diameter

extends from the statue into the cone of the cowertowerdower for
approximately twenty seven feet two anchor rods one andmd one

fourth inches in diameter extend from this point downward

approximately twentytx feetenty to each of the two sides of the

leverage arnisarms which are about four feet long and one inch

thick and are set into the walls of the towers the base of

the armannabnabu is four inches tapering to two and one half inches at
the lever each armam is connected to the wall by one large

bolt providing the swivel movement for the anchor rods the
two leverage arms arearc joined in the center and attached

thereon is a steel rod with a wooden facing for marking this
rod is one inch square and three feet long and at the lower

end lias five iron weights whichmachwach measure twelve inches in

circumference four inchesindiesinch ines thickness and have a combined

weight of well over four hundred pounds this counterweightcounterwe2

serves
ahtght

to steady the statue and the slightest sway in any

direction is greatly dissipated by the leverage action of

fly
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suspension syst3iSYS- I FOR TIMTIStia ANGELAKQEL IIORONIIIOROHI

personal photograph taken july 8 1960
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SUPPORT TIMBERStomars
this picture was taken in the east center

spire and depicts the support timbers which
lead to the base of the finial spire and
terminate 15 feet below the angel moroni
suspension system

personal photograph taken on july 8 1960
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the system As to its practicality and overallover engineeringall
effectiveness the statue has withstood ninety mile hurri-
canes nearby explosions and the tumults of nature for over

sixty five years

r c
personal interview with lynn millgate personal

observations and measurements throughout march and april of
1960

26

26personal26
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CHAPTER VIII

completion ANDAMD dedication

with the relinquishment of the temple title by the

united states government receiver in 1888 work proceeded

unabated until the time of the dedication the roof was pri-
vately contracted by a local firm which was to furnish all
labor and material for the project while the expenses were to

be paid by the church with a percentage above cost as the comconrcour

mission the roof has an approximate pitch of sixteen feetfeat
from the apex to the side of the walls the steel framework

Q

was covered by a tin coated sheet iron material

the framework of the towers is made entirely out of
wood these support timbers are two by twelves bolted to
gether to make each girder twelve inches square it appears

as if the wood has been soaked in some type of preserving

solution to control rot and decay

ttall vol 2 p 373

2interview21nterview with robert D young march 1959
mr young is the former president of the salt lake temple
the deseret news for august 15 1889 reported that tile was
being laid on the roof and that soon cement would be laid
and then the tin

personal observation don carlos young states that
his father informed him that most of the wood used for support
positions was soaked for thirty days in a limewaterlime solutionwater
interview february 7 1960
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6theathe hosannahosanna11 shout is mentioned often in the bible
see matt 219152119152192119 and15 mark 11910119 the10 shout is reserved for
great occasions and had been used in all of the previous
LDS templetempie dedication services it is a shout of praise
and gladness to god

186

charles livingston was appointed superintendent of the

temple block shortly after the death of james moyle in decem-

ber 1890 during the october conference of 1891 the people

passed a resolution that the templetempie be completed and dedicated

by the april conference of 1893 and john R winder was placed

in charge of the overallover taskall though architect and foreman

alike declared that it would be impossible to obtain material
of the requisite kind winder stood upon his platform it
must be done the temple must be finished on time for its
dedication at the end of forty years tf

As conference convened on april 3 1892 a great deal

of fervor swept the 60000 people assembled around the templetemplatempia

instructions were given on the hosanna shout6shout0shouta and president

wilford woodruff spoke to the congregation in the tabernacle
about the sacredness of the occasion the priesthood of the

church was arranged in order and at 1130 AM marched to the
templetempietwele site where a platform had been erected south of the

southwest corner for the authorities the tabernacle choir

4theathe contributor p 270

address by president seymour B young conference
report april 3 1893 p 19 LDS historianhistorians office

the

see B H roberts outlineglomaiomwilm of ecclesi-
astical history 3rd ed salt lake city deseret news 1902
p 359
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occupied a platform to the left of the main stand the cap-

stone march was played by heldheidfelds band after which the

templecamplecampie anthem was rendered by the choir the dedicatory

prayer was offered by president joseph F smith followed by

the choirss grant Us peace at this moment architect don

carlos young called from the top of the templecamplecampie the capstone

isils now ready to be laid just as the hour of noon approached

president wilford stepped to the front of the platform his
manner was most impressive his voice clear when he said

attention all ye house of israel and all ye nations
of the earth we will nownov lay the top stone to the tampletempletampie
of our god the foundation of which was laid by the
prophet seer and revelator brigham young 7

president woodruff pressed an electric button which lowered

the capstone into position8positionsposition and8 a moment later the architect
signalledsignal thatled the capstone was in place then as if the

voice of one some 60000 people raised their voices and

shouted hosannaHo hosannasarma hosanna to god and the lamb

amen amen amen this was repeated three times accompanied

by the waving of white handkerchiefs and followed by the

singing of the spirit of god like a fire Is burning the
ground trembled with the volume of sound which was multiplied

7deseret evening news april 6 1892

it was initially intended for president woodruff to
guide the capstone into position from the top of the spire
the five hundred voice choir was to sing the prepared ode from
a special platform erected at the top of the spires fearing
an accident this plan was abandoned see deseret news
april 14 1892
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again and again by the repetition of its echoes in the sur-

rounding hills after this the union glee club sangseng fanetheftne

temple ode composed by H W naisbitt francis ILM lyman

one of the twelve apostles proposed that out of deference for
president woodruffewoodruffs wishes to live to see the templetempie com-

pleted by april 6 1893 and believing the presidents counsel

to be the word of the lord the assemblage pledge themselves

individually andend collectively to finish the templetempie by that
date the resolution was adopted unanimously the choir sang

song of the redeemed and george Q cannon offeredferedcered the bene-

diction after the ceremonies the task of placing the statuestatus
of the angel moroni in position waswes commenced it was un

veiled at 310 PM 9 standing majestically balancedbalanc on one

foot with its crown 2222221 5 above the ground 10

the ensuing year was one of great anxiety and accom-

plishment in every department maximum effort was exerted to

hasten the completion of the tempietemplelempie A boiler house was con-

structed about three hundred feet north of the northwest

cornercoiner of the building and a huge expansion tank was installed
in the templetempie attic to distribute the steam for heating

9 ibid april 6 1892

deseret newshews weekly april 8 1893 several of the
early drawings represent the angel in a flying position on
both the east and west towers in harmony with the scripture
rev 1467146 and7 the angel on the nauvoo templetempie see daniel
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four engines two seventy five horsepower generators and two

twentyfivetwenty horsepowerfive generators were installed to four

edison dynamos which furnished enough electricity to light
the templetempie the tabernacle and the assembly hall

one hundred feet north of the templetempie is the annex

this building is made of oolite and was designed by don carlos
young it was begun on may 1 1892 and was completed on

april 5 1893 the annex serves as an office and reception

center for temple officials and those entering the templetempie for
ordinance work

alioost daily the first presidencypreslProsiprasi visiteddency the templetempie

to check the progress and to exhort the workers carpenters

plasterers plumbers machinists andend many other craftsmencraftsman were

employed under contract carpets tapestries chandeliers and

other glass products had to be selected many of them im-

ported and placed in the building work continued unabated

until the last moment on april 5 1893 the annex and the
templetempie were completed and the carpenters were released

As april 6 drew near enthusiasm increased among the
mormon people this was the crowning achievement the culm-
ination of hopes dreamdreams sacrifice and prayers the fulfill-
ment of a prophecy a day in which their lord would surely be

pleased

lithe contributor ppap 2823282
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in the forty years since the ground breaking cere-

monies death had called most of those who had begun the work

president young president grant the presiding bishopric the

seven presidents of seventies the three superintendents the

church architect and hundreds of the faithful workers had

passed away among those still living who had officiated in
the initial services were wilford woodruff george Q cannon

lorenzo snow and george B wallace others included jesse W

fox sr who had surveyed the site alonzo H raleigh templetampletampie

foreman until 1858 nathan davis master mechanic in 1853

peter gillespie whose employment as a stonecutter dated back

the farthest of any then living eugene B fullmer who helped

to dig the foundation and in the aggregate cut and finished
more stones thanthen any other individual elias morris who laid
the first granite blocks in the building and zachariah T

derrick who labored as the pattern maker fromfrota 1855 until the
1113day of completion

conference convened on april 4 in the tabernacle A

large number of the sermons dwelt on the subject of preparation

before entering into the templetempie each member of the church

was to have a reconxnend from his bishop declaring him a member

in good standing and worthy to enter since only two thousand

one hundred and fifty people could be accommodated at each

13albert J zobell jr here and there in temple
history improvement era XLVI april 1943 249
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dedicatory session apportionment was made to each stake of

the church 14

april 6 was a cloudy and stormy day A wind approach

ing hurricane force was blowing as the venerable wilford

woodruff and all of the general authorities entered the south

west door of the temple and joined twentyfive hundred members

of the church to dedicate the house of the lord A selected

choir of three hundred voices led by evan stephens sang

let israel join and sing A beautiful prayer was then

offered by president woodruff in which he thanked the lord for
the blessings showeredoveredsh upon the saints and sought the guidance

of the lord in the work to be done in the tempietemple the various
parts of the templetempie were dedicated and consecrated and for-
mally presented to the lord the hosanna shout was then

given three times the choir sang the hosanna anthemanthee and

the congregation joined in singing the hylhymen the spirit of
god like a fire Is burning president wilford woodruff then

spoke and was followed by joseph F smith the anthem arise
ye saints was sung by the choir andsnd the benediction was

offered by apostle lorenzo snow

dedication services were repeated until all those who

desired had an opportunity to experience the spirituality

deseretPe newsseretberet weekly march 25 1893

the full text of president woodruffewoodruffs dedicatory
prayer can be found in lundwallsLund templewalls of the most hihaih
ppap 12636126 36
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of the occasion the closing session was held on monday

april 24 thirty one services provided opportunity for
eighty two thousand people to participate in presenting their
templetempie to their god 16

deseret news april 6 1893 the contributor
ppap 292 301 james E talmadge house of the lord ppap 15871158 71
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APPENDIX I1

biographies OF KEY TEMPLE BUILDERSB

TRUMANTRUMAM

RS

OSBORN ANGELL

truman 0 angell was the fifthifthfifth of ten children of
james and phebe morion angell he was a direct descendant of
roger williams and thomas angell he was able to attend
school only two years as his father temporarily left home and
most of the farm work became trumantrumen responsibility

at the age of twenty three he married polly johnson
truman polly and phebe mortonmorionmoeton angell were all baptisedbaptizedbapti
latter

sed
day saints shortly after the marriage

in 1835 the angelsangells moved to kirtland ohio to join
the body of the saints the day after their arrival a meet-
ing was held in the unfinished temple and angell a skilled
joiner was given a work assignment his outstanding work
attracted the prophet and angell was put in charge of finish-
ing a section of the temple including the stands he was
also asked to supervise other structures being built in
kirtland

when the cormonsmormons were driven from kirtland brother
angell his wife and two daughters left for far west
missouri where the new headquarters of the church had been
established upon departure he had only fifty cents a
rickety carriage and a broken down horse by borrowing 5005.00
from a fellow saint he was able to purchase a better horse
this horse he traded upon arrival at far west for ten acres
of ground three days later as a result of mob action he
was forced to abandon his family and new farm and he fled
across the mississippi to quincy illinois where the settlers
had compassion for mormon refugees seven weeks later polly
and the two girls arrived the family went to the will travis
farm where they spent two years then they moved up the
river fifty miles to nauvoo there angell worked incessantly
on the nauvoo temple the main body of saints left nauvoo
in december 1845 but angell remained until april when the
temple was completed and dedicated to the lord
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it was late summer whenwhanvilenvilan trumanT angellman and family now
four children left nauvoo for winter quarters in winter
quarters they had one new baby which died along with two of
the other children

angell was one of the saints chosen to come west with
the first pioneer band soon after his arrival in salt lake
he was chosen as the church architect in this calling
buildings of every description were placed in his charge he
was the architect for the council house lion house beehive
house state house at fillmore salt lake tempietemple and many more
public and private buildings he was consulting architect for
the st george manti midand logan temples

trmantruman 0 angell died on october 16 1887 at his home
in salt lake1 citymuaauamha except for brief periods of illness
brother angell had served faithfully as church architect for
approximately thirtyfivethirty yearsfive at his funeral services
daniel H wells saisaidseidseldsal brother angell needs no monument at his
grave for as long as the salt lake templetampletampie stands that is
monument enough for him i1

wendellendelllwendelldwendelllW J ashton theirs is the kingdom salt lake
city bookcraft company 1945194 aplepppple 4915649 156
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JAMES C livingston

jamesjamejemesjeme campbellcampbelis livingstonC wasbellbelibeil the son of archibald and
helen livingston he was bornbom on december 2 1833 at scosacos
ironworks lardarkshire scotland he was the eldest of six
children and at the age of fifteen became an orphan

in the springsprinaprin of 1853 livingston was baptisedbaptizedbapti ased member
of the latter day saint church he immediately immigrated to
utah and arrived at salt lake city on october 16 1853 his
first work was for brigham young on city creek canyon road
three weeks later he went to work at the mouth of red butte
canyon quarrying rock for the wall around the temple block

on june 7 1854 livingston married for the first
time in 1862 he took a second wife and in 1873 he married
for the third time

livingston engaged in contractincontractingcontraction for some time he
took a contract to cut and pile cord wood for johnstonsjohnstosjohnstolJohn armystos
while they were in utah livingston also contracted the
building of a canyon road to american fork canyon for the
woodmansee brothers his time was occupied in this mannermarvier
until 1860 when he was asked to supervise the quarrying of
granite for the templetampletampie near little cottonwood canyon the
quarry operated a few months every year until 1867 when most
of the men were called to work on grading the railroad

in 1863 he served as an agent for brigham young his
assignment waswes to become familiar with the officers and men at
cenycany douglas and report military information to brigham young

in 1868 while working under bishop sharp on the railr-
oad at promontory point utah livingston was involved in an
explosive accident in which he had his right hand and arm
blown off after this he had an artificial limb and hook

in 1870 he was again asked to superintend the work at
the granite quarry he hadhed complete charge of the quarry from
1860 until 1893 his last task at the quarry was getting out
the granite for the brigham young monument in salt lake city

james C livingston died in 1909 having until the end
of his life fulfilled the callings of the church 1

dictated life of james campbell livingston type-
written copy in the possession of mr william kuhre sandy
utah
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JOHN SHARP

john sharp was bornbomboa november 8 1820 in the devon
ironworks scotland and was sent into a coal pit to work when
only eight years old

he was working as a coal miner in clackmananshire in
1847 when william gibson one of the first scotch elders sent
out to preach contacted him and converted john and his twotim
brothers to mormonismmonwnism in 1848 the three brothers left scot-
land for america

john arrived in salt lake city in 1850 his first
work in the valley was in the church quarry getting out stone
for the old tabernacle and the tithing office later he was
made superintendent of the quarry theitie difficult work of
obtaining stone for the foundation of the templetempie the massive
wall around all of templetempie block and the temple granite was
all accomplished under his direction

he becambecame bishop of the twentieth ward in 1854 this
ward progressed under his leadership until it became known as
one of the most liberal and intellectual wards in the city
in 1864 bishop sharp was appointed assistant superintendent of
public works and he served as superintendent during the years
daniel H wells was serving as head of the missions in europe

bishop sharp became a subcontractersubcontraciersubcontractorsub undercontractercontracier brigham
young in 1867 for the union pacific railroad they did the
heavy stone work of the bridge abutments and cut the tunnels
of weber canyon later during a strike between the union
pacific and the central pacific bishop sharp took a contract
for sharp and young on the union pacific in the difficulty
of settlement between brigham young and the union pacific com-
pany john sharp andend two other men made a trip to boston where
they obtained 600000.0060000000 worth of the company materials
iron rolling stocks and other railroad materials which were
used in the construction of the utah central railway

in 1871 bishop sharp became superintendent of the utah
central railway and in 1873 he becamebecambecal its president as well
later he became a director of the union pacific lines

john sharp died in salt lake city on december 23
1891 1
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DANIEL HAMMER WELLS

daniel hammer wells was born in trenton new york
october 27 1814 he was the son of daniel wells and
catherinecatherina chapin both parents were membersmemberg of outstanding
new england families daniel 11 lost his father when he was
only twelve years old and six years later his family moved to
ohio and then to illinois

in illinois they settled in a small town called
commerce which later became the hormonmormonhormonmormon city of nauvoo
here he was much respected and was called squire wells y he
was known for his strict integrity high sense of justice and
impartiality he frequently acted as mediator for quarreling
neighbors or families when the saints arrived in commerce
after fleeing from missouri he aided them in securing a good
welcome and land on which to build homes he was quite an
important property holder and sold city lots to poor and
persecuted saints at very low prices and on the t installment
plan this endeared him to the latter day saints he also
sold them the piece of land on which the nauvoo templetampletampie was
constructed he was a close friend of joseph smichsmith an alder-
man and a member of the nauvoo city council a regent of the
university and a brigadier general in the nauvoo legion when
the mormonscormons were oppressed he sided with them and encouraged
the local people to accept them however he did not join the
church until mostmst of the cormonsmormons had left nauvoo and the
remaining ones were most heavily oppressed

he settled his affairs in nauvoo and camecamcaa to utah with
the second group of pioneers acting as aidealde campcawcewcende to presi-
dent brigham young when great salt lake city was laid out
daniel wells drew a lot in the eighth ward but president young
wanted him nearer his dwelling so brother wells moved to a lot
on the east side of eagle gate and subsequently to the land
east of the deseretpeseret news office where he occupied some small
adobe houses

he had seven wives six of whom survived him by whom
he had thirty seven children of these thirteen sons and
eleven daughters survived him

daniel wells was six feet tall he had prominent
features which gave him a striking appearance but his mermermannermarmer
was always unassuming he had a powerful living testimony of
the gospel he never doubted it and never fearedfearabeara to face the
opposition of its enemies

daniel wells played a leading role in indian affairs
and his cool headednesshead fearlessedness character and executive
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talent were exhibited in such a way that he won unfading
renown among the mormon people he was a member of the legis-
lative council in the territorial assembly and was one of the
framers of the constitution for utahs statehood he was
appointed second counselor to president brigham young janu-
ary 4 1857 he was the superintendent of public works until
1864 twice he was sent to europe to serve as head of all the
mission there and he presided over the emigration he served
as mayor of salt lake city from 1866 until 1876 hefielleile served as
president of the manti templetempie from 1888 until shortly before
his death on march 24 18911
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WILLIAM HARRISON FOLSOMFOLSQM

william harrison folsom bomborn march 25 1815 at
portsmouth newmew hampshireH wasshire very mechanically inclined at
the age of 16 he had shown such abilityilityclity that his father a con-
tractor had william in charge of 500 men working on the docks
of lake erie

he arrived in salt lake city october 1860 as a
marmonmormonhormon and immediately opened a carpenter shop on main street
at the october conference of 1861 he became architect for the
church truman 0 angell was forced to resign from this posi-
tion temporarilytemporarilytemporaril because of ill health william held the
position until 1867 and was then retained as assistant archi-
tect to truman 0 angell for some timetimtig mr folsom was
superintendent of work on the salt lake temple

some important buildings for which liehelleile is responsible
are the manti templetempie the salt lake theatre old city hallhailhalihaiir
the original Z CMIzcm1 building and the salt lake tabernacle
henry grow assisted on this buildingbuildinguilding

mr folsom died march 20 1901 1
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JAMES MOYLEMYLE

james moyle was the son of john rowe moyhoyie and
phillipa beer he was borriborn in rosem countycotuity of cornwall
england october 31 1835 both paternal and maternal grand-
fathers were commissioned officers in the british army

mr moyle took charge of the buildersbalibuilbwll anddersdars stone
cutters on the templetempie block in 1875 he kept this position
until 1886 when he was made eneralgeneralbeneralbeneral superintendent of works on
the temple block he fulfilled this calling to the entire
satisfaction of everyone concerned andend was heldholdheid in the highest
esteem by the one hundred to one hundred and fifty men under
his control

1890
mr moyle died in salt lake city utah on december 8

andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclo-
pedia salt lake city andrewaii&ie jenson history company printed
by the deseret newshews 1901 1I 7768776 8
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TRUMANMUNKINtruhan 0qt ANGELLSAKGELLS descriptionsDES OFIONSlons THE TEMPLE

TEMPLE description 1854

the templetempie block is forty rods square the lines run-
ning north and south and east and west and contains tantenton
acres the center of the temple is one hundred and fifty six
feet six inches due west from the center of the east line of
the block the length of the said house 9 east and westvest is
one hundred and eighty six and a half feet including towers
and the width ninety nine feet on the east end there are
three towers as also onan the west draw a line north and
south one hundred and eighteen and a half feet through the
center of the towers and you have the north and south extent
of ground plan including pedestal

we depress into the earth at the east end to the
depth of sixteen feet and enlarge all around beyond the lines
of wall three feet for a footing

the north and south walls are eight feet thick clear
of pedestal they stand upon a footing of sixteen feet wall
on its bearing which slopes three feet on each side to the
height of seven and a half feet the footing of the towers
rises to the same height as the side and is one solid piece
of masonry of rough ashlarsash laidlars in good limeilme mortar

the basement of the mainmaln building is divided into many
rooms by walls all having footings the line of the basement
floor is six inches above the top of the footing from the
tower on the east to the tower on the west the face of the
earth slopes six feet four inches above the earth on the
east line begins a promenade walk from eleven to twenty two
feet wide around the entire building and approached by
stone steps on all sides

there are four towers on the four cornerscomers of the
building each starting from their footing of twenty six feet
square these continue sixteen and a half feet high and come
to the line of the base string course which is eight feet
above the promenade walk at this point the towers are
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reduced to twentyfivetwenty feetfive square they then continue to the
height of thirty eight feet or the height of the second
string course at this point they are reduced to twenty three
feet square they then continue thirty eight feet hishhigh to the
third string course the string courses continue allailali around
the building except when separated by buttresses these
string courses are massive mouldingsmoul fromeromdings solid blocks of
stone

the two east towers then rise twentyfivetwenty feetfive to a
string course or cornice the two west towers rise nineteen
feet and come to their string course or cornice the four
towers then rise nine feet to the top of battlements these
towers are cylindrical having seventeen feet diameter inside
within which stairs ascend around a solid column four six
feet in diameter allowing landings at the various sections of
the building these towers have each five ornamental windows
on two sides above the basement the two center towers
occupy the center of the east and west ends of the building
starting from their footings thirty one feet square and break
off in sections in line with corner towers to the height of
the third string course the east center tower then rises
forty feet to the top of battlements the west center tower
rises thirty four feet to the top of battlements all the
towers have spires the details of which are not decided on

all these towers at their comerscorners have octagon tur-
rets terminated by octagon pinnaclespimia fiveclescies feet in diameter at
base four feet at first story and three feet from there up
there are also on each side of hesethesethebe towers two buttresses
except when they come in contact with the body of the main
building the top of these buttresses show forty eight in
number and stand upon pedestals the space between these
buttresses and turrets is two feet at first story on the
front of two center towers are two large windows each thirty
two feet high one above the other neatly prepared for that
place

on the two west cornercomer towers and on the west end
a few feet below the top of battlements may be seen in bold
or alto relievo the great dipper or ursa major with the
pointers ranging nearly towards the north star moral the
lost may findfindindeindeineln themselves by the priesthood

I1 will now glance at the main body of the house I1
have before stated that the base was divided into many rooms
the center one is arranged for a baptismalbaptis fontml and is fifty
seven feet long by thirty five feet wide separated from the
main wallvailwailwaiiwali by four rooms two on each side nineteen feet long
by twelve wide on the east and west sides of these rooms
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are four passages twelve feet wide these lead to and from
by outside doors two on the north and two on the south
further east and west from these passages are four more rooms
two at each end twenty eight feet wide by thirty eight and
one half long these and their walls occupy the basement
all the walls start off their footings and rise sixteen and
one half feet and there stop with ground ceiling

we are now up to the line of the base string course
eight feet above the promenade or steps rising to the templetempie
which terminates the cope of pedestal and to the first floor
of said house this room is joined to the outer courts these
courts being the width between towers sixteen feet by nine in
the clear we ascend to the floors of these courts they
being on a line with first floor of main house by four
flights of stone steps nine and one half feet widewider arranged
in the basement work the first step ranging to the outer line
of towers from these the court doors admit to any part of
the building

the size of the first large room is one hundred and
twenty feet long by eighty feet wide the height reaches
nearly to the second string course the room is arched over
in the center with an elliptical arch which drops at its flank
ten feet and has thirty eight feet span the side ceilings
have one fourth elliptical arches which start from the side
walls of the main building ixteensixteensixteen feet high and terminate
at the capitals of the columns or foot of center arch at the
height of twenty four feet the columns obtain their bearings
direct from the footings of said house these columns extend
up to support the floor above

the outside walls of this story are seven feet thick
the space from the termination of the foot of the center arch
to the outer walls is divided into sixteen compartments eight
on each side making rooms fourteen by fourteen clear of
partitions and ten feet high leaving a passage six feet wide
next to each flank of center arch which is approached from
the ends these rooms are lighted by an elliptical or oval
window whose major axis is vertical

the second large room is one foot wider than the room
below this is in consequence of the wall being but six feet
thick falling off six inches on the inner and six on the
outer side the second string course provides for this on the
outside the rooms of this story are similar to those below
the side walls have nine buttresses on a side and have eight
tier of windows five onan each tier
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the foot of the basement windows are eight inches aboveabow
the promenade rise three feet perpendicular and terminate
with a semicircularsemi head the first story windows have
twelve feet length of sash to top of semicircularsemisemsel headcircular the
oval windows have six and one half feet length of sash the
windows of the second story are the same as those below all
these frames have four and one half feet width of sash

the pedestals under all the buttresses project at
their base two feet above their base which is fifteen inches
by four and a half feet wide on each front is a figure of a
globe three feet eleven inches across whose axis corresponds
with the axis of the earth

the base string course forms a cope for those pede-
stals above this cope the buttresses are three and a half
feet and continue to the height of one hundred feet above
the promenade close under the second string coursecourseycourser on each
of the buttresses is the moon represented in its different
phases close under the third string course or cornice is
the face of the sun immediately above is saturn with his
rings the buttresses terminate with a projected cope

the only difference between the tower buttresses and
the one first described is instead of saturn being on them
we have clouds and rays of light descending downwards

all of these symbols are to be chiseled in bas relief
on solid stone the side walls continue above the strinestring
course or cornice eight and a half feet making the walls7aflswailswalislafislails
ninety six feet high and are formed in battlements inter-
spersed with stars

the roof is quite flat rising only eight feet and
is to be covered with galvanized iron or some other metal
the building is to be otherwise ornamented in many places
the whole structure is designed to symbolize some of the
great architectural work above

the basement windows recede in from the face of outer
wall to sash frame eighteen inches and are relieved by a
large cavetto those windows above the base recede from face
of wall to sash frame three feet and are surrounded by
stone cambsjambs formed in mouldingsmoul anddings surmounted by labels
over each which terminate at their horizon excepting the
oval windows whose labels terminate on columns ich extend
from an enriched string course at the foot of each window
to the center of major axis all the windows in the towers
are molded and have stone jambscambs each being crowned with
label mouldingsmouldings
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for further particulars wait till the house is done
then come and see it

the whole house covers an area of 21850 feet
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TEMPLE description 1874

the block on which the tempietemplelempie stands is 40 rods
square the center of the templetempie is one hundred and fifty six
feet six inches due west of the center of the east line of the
blockblocksblocke the extreme length of the templetempie east and west in-
cluding towers is one hundred and eighty six feet and six
inches the width in the center is ninety nine feet the
width at the ends including towers is one hundred and
eighteen feet and six inches

the bottom of the foundation is sixteen feet below the
surface of the promenade and spreads out at the bottom three
feet beyond the vertical line of the walls for a footing

the north andend south walls are eight feet thick clear
of pedestals the footing is eight feet deep and is one solid
piece of masonry of rough ashlarsash lainlars in limeilme mortar

the basement of the main building can be divided into
apartments as occasion may require by movable partitions

the line of the basement floor is two feet six inches
above the top of the footing in the center of the basement
will be the baptismal font the basement has a groin ceiling
thirteen feet high from the floor

from the east to the west end of the building the
ground slopes six feet four inches above the groundbroundbrouna at the
east end begins a promenade from 11 to 22 feet wide around
the entire building and approached by stone steps as the
earth slopes and requires them

the building has six towers one at each end of the
corners and one in the center at each end all starting from
the footing the corner towers are twenty six feet square at
the bottom and rise sixteen feet six inches to the line of the
base string course which is eight feet above the promenade
at the base string course the towers are all reduced to
twentyfivetwenty feetfive square they then continue to the height of
thirty eight feet to the second string course at this point
they are reduced to twenty three feet square they then con-
tinue to the third stringcoursestring thirtycourse eight feet the
string courses are continued all around the building except
where they are separated by the buttresses these string
courses are massive mouldingsmoul fromdings solid blocks of stone
the two east cornercomer towers rise from the third stringcoursestring
25

course
feet to the fourth stringcoursestring orcourse cornice the two west
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corner towers rise 19 feet to the stringcoursestring orcourse cornice
the four cornercomer towers then rise 9 feet to the top of the
battlements these four towers are cylindrical and 17 feet in
diameter inside of which stone stairs ascend around a stone
newel six feet in diameter which has a well hole in it 2 feet
6 inches in diameterdi allowingamter landings at the various sec-
tions of the building these corner towers have 10 windows
each 5 on each side above the basement the two centre
towers are 31 feet square at the footing and break off in
sections in line with cornercomer towers to the height of the third
string course the east centre tower then rises 40 feet to
the top of the battlements the west centre tower rises
34 feet to the top of the battlements each tower has a spire
and twelve pinnacles emblematicallematical of the first presidency
twelve apostles high council bishops and their counselors
etc the east centre spire rises 200 feet the spire on the
west centre rises 194 feet all of the towers at their
corners have octagonal towers at the top two buttresses
numbering 48 in elialleil the space between thetha buttresses and
turrets is 2 feet at the first story and 2 feet 6 inches from
there up on the front of the two centre towers there are
two large windows one above the other and each 32 feet high
on the west centre tower a few feet below the top of the
battlements may be seen in alto relievo ursa major commonly
called

P

in pthis country the dipper withvath the pointers ranging
with the north star moral the lost may find their way by
the aid of the priesthood

at each end between the towers there are two grand
entrances each approached by sixteen steps from the promenadepron
to

enade
the floorloorioor of the outer courts which is about 9 feet

8 inches high the distance between the towers is the length
of the outer courts which is 16 feet the width 9 feet
3 inches from the outer courts there is access to any part
of the house

the grand room on the first floor takes up the dis-
tance between the east and west towers which is 120 feet
having a width of 80 feet this room is entered from the
outer courts by four erandrand doorwaysdoor andways is lighted by
16 windows theche height of this room in the centre is 35 feet
and is arched over in the centre with an elliptical arch which
drops at its flank 11 feet and has 38 feet span

the ceilings on each side form onefourthone offourth an
ellipse starting from the side walls of the mainmaln building
19 feet 6 inches from the floor and terminating at the
capitals of the columns or foot of centre arch 24 feet
above the floor the columns obtain their bearing from
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14 piers in the basement all having a good footing these
columns help to support the inside work above the first floorloorioorf
the outside walls of this story are 7 feet thick

the space from the termination of the foot of the
centre arch to the outer wall is divided into 16 compartments
8 on each side making rooms 14 X 14 feet in the clear and
10 feet high leaving a passage 6 feet wide next to each flank
of the centre arch and is approached from the ends these
rooms are each lighted by an elliptical window the major axis
of which is vertical

the second story large room is one foot wider than the
firstirstarst this is because the wall is only 6 feet thick it fall-
ing off 6 inches on the inside and 6 inches on the outside at
the second stringcoursestring thecourse rooms of this story are similar
to those of the firstlustluat story the side walls have 9 buttresses
on each side and have 8 tiers of windows 5 in each tier

the foot of the basement windows are 8 inches above
the promenade and each has a cavetto jamb which has a
15 inch radius causing the sash frame to be 18 inches back
from the line of the wall these windows have 6 feet 6 inches
length of sash

each buttress has a pedestal which stands out from the
line of wall 15 inches is 4 feet 6 inches wide and 5 feet
6 inches high on which is shown the different portions of the
earth or such a portion on each one as corresponds with the
axis of the earth motto the gospel has come for the whole
earth the base string course forms a capital for the
pedestals

the buttresses on the side walls are 3 feet 6 inches
wide and 100 feet high from the promenade close under the
second string course on each of the buttresses is the full
face of the sun immediately above on the side wall but-
tresses is saturn with her rings the buttresses terminate
with a projecting coping

the difference between the tower buttresses and the
ones just described is instead of saturn being on them they
have clouds and descending rays of light all of these
symbols are to be chiselledchi inselled base relief on solid stone

the side walls continue above the third string course
8 feet 6 inches and are formed into battlements and inter-
spersed with stars
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the roof has 8 feet rise and is to be covered with
some good metallic substance copper is considered best

the building is to be ornamented otherwise in many
places

the whole structure is designed to symbolize some of
the great architectural works above

all the windows above the basement recede from face of
wall to sash frame 3 feet and are surrounded by stone jambsjamobsjabobs
formed in mouldingsmoul anddings crowned with labels all the windows
and entrances except the basement elliptical and large
windows in central towers have keystones

NB I1 omitted in the proper place one item which
is that each floor as also the roof is sustained by
7 truss each of lattice work

I1 have been very brief owing to the limited amount of
t juneuueiune under my control

the templetempie is now up to the underside of base string
course

the templetempietemdle footing of rough ashlars measures 100104
cubic feet or 782a2aa 116 cords the cut stone now laid measures
about 138000 cubic feet

I1 will now mention a few more items which perhaps will
not be out of place when the temple footing was laid the
foreman and masons contended that mortar was best when com-
posed of 4 5 or 6 measures of sand to one of lime this
caused a contention between them and the architect the foot-
ing was laid in that kind of mortar the architect then made
several grades of mortar as follows 1 to 1 1 to 2 1 to 3
1 to 4 and 1 to 5 of lime and sand and buried them for
5 years they were then taken up the result was that 1 of
lime to 2 of sand was the best the rest of the building so
far has been laid in the bestbeat mortar

we now have 7 courses of stone well under way

every stone in the temple is numbered and is described
by bills and diagrams and when given to the cutter a ticket
is given with it describing it perfectly the quarry menrma
also have bills and diagrams to direct them properly
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there are nowrow 90 stonecuttersstone includingcutters boys at
work on the templetempie and about 30 quarry men and 12 black-
smiths to make and sharpen their tools also 11 laborers to
tend the cutters when we are setting and everything is in
good order there erearesaeece about 200 hands connected with the
various branches

signed T 0 angellaangell
architect1architects1

llenial star XXVI may 5 1874 27375273 75
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APPENDIX III111ili
DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE TEMPLE

TEMPLE BLOCK evaluation

building

saltseltseitsibit lake temple

templetampietample annex

boiler room

stains conservatory

gate cottage

tabernacle
assembly hall
bureau of information

museum

seagull monument

value

5000000005000000.00
400000040000.00

120000012000.00

7000007000.00

1500001500.00

10000000100000.00

7000000
150000015000.00

materials used year

granite 1853931853

stone

93

1893

stone 1908

glass 18701370

adobe 18551355

stone and lumber 1863701136370186311363

stone

70

1910

brick 1913

recordrecord of church titles book on temples hospitals
etc legal department church of jesus christ of latter day
saints
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DOC nisNTS ING

EVALUAT IONlon

5 000000- 00

40000 00

1500 00

100000 00

oluseum 70000 00

15000 00

12000- 00

7000- 00

Oluseum
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DEED TO TEMPLE BLOCKblocki

january 10 1873 daniel H wells mayor of salt lake
city utah deeded all of block 87 plat A to brigham
young sr deed no 1287 as shown above consideration
325032.50 act of congress approved march 2 1869 public

lands

november 27 1873 brigham young sr and mary ann
young his wife transferred said block 87 to georaegeorge albert
smith in trust for the church deed no 18 recorded
december 6 1873 book H pages 8289828

george

9

A smith as in trust for the church
transferred said block 87 to john taylor as in trust
for the church deed not in file and abstract of this property
has been taken out of the file

june 30 1887 john taylor trusteein for the
church transferred said property to william bo preston
presiding bishop of the church deed not in legal file

december 31 1907 william B preston formerly
presiding bishop of the church and charles W nibley now
presiding bishop of the church transferred said block to
joseph VF smith trustee in trust for the church deed
no 276479 recorded february 9 1911 book 8 E
pages 3723372

november

3

27 1923 heber J grant successor to
joseph F smith trustee inln trustcrust for the church transferred
said property to the corporation of the president of the
church where the title now rests blanket deed no 502184
recorded november 27 1927 book 11 U pages 4589458

record

9

of church titles book on temple hospitals
etc legal department church of jesus christ of latter day
saints

3i 50
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TEMPLE MODELMDEL

june 19 1856
great salt lake city

br william W ward

in reply to your communication plansplanisplants and drafts of
the 18th instdinst I1 take this early opportunity for informing you
that I1 prefer to have the model made 12 feet 6 inches longiong by
7 feet 6 inches wide 6 feet 3 inches to the top of the side
walls and 12 feet 6 inches to the top of the spires or in
other words upon the scale of 34 of an inch to the foot

As this model is mainly designed for the inspection
and benefit of the workmen upon the temple and as the build-
ing containing it is designed to be removed as soon asan the
temple is finished it is not worth while to be at too much
expense upon an enclosure for the model and more especially
since I1 do not wish the building for the model to show above
the wall of the templetemplatempia block for these reasons I1 think itwill be best to put up a plain room with a cheap roof and so
far sunk in the ground that the roof shall not show above the
walls around the block and large enough on the clear to admit
of a walkway about 2 12 feet wide around the model of the
size above named and the roof just high enough to fairly
clear the top of the highest spire as the lathing can be
nailed to the rafters I1 think that we can afford to erect
a building of the above subscription which will answer every
purpose and know of nothing at present that will need to
interfere with your labors upon the model during the coming
fall and winter

from your brother in the gospel

brigham young

letter to william W ward brigham youngsyoung letter
books no 2 ppap 8012801 hono2 evidence was found that this
model was completed
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APPENDIX IV

A SHORT description OF THE TEMPLETEMPUS INTERIOR

there are four main entrances to the templetempie however
most people arriving for the purpose of ordinance work enter
through the annex the annex contains the office rooms and
well equipped facilities for the extensive work of registra-
tion and record keeping the main portion of the annex is the
assembly room which occupies the central part of the build-
ing and has seating capacity for three hundred people the
room is very spacious has a lectern at one end and many
paintings decorate the walls

A stairway leads to the lower floor of the annex and
to the beginning of a semi wsubterranean passage which runs
south ninety feet to the temple wall this passage terminates
at the foot of a short flight of granite steps at the centre
of the north wall of the main structure the top of these
steps marks the threshold of the tempietemple heavy doors divide
the passage from the templetempie and open directly into the lower
corridor which extends entirely across the building from
north to south the floor is richlyrichlrichi carpeted the walls are
embellished with large paintings the chief of which is a
canvas depicting joseph smith preaching to the indian tribes
of the east the corridor as a whole presents an imposing
contrast with the exceedingly plain passage without

west from the lower corridor and occupying the
central third of the entire floor on that side is the bap-
tismal room in which stands the great font this apartment
is thirty two by forty ivefivelve feet and is floored with white
marble A ten inch wainscot of the same material extends
along each wall with grained woodworkwood abovework the walls are
a succession of double doors of which the lower half is
paneled wood and the upper pebbled glass the baptismal font
is recessed three feet below thetha level of the floor this
circular well tiled with marble is twenty one feet in
diameter and is surrounded by an ornamental iron railing two
feet high in this depression stand twelve life sized oxen
of cast iron with bronzed bodies and silvered horns the
oxen face outward in groups of three and support the massive
font which is of cast iron enameled in white elliptical in
form ten feet long six feet wide and four feet deep

216
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its capacity is over four hundred gallons there are steps at
either end for ascending to the balustrade and also for
descending into the font

the remainder of the westvest side of the basementbasem floor
is used for dressing anointing and lecture rooms

on the east of the lower corridor are two assembly
rooms the first is a very plain carpeted room with folding
lecture chairs for seatinseatingbeatin two hundred and fifty persons
this room is used for preliminary instruction purposes

in striking contrast with this room is the apartment
on the south entered from the lecture room by an arched door-
way hung with portieredportieresporti iteres also will seat about two
hundred and fifty persons but the finishings are much more
elaborate ceiling and walls are embellished with oil paintpaintwpainte
ings the former to represent clouds and sky with sun and
moon and stars the latter showing landscape scenesscones of rare
beauty there are sylvan grottoes and mossymoseymobsymobey dells lakeletslakelesslake
and

lets
brooks waterfalls and rivulets trees vines and flowers

insects birds and beasts in short the earth beautiful as
it was before the fall it may be called the gardencarden of eden
room for in every part andarm appurtenance it speaks of sweet
content and blessed arenoserenose in the center of the south wall
is a platform and an altaraltac of prayer reached by three steps
the altar is upholstered in velvet and on it rests the holy
bibie on the sides of the altar are large doorways opening
directly into a conservatory of living plants

the grand stairway starts near the south endandond of the
lower corridor already described it is provided with a
stately newel post and a massive balustrade both of solid
cherry this stairway comprises thirty five steps with three
landings and at its top is the upper corridor running forty
feet north and south A large canvas depicting the resur-
rected christ instructing the nephitesNep onhites the western con
tinenttenent occupies twenty feet of wall space on the east of this
corridor and smaller paintings adorn the other walls

the world room leading off to the west from the first
landing below the top of the grand stairway is a side corridor
which contains an art window depicting the expulsionpulsion from
eden it is of special significance in the journey from the
garden room to the symbolic apartment to which this side pas-
sage leads the room is carpeted in rich brown and is seated
in the usual way at the westvest end is an upholstered prayer
altar on which are placed in readiness the holy scriptures
near the altar is a stairway leading to a smallsmail waiting room
adjoining the elevator landing
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the walls are entirely covered with scenic paintings
and the ceiling is pictured to represent sky and cloud the
earth scenes are in strong contrast with those in the garden
room below here the rocks are rent and riven the earth
story is that of mountain uplift and seismic disruption
beasts are contending in deadly strife or engaged in murder-
ous attack or already rending their preypray the more timorous
creatures are fleeing from their ravenous foes or coweringcovering in
half concealed retreats there are lions in combat a tiger
gloating over a fallen deerdear wolves and foxes in hungryhungrhuner
search birds of prey are slaying or being slain allail of the
forest folk and the wild things are living under the ever
present menace of death and it is by death they live the
trees are gnarled misshapenmis andshapen blasted shrubs maintain a
precarious rootholdroot inhold rocky clefts thorns thistlesthistlwhistles cacti
and noxious weeds abound and in one quarter a destructive
storm is raging the scenes are typical of the worldsworld
condition under the curse of god

the terrestrial room from the northwestnorth cornerwest of
the room just described is a large doorway leading into
another apartment lofty spacious and beautiful its
general effectaffect is that of combined richness and simplicity
following the elaborate decoration of the world room this
room is restful in its soft coloring and air of comfort the
carpet is of lavender velvet woven with simple figures the
wallswailswalis are of pale blue the ceilingceilinc and woodwork of white with
trimmings of gold at the west end is a large mirror framed
in white and gold the chairs are upholstered to harmonize
with the floor covering A few framed canvases hang from the
walls the largest of which is the original painting by
girard joseph interpreting the dreams of the butler and
baker other pictures are delineations of incidents in the
life of christ and scenes in bible lands

an upholstered altar stands near the east end of the
room with copies of sacred writ in place in this room
lectures are given pertaining to the endowments and emph-
asizing the practical duties of a religious life it is there-
fore comnaonly known as the upper lecture room but in view of
its relation to the room that follows we may for convenience
designate it the terrestrial room at the east end is a
raised floor reached by three steps across which springs an
arch of thirty feet span the arch is supported by five
columns between which hangs a silken portiere in four sec-
tions this is the veil of the templetempie

the celestial room the entrance to this room is
through the veil it is a large apartment occupying the
northeast section on this floor in finish andsnd furnishings
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it is the grandest of all the large roomsroomroog within the walls
the west end is occupied wholly by the veil the east wall is
in part taken up by two triple mirrors thirteen feet high
along the walls are twenty two columns in pairs with
corinthian caps these support entablaturesentablatured from which spring
ten arches four on either side and one at each end within
the recesses formed by these arches are paints and busts of
past and living church leaders and canvases depicting scenes
in bible lands and incidents of interest in church history
the ceiling is a combination of vault and panelpanei construction
elaborately finished massive cornicescornickscor andnices beamsbeansbemas separating
the ceiling panels are richly embellishedellishedellisher with clusters of
fruit and flowers the color scheme of the walls is soft
brown relieved by the light blue of the fluted columns and by
abundant trimmings in boldgoldboid the floor is covered by a heavy
carpet and the movable furniture is all of rich yet appropri-
ate design palms and other living plants are held in shapely
jardinieresjardini oferes finest ware eachewh of the four arched window
recesses in the north is framedfrowdfremed byb draped curtains of silk
which in material and design matchmetch the veil on the south
side are four pairs of double doors in position and size
symmetrically corresponding with the windows on the north
the portal at the southwestsouth whichwest is fitted with swinging
doors opens directlydirectlydirectl into the upper corridor at the headheftaheedhemma of
the grand stairway already described each of the three other
portals is fitted with sliding doors and opens into a
separate apartment slightly raised above the floor on the
large room and reserved for special ceremonial work

sealing room for the dead the first of these three
smallsmail rooms is raised two steps above the main floor in the
wall of semicircularsemi recesscircular five feet deep on the south side
is a bay art window of stained glass representing with
effective and impressing detail the resurrected prophet moroni
delivering the plates of the book of mormon to joseph smith
the west wall is occupied by a large mirror in the center
stands a richly upholstered altar finished in old rose velvet
and gold here kneel in humble service the living proxies
representing deceased husbands and wives parents and
children

sealing room for the living the easterly room of the
three is in size and shape a counterpart of the last described
its finishing however is in brighter tonetons the altar and
chairs are upholstered in crimson velvet and the walls are of
light tint A mirror extends from floor to ceiling on the
east wall here is solemnizedsoleamizedsolemnizer the sacred ordinance of ma-
rriage
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the holy of holies the central of the three smallsmellsmeil
apartments connected with the celestial room situated there-
fore between the sealing room for the living and the sealing
room for the dead is of all the smaller apartmentsapartmaparto within the
templetempie walls by far the most beautiful its excellence is
that of splendid simplicity rather than sumptuous splendor
it is raised above the other two rooms and is reached by an
additional flight of six steps inside the sliding doors the
short staircase is bordered by hand carved balustrades which
terminate in a pair of newel posts bearing bronze figures
symbolical of innocentirmo childhoodcent these support flower clus-
ters each jeweled blossom enclosing an electric bulb on the
landing at the head of the steps is another archway beneath
which are sliding doors which mark the threshold of the inner
room and correspond to the inner curtain or veil that shielded
from public view the most sacred precincts of the tabernacle
and templetempie in the earlier dispensations

the room is circular eighteen feet in diameter with
paneled walls separated by carved pillars supporting arches
and decorated in blue and gold theche entrance doorway and the
panels are framed in red velvet with an outer border finished
in gold four wall niches bordered in crimson and gold have
a deeddeep blue background and within these are tall vases hold-
ing flowers the ceiling is a dome in which are set circular
andilallavla semicircularsemi windowscircular of jeweled biessglass and on the outer
side of these therefore above the bellingcellingcelcei areling electric
globes whose light penetrates into the room in countless hues
of subdued intensity on the south side of the room opposite
the entrance doorway and corresponding in size therewith is
a window of colored lasselass depicting the appearance of the
eternal father and hishs son jesus christ to the boy joseph
smith this room is reserved for the higher ordinances in the
priesthood relating to the exaltation of both living and dead

dome room this room is located near the landinlanding of
the granite stairway in the southeast tower on the thirthird
floorloor on the south side it has three oval windows and on the
north side are semi

ing

of pebbled glass looking down into
the celestial room in the center is a large dome fifty one
feet in circumference at its base and seven feet fifthhifthhigh this
is set with seventeen jeweled windows and is the cellingce1iingbelling of
the holy of holies the walls are hung with portraits of
church authorities no specific ordinance work belongs to
this apartment

the elderselders1eiderseldera room the council room of the twelve
apostles the council room of the seventy the council room
of the first presidency and the twelve apostles and the
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high council room are all located on the third floorloorioor they
are furnished to meet the needs of the number of people who
will be using the rooms and reserved mostly for council and
prayer meetings

the main assembly room occupies the whole fourth
floor at either end of this great auditorium is a spacious
stand a terraced platform and a multiple series of pulpits
the two are alike as to finish and furniture the stand at
the west end is inscribed aaronic priesthood tf and the one
at the east melchisedekimelchisedekmelchisedecMelchiheichi priesthoodsedek this is the higher
priesthood at the east as the outside eastern towers represent
the higher andabd the lesser at the west as the outside towers
are lower and represent the lesser priesthood the seats
belonging to the body of the auditorium are of reversible
construction so that the audience may face the stand in
which the priesthood officiating on the occasion belongs

in the interior of the templetempie the appearance is
strictly in keeping with the stability of the walls and in
harmony with the impressive and imposing appearance presented
without however the templetempie is not beautified throughout
with equal elaboration aarethereaere has been no lavish nor unneces-
sary expenditure in embellishment the predominating intent
has been that of appropriateness there are many rooms of
plain design furnished in but simple style there are others
in which no effort has beenbean spared nor cost considered to
secure the essentials of grandeur and sublimity in no part
is there a hint of incompleteness nowhere is there a sug-
gestion of the excessively ornate every room has been
planned and constructed for a definite purpose and both
finished and furnished in strict accordance therewith 1

jamesjemes E talmage the house of the lord salt lake
city deseret news 1912 ppap 181200181 the200 description is
based on this edition
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ABSTRACT

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
believes that the building of temples is essential to fulfilli-
ng the ordinances and covenants of salvation prior to the

arrival in utah july 24 1847 the mormon people had com-

pleted two temples both of which had been destroyed by

external forces only four days after arrival land was set
aside for building the salt lake templetempie but due to the many

needs of a pioneer people in a newnownaw land to secure the perma-

nency of their settlement the building of the templetampletampie was not

begun until february 1853

the general plan for the temple was given by president

brigham young and the details were worked out by the church

architect truman 0 angell angell was sent to europe where

he made an extensive study of architectural and structural
details of the worldsworld finest buildings thus developing a

romanesque style different in design and purpose from any

other building on the earth
the realization that a plan so involved would create a

great demand for a skilled work force resulted in the organ-

ization of the public works which organized and assigned the
necessary labor force to the templetempie construction and other

tasks in and around salt lake city conducted an extensive

fill
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apprenticeship program and served as a job placement station
for new immigrants

such an elaborate and expensive project created a

never ending problem of finding the financial means necessary

to carry on the work in the early years tithing labor was

used extensively but later as the temple rose into the

square so much skilled labor was needed that craftsmen were

employed either under contract or by piece work the re-

sponsibility for many of the large unskilled labor assign-

ments such as canal and road building continued to be

dependent on labor tithing and in addition most of the wards

near salt lake city received weekly labor assignments for
quarry men and teamsters in order to meet the cash expenses

wards at home branches throughout the united states and the

missions in europe observed special temple days collected

nickel funds and organized various other temple projects
before the templetempie was completed almost 3500000 had been

expended

the development of a transportation system to convey

the huge stones to the temple was the majormejormajoe factor in con-

struction delay until the advent of the railroad in 1873 in

the interim an extensive wagon road system was utilized to

facilitate transportation many experimental projects were

tried a wooden railroad was constructed and two towpathtow

canals

path

one being 12 miles in length were excavated but

such1
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3

all three experiments failedailed in 1873 the wasatch and jordan

valley narrow gauge railroad was constructed from sandy to

wasatch with a tramway on to alta this 17 mile line operated

until after the templetempie was completed

in 1873 the workforce on the temple was greatly in-

creased the stonecutters began working year round in their
smallsmail shops the seasonal work force was doubled and between

eighty and one hundred men worked ten hours a day from spring

until the winter snows in december problems in rigging

handling and placing were ingeniously overcome the windows

were turned the arches laid and between four and six courses

of granite were laid each year as the building gradually

assumed15sumed the appearance described in the architectural plan

of 1854

several other factors played a role in templetampletampie history
the advent of the VSUS arrayA caused anxiety which resulted in

the burial of the temple foundation to avoid confiscation
work was terminated at this time from 1857 until 1860 and upon

excavationeccamcca thevation foundation was in such poor condition that most

of it had to be removed and relaidrelais another delay came in
188711387 when the US government seized all LDS church prope-
rties the titles to the templetempie were returned in december

188911389 and the people worked with renewed zeal as the building

neared completion
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on april 6 1893 after forty years of effort the

temple was completed and dedicated
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